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“Every woman needs some kind of jewelry to
accent her costume – it not only makes her

glamorous, but gives her confidence as well”
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JOSEFF 
circa late 1940s – early 1950s

JOSEFF SCRIPT LOGO
circa 1940s – present

JOSEFF HOLLYWOOD
circa 1940s

In some cases additional stamped numbers are
identified, an early inventory system that looks like this.

circa 1930s – 1948

Please note: Jewelry is not photographed to scale throughout the catalog. Some pieces may appear smaller than
others on the page when they are in fact larger in person. Take note of provided dimensions and request condition

reports if you would like to obtain more specific information on the scale of the pieces.

Many of the pieces have been used on many occasions and have been modified, reset and altered over the years.
For this reason, they don’t always perfectly match the documentary photographs.

Most of the pieces in the collection are gold or silver-plated and
many have tarnished over the years.  We have left the pieces as
they are but gentle non-abrasive cleaners can be used to polish
these pieces if desired.

Items with “soft set” stones should never be placed in sonic
jewelry cleaners as the stones may fall out and cannot be reset.

Exposure to water can tarnish many of the pieces in the
collection.  Due to age, their lacquer coating may no longer be
acting as a protectant.

In most cases, jewelry is best cleaned by simply using a clean
damp polishing cloth.  Damp Q-tips can be useful in reaching
smaller areas with intricate detailing.

War time pot metal pieces should also not be placed in sonic
jewelry cleaners.

In general moisture is not a friend to most costume jewelry pieces
and great care should be taken in not using abrasive brushes
and cleaners.  Anything beyond light surface cleaning should be
carried out by someone with professional restoration experience.
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Hollywood
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The biographical details of Eugene Joseff ’s life have
been chronicled in a great number of books and ar-
ticles.  We know that he was born in Chicago in
1905 and headed west to Hollywood at the time of
the great depression.  He was charming, witty, and
by all accounts understood the importance of show-
manship. 

The most popular account of how Joseff got started
in the costume jewelry business is that he became
friends with Walter Plunkett, already a well-estab-
lished costume designer in Hollywood. When Joseff
complained to Plunkett that the jewelry in some
films did not match the period of the film, Plunkett
famously threw down the gauntlet and challenged
his friend to produce something better if he didn’t
like what he saw.  This is a story that has been told
and re-told for decades — and Joseff may well have
had this conversation with Plunkett — but Joseff ’s
own words, discovered in a transcript in the Joseff
archives, indicate that the truth has perhaps less to
do with simply falling in with the right crowd, and
is more of a testament to the fact that hard work,
tenacity and punctuality were the genesis of Joseff
of Hollywood.  The transcript of a radio program
called “Views and Reviews” on KECA Los Angeles
dated August 2, 1940 reveals a different origin story
than what has become the popular lore of Joseff.
Joseff did the interview broadcast live from the
“radio section on the sixth floor of Bullock’s Hill
Street Building,” the popular Los Angeles depart-
ment store.  When the host asked Joseff how he
“got into pictures” he replied:

“I was formerly a commercial artist and was in the
advertising business in Chicago.  Designing jewelry
was my hobby…I came out here on vacation, during
the early days of the depression, intending to stay
just a short time.  But the depression lasted longer
than most of us had anticipated…And soon I was

looking around for something to do.  Several times
I had noticed glaring mistakes made in the design
of period costume jewelry in motion pictures, and
felt that, with all the money spent in filming pic-
tures and the high degree of accuracy that they used
in sets and costumes, there was a need for someone
to supply authentic reproductions of period jewelry.
Well, it was a good idea but it took me a year and a
half to get into the studios, and then it was just by
a fluke.  One studio needed ornaments for 14
dancers almost overnight and everybody had turned
the job down.  Then someone remembered that I
had been pestering them for the opportunity to
show them what I could do, and they gave me a
ring.  I accepted the job without inquiring what it
was.  That was on a Friday and the jewelry had to
be on the set ready to start shooting Monday morn-
ing…I worked night and day and enlisted the help
of all my friends who pounded and twisted metal
all hours.  Of course, that gave me a start.  And may
I say that the reputation for being punctual has
been a great asset to me.”

Regardless of how it happened, Eugene Joseff had
his foot in the door and once there he continued to
deliver high quality, historically accurate pieces to
film sets.  Joseff, as he was now known, brought the
same old-world craftsmanship and techniques to
his pieces that fine jewelers used. Most of his hand-
crafted pieces featured predominantly  bezel set
stones and required craftsmen skilled at blanking,
forming, soldering, joints and catches, gluing, cut-
ting down, burnishing, plating, stone setting, enam-
eling and lacquering among other techniques.
Many of the people employed in the Joseff work-
shop were 2nd and 3rd generation European crafts-
men who used these techniques to create unique
costume jewelry masterpieces.  Because Joseff was
told early on that some of his designs couldn’t be
made, he took it upon himself to devise a way to
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bring his designs to life to his exacting standards.
This meant creating his own foundry allowing him
to have total control over the manufacturing
process from start to finish.  

Joseff prided himself on the historical accuracy of
his pieces and he built a library of reference mate-
rials including rare folios on the Imperial Jewels of
Russia, a complete record of the world’s crown jew-
els, a run of Harper’s Bazaar magazines dating from
1809, and many other reference works.

In addition to finding a need for historically accu-
rate pieces, Joseff pioneered a completely new plat-
ing technique he named his “Russian” plating
technique which toned down the reflective nature
of gold plating to suit the lighting conditions used
on film sets.  In truth, this is an example of Joseff ’s
mastery of marketing.  The recipe for his “special
sauce” that was used to create this now signature
matte gold Joseff look is in reality the result of a lot
of chemical analysis and experimentation.  It isn’t
in fact a long-lost Russian recipe, but Joseff ’s un-
derstanding of how to market things informed his
decision to choose a name that sounded wildly ex-
otic and glamorous in the 1930s.

Perhaps his most ingenious innovations were not

in the design and manufacture of
the jewelry itself but instead the
business model that he em-
ployed.  Joseff amassed an in-
credible collection of costume
jewelry because he chose to rent
everything to the studios instead
of selling the pieces outright.
This is the seminal decision that
made it possible for Joseff of
Hollywood, to become the
largest supplier of jewelry to
Hollywood production compa-
nies.  As the company’s reputa-
tion grew, so did their archive of
jewelry.  From custom created
pieces done to the exacting stan-
dards of some of Hollywood’s
most famous costume designers,
Adrian, Plunkett, Travilla among

them, to re-using pieces time and again, the earning
potential of this extraordinary collection was a key
component to its longevity.  In Joseff ’s own words
taken from the 1940 interview transcript:

“We were commissioned to make a very elaborate
period necklace for Garbo to be worn in the picture
Camille [lot featured on page 287].  Sterling silver,
emerald and paste diamonds with pearls.  The neck-
lace actually cost $1,100 to make.  Well, when
shooting commenced, Garbo declared that it was
just ‘too uncomfortable’ and so it was not used.”

Joseff confirmed for the radio host that he had been
reimbursed for the full cost of the necklace despite
the fact that it was not used in the film, and it re-
mained in his collection.  The studios were effec-
tively paying him to build his own archive.  

“Next it was to be used by Jeanette McDonald in
the motion picture May Time.  But after last minute
changes we again collected our rental fee on the
necklace without its being used.  However they say
the third time is the charm, and it proved to be true
with this piece.  It finally did get before the camera
being worn by Lily Pons in that bird picture [Hitting
a New High] she made a couple of years ago for
R.K.O…Everything is on a rental basis.  If a studio
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should want to purchase anything that we have
made for a picture, we make them a duplicate of it
but retain the original for ourselves.”

A year after Joseff told this story during his 1940
radio interview, this necklace earned another rental
fee when it was worn by Vivien Leigh in That Hamil-
ton Woman (United Artists, 1941).  By charging the
studios rental fees each time they needed jewelry,
these pieces were anything but lazy assets, they
produced income.  Some pieces were extraordinary
earners being used in countless productions.  As we
researched the pieces in this sale and screened over
150 films, we too were
able to spot some of the
same Joseff creations time
and again.  It is obviously
not possible to watch
every film that has ever
been made in preparation
for this sale so it is quite
likely that you may see
some of the pieces in this
catalog in a film we have
not mentioned. Happy
hunting!  Joseff estimated
that he had pieces that had
been rented by as many as
200 different productions.
Certain costume designers
clearly had favorite pieces
that they used repeatedly.
Some designs were so popular that Joseff made
copies in every color of stones to appeal to design-
ers.  Joseff once commented that it was a shame
there weren’t more pictures shot in color when he
first started as many of his pieces were a dazzling
display of color.

Joseff ’s innovations didn’t stop there. He was also
keenly aware of the power of celebrity influencers
long before we had a word for such things.  In sim-
pler times, fans bought movie star magazines, and
they wrote to the studios requesting photographs
of their favorite stars.  In many cases, the glamour
portraits they would receive featured stars wearing
Joseff jewelry.  Joseff understood that loaning his

jewelry to studio and magazine photographers
would increase the visibility of his designs.  Before
anyone thought about “red carpet moments” Joseff
would loan jewelry to celebrities making high pro-
file appearances.  Joseff essentially pioneered the
concept of red carpet glamour and believed that the
stars of the day should look every bit as glamorous
at their public appearances as they did on screen.

These innovations served him well when he par-
layed the popularity of his designs from exclusive
film worn pieces to exclusive capsule collections
sold at luxury department stores around the coun-

try.  In the transcript from
his 1940 radio interview,
Joseff explains how the
commercial line of jewelry
started.  

“That idea originated right
here in Bullock’s.  Francis
Craig, the manager of the
jewelry section, who is al-
ways looking for new ideas
and strives to give her cus-
tomers what they want, felt
that her friends would be
interested in some of the
things they see worn by the
stars in the pictures.  She fi-
nally persuaded me to make
reproductions of some of

these pieces and let her try them.  Well I can only
say she was right.  People have liked them. “ 

Things were going so well for Joseff that, although
he was a wildly creative entrepreneur, he needed
help with the day to day requirements of running a
business.  It was at this point that Joseff contacted
the Sawyer Business School to find a receptionist.
As luck would have it, Sawyer sent an exceptionally
bright young woman by the name of Joan Castle.
She quickly proved her business prowess rising to
the position of office manager and in 1942 she be-
came Mrs. Eugene Joseff.  Together Joan Castle Jos-
eff, who became known simply as J.C. among
friends, and her husband were a Hollywood power
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couple rubbing elbows with a who’s who list of
Hollywood celebrities.  Many of the biggest stars
became customers ordering copies of their favorite
pieces to wear in their everyday life.  The Joseff
archives contain Photostat copies of signed per-
sonal checks from Carole Lombard, Hedy Lamarr,
Ginger Rogers, and many others to prove it!   It is
ironic then that at the onset of WWII, the same
foundry that produced beautiful adornments worn
by some of the most glamorous ladies in the world,
would also take on government contracts to pro-
duce precision cast parts needed by the military for
the war effort.  This branch of the business contin-
ued long after the war ended as Joseff Precision
Metal Products Company.

As they say, behind every remarkable man is an
equally remarkable woman, and Joan was no excep-
tion.  As if taken from the pages of a Hollywood
script, Joan and Eugene happily began to grow their
family, as well as their business together celebrating
the birth of their son, Jeff, in 1947.  Sadly, only 11
months later, Eugene Joseff was killed in a tragic
plane crash.  Some women faced with the loss of
their husband, business partner, and the father of
their newborn child may have succumbed to the
grief and fallen to pieces.  This is precisely when
Joan put all of the pieces back together and took full
control of Joseff Precision Metal Products Company,
the jewelry rental business and the Joseff commer-
cial jewelry line.  She continued running them until
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her death in 2010 at the age of 97.  Joan presided
over these companies for nearly 60 years.  She nav-
igated an ever-changing landscape in Hollywood
and securing the legacy of Joseff as one of the most
important and influential costume jewelry compa-
nies of its time and beyond.  If you watch closely
you will see vintage Joseff pieces featured on a very
sexy robot host on Westworld, meaning Joseff ’s
work stands the test of time with nearly 90 years of
rental history.

In the past couple of
decades, the film indus-
try has fled Hollywood
for more financially
beneficial locales such
as Vancouver, Atlanta
and many other produc-
tion friendly cities.
Tastes have also
changed and the extrav-
agant costume dramas
that once built the Jos-
eff collection, gave way
to more real-life dra-
mas.  As the mania sur-
rounding red carpet
appearances kicked into
high gear, leading ladies
were now courted by
the likes of Cartier,
Harry Winston, and
Bulgari who routinely
loan millions of dollars
of jewelry for special
events.  They too realize
what Joseff figured out
over 80 years ago:
celebrities build brands! 

Joan successfully placed jewelry in some of those
1980s dramas, like Dynasty, that required lavish
jewels. The rental business never fully recovered
from the shift that had taken place in Hollywood.
The small jewel box of a studio, tucked away in Bur-

bank is therefore as close to a time capsule as you
will ever find.  From the custom Joseff embossed
leather jewelry trays, the wall of cigar boxes con-
taining tens of thousands of vintage findings, to the
original jeweled mural in the studio showroom that
hasn’t changed in decades.  It is such a refreshing
experience to see something that has stayed so
wonderfully the same. It has become increasingly
apparent to Joan’s heirs, that some of the pieces in

the collection are
now worth more be-
cause of who wore
them, than if they
had been made of
precious materials
to begin with.  Most
are too valuable to
ever be rented again
and have lived in
the vault for
decades.  When
pieces were worn by
prominent perform-
ers, or in critically
acclaimed films,
Joan began to put
them away in the
vault, a very small
secure room that
contained all of the
pieces included in
this auction.  De-
spite the fact that
many of these
pieces were made in
multiples, the vault
contains the origi-
nals that were worn
in films.  In addition
to Joseff originals,

the vault collection contains a number of pieces by
other designers as well.  Joseff and Joan appreciated
good design and purchased pieces by Trifari, De
Rosa, Boucher and a number of other prominent
designers for their rental collection.
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LET’S BE GLAMOROUS
When you want to buy jewelry, you should first
know how much you want to spend.  Then be
guided by the type of clothes you wear, and where
you wear them.  You may live in tailored things,
or you may like to wear formal attire as often as
possible.  Select your jewelry accordingly.  

If you want to acquire a collection, start with a
brooch because you will find most use for it.  It
can be pinned on a suit lapel, collar or pocket…
on a hat, a belt, or an evening gown.  Remember
gold can be worn with more things than silver,
and topaz is a good stone that looks smart with
almost every type of costume.  Be wary of a
brooch with too many rhinestones or brilliants
because its use is too limited to formal clothes.

Earrings should be the next jewelry investment.
They also have many uses.  You can wear them on
your hat, cuffs, shoes as well as on your ears.

A ring comes next in your collection and I’d
suggest finding a bold ring with a large stone…
something massive and distinctive.

A bracelet and a necklace come last in importance because they can so seldom be worn with all your costumes or
for all occasions.

Keep in mind the fact that jewelry is an accent that draws the eye.  With a necklace, earrings and hat or hair ornament,
the eye is forced to encircle the face.  If you have lovely hands, a bracelet or ring will draw attention to them.  A belt
buckle, or a pin worn at the waistline will make people notice a slender waist.  Put a pair of buckles on your slippers
if you want people to see your small feet.

Just be careful to keep the one important piece of jewelry in one area, to focus attention there.  Otherwise, if you
use too much jewelry in a scattered way, the eye zig-zags without getting any particular impression.

We follow these principles when we place jewelry in a store window.  We can put fifty pieces in a window in such a
way that the eye will start at one point, go around the case and finally focus on one particular item.

- Joseff

Excerpts containing advice on how to build a jewelry collection as written by Joseff for the February 1948 edition of Movie Show magazine in an article titled “Let’s Be Glamorous”. 
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1
SHIRLEY MacLAINE WORN CAMEO PENDANT
A gold tone metal pendant with molded plastic cameo and simulated diamond
accented bail on replacement chain; spring clasp closure.

Pendant worn by Shirley MacLaine in The Matchmaker (Paramount, 1958).
Accompanied by a DVD copy of the film.

Length, 18 inches

$300-500

2
MARSHA HUNT WORN BROOCH
A pair of simulated tusks with gold-plated mounts, done using Joseff’s signature
Russian plating technique; bar pin closures. Both signed “Joseff Hollywood.”

One worn by Marsha Hunt in These Glamour Girls (MGM, 1939).  Accompanied
by a DVD copy of the film.

Length, 6 1/4 inches

$400-600
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3
ANN BLYTH WORN BANDEAU
A silver-plated bandeau with simulated diamonds.

Worn by Ann Blyth in The World in His Arms (Universal, 1952).  Accompanied by a DVD copy of the film.

Width, 5 3/4 inches; Height, 1 1/2 inches

$1,500-2,500
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4
ELIZABETH TAYLOR AND
OTHERS WORN NECKLACE
A simulated diamond necklace with seven
drops; jeweled box clasp. 

Worn by Elizabeth Taylor in Julia
Misbehaves (MGM, 1948); Kathryn Grayson
in The Kissing Bandit (MGM, 1948); and by
Ann Blyth paired together with a triple-
strand necklace in The World in His Arms
(Universal, 1952). Additional chain added to
extend length of necklace subsequent to
use in these films.  Accompanied by DVD
copies of Julia Misbehaves and The World
in his Arms.

Length, 19 inches

$3,000-5,000
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Courtesy of Joseff of Hollywood Archives
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7
COLEEN GRAY WORN EARRINGS
A pair of simulated diamond floret clip-on earrings. Signed “Trifari.”

Worn by Coleen Gray in Nightmare Alley (20th Century, 1947).

Length, 7/8 inch

$300-500

8
LINDA DARNELL 
WORN EARRINGS AND PHOTOGRAPH
A pair of clip-on, gold-plated, simulated diamond earrings, done using
Joseff’s signature Russian plating technique.

Worn by Linda Darnell in Hangover Square (20th Century, 1945). Accom-
panied by a vintage photograph of Darnell wearing the earrings.

Length, 1 1/4 inches

$700-900

6
GREER GARSON 
NECKLACE AND PHOTOGRAPH
A substantial simulated diamond evening necklace with
double drops; pinch clasp closure.

The necklace was a key plot element in The Law and the
Lady (MGM, 1951) starring Greer Garson as she plots to
steal the necklace from a society lady. Accompanied by a
vintage photograph of Garson with the necklace.

Length, 15 inches

$2,500-3,500

5
GREER GARSON AND ANN BLYTH 
WORN EARRINGS
A pair of silver-plated, spring-clip simulated diamond earrings.

Worn by Greer Garson in The Law and the Lady (MGM, 1951),
and Ann Blyth in The World in His Arms (Universal, 1952).

Length, 1 1/2 inches

$500-700
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11
MARILYN MAXWELL WORN BROOCH
A silver-plated brooch in antique finish, in the form of a
double bow set with simulated diamonds; bar pin closure.
Signed with Joseff’s script logo.

Worn by Marilyn Maxwell in Summer Holiday (MGM, 1948).

Length, 3 1/2 inches

$600-800

10
MARILYN MAXWELL WORN CHOKER
A triple-strand simulated bezel-set diamond choker; with open bar findings to
allow for a ribbon tie closure.

Worn by Marilyn Maxwell in a studio publicity photo used to promote Summer
Holiday (MGM, 1948).

Length, 10 1/4 inches

$500-700

9
MARILYN MAXWELL
WORN EARRINGS
A pair of silver-plated, screw-post
drop earrings with simulated
diamonds, both stamped “E2027.”

Worn by Marilyn Maxwell in a studio
publicity portrait used to promote
Summer Holiday (MGM, 1948).

Length, 2 1/4 inches

$600-800
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14
LINDA DARNELL WORN BRACELET
A simulated diamond bracelet with box clasp closure. Stamped “sterling.”

This bracelet was worn, joined with another, by Linda Darnell as the shoulder strap of an evening gown in
Unfaithfully Yours (20th Century Fox, 1948). Only one bracelet sold with this lot.

Bracelet, 7 3/4 inches

$800-1,200

12
ETHEL MERMAN 
WORN NECKLACE

A simulated diamond evening necklace;
hook closure.

Worn by Ethel Merman in Call Me Madam
(20th Century, 1953).

Length, 13 1/2 to 14 inches

$800-1,200
13

LANA TURNER AND 
MIROSLAVA WORN 

NECKLACE AND PHOTOGRAPH
A simulated diamond necklace; jeweled box

clasp closure.

Worn by Lana Turner in The Merry Widow
(MGM, 1952) and Miroslava in The Brave Bulls

(Columbia, 1951). Together with trimmed
vintage photograph of Turner.

Length, 14 1/2 inches

$1,000-1,500
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15
ALEXIS SMITH WORN NECKLACE
A simulated diamond evening necklace with sil-
ver-plated ornate foliate design. Signed in
Joseff’s script logo.

Worn by Alexis Smith in South of St. Louis
(Warner Bros., 1949).

Length, 13 1/2 inches

$2,500-3,500

16
ALEXIS SMITH WORN BRACELET
A six-panel gold-plated bracelet, done using Joseff’s signature Russian plating technique, featuring
large simulated diamonds; foldover clasp closure.

Worn by Alexis Smith in South of St. Louis (Warner Bros., 1949).

Length, 7 1/4 inches

$1,000-1,500

17
ANDREA KING WORN 
EARRINGS AND PHOTOGRAPH
A pair of clip-on, silver-plated simulated diamond
chandelier earrings.

Worn by Andrea King in Mark of the Renegade (Uni-
versal, 1951). Accompanied by a vintage photograph
of King wearing the earrings.

Length, 4 inches

$800-1,200
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ANGELA LANSBURY WORN BRACELET
A three-strand bracelet featuring bezel-set simulated
diamonds; box clasp closure.

Worn by Angela Lansbury in The Harvey Girls (MGM, 1946).

Length, 9 1/8 inches

$500-700

36 | Joseff of Hollywood

18
DOROTHY LAMOUR WORN BRACELET
AND PHOTOGRAPH
A five-strand silver-plated bracelet with simulated bezel-set
diamonds; box clasp closure.

Worn by Dorothy Lamour in Lulu Belle (Columbia, 1948).
Accompanied by a vintage photograph of Lamour wearing
the bracelet.

Length, 7 inches

$600-800

19
DOROTHY LAMOUR AND 
ANGELA LANSBURY WORN BRACELET
A triple-strand bracelet with bezel-set simulated diamonds;
box clasp closure. Stamped “Joseff Hollywood.”

Worn by Angela Lansbury in The Harvey Girls (MGM, 1946)
and Dorothy Lamour in Lulu Belle (Columbia, 1948).

Length, 7 inches

$400-600

20
GREER GARSON WORN CHOKER AND PHOTOGRAPH
A six-strand simulated diamond necklace with graduated bezel-set stones; open bar findings on
each end for ribbon tie closure.

Worn by Greer Garson in Mrs. Parkington (MGM, 1944). Accompanied by a vintage photo still
showing Garson wearing the necklace.

Length, 12 1/2 inches

$1,500-2,000
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24
ANGELA LANSBURY AND ADRIAN BOOTH WORN BRACELET
A gold-plated bracelet, done using Joseff’s signature Russian plating technique, set with
simulated emeralds; incomplete clasp.

Worn by Angela Lansbury in The Harvey Girls (MGM, 1946) and Adrian Booth in The Last
Bandit (Republic, 1949).

Length, 7 inches

$700-900

25
ANGELA LANSBURY WORN BRACELET
A five-panel simulated diamond bracelet; box clasp closure.

Worn by Angela Lansbury in The Harvey Girls (MGM, 1946).

Length, 7 inches

$1,000-1,500

22
ANGELA LANSBURY WORN BRACELET
An open work, nine-panel simulated diamond and emerald bracelet; box clasp
closure. Stamped “X1144.”

Worn by Angela Lansbury in The Harvey Girls (MGM, 1946).

Length, 7 1/2 inches

$1,000-1,500

23
ANGELA LANSBURY WORN BRACELET
An open work, eight-panel simulated diamond bracelet; box clasp closure.

Worn by Angela Lansbury in The Harvey Girls (MGM, 1946).

Length, 7 inches

$800-1,200

26
ANGELA LANSBURY WORN EARRINGS
A pair of clip-on, simulated emerald and diamond drop earrings.

Worn by Angela Lansbury in The Harvey Girls (MGM, 1946). The
posts have been modified subsequent to use in The Harvey Girls.

Length, 2 inches

$800-1,200
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27
ALICE FAYE
WORN BROOCH
A heart-shaped brooch
covered in simulated
pearls and central ruby;
bar pin closure. Signed
“Joseff” in block letters
and stamped “P2036.”

Worn by Alice Faye in
Lillian Russell 
(20th Century, 1940).

Length, 2 3/4 inches

$1,000-1,500

28
ORIGINAL JEWELRY DESIGN SKETCH FOR
LILLIAN RUSSELL
A pencil and gouache on black paper, mounted to board,
design sketch for a brooch featuring the letter “L” created for
Alice Faye to wear in the title role of Lillian Russell (20th Cen-
tury, 1940). Sketch is mounted to board with notation in pencil
reading “OK d.” The costumes, created by famed designer
Travis Banton, included a number of custom Joseff creations.

Sheet size, 4 1/2 by 3 1/2 inches; Overall, 14 by 10 inches

$400-600

29
BROOCH CREATED FOR LILLIAN RUSSELL
A silver-plated, simulated diamond monogram brooch featuring the letter
“L,” bar pin closure.  Signed with Joseff script logo.  The brooch was
designed for Alice Faye to wear in the title role of Lillian Russell (20th Century
Fox, 1940), but does not appear in the final-cut of the film.

1 3/4 by 2 1/2 inches

$800-1,200
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31
ALICE FAYE AND OTHERS WORN BROOCH
A simulated diamond flower and vine brooch with four feather
form drops, signed “Joseff.”

Worn by Alice Faye in Lillian Russell (20th Century, 1940); Ava
Gardner in The Great Sinner (MGM, 1949); and as a hair orna-
ment by Greer Garson in That Forsyte Woman (MGM, 1949).
Accompanied by a DVD copy of The Great Sinner.

Length, 4 1/2 inches

$1,000-2,000

30
ORIGINAL JEWELRY DESIGN SKETCH 
FOR LILLIAN RUSSELL
A pencil and gouache on paper design sketch for a jeweled pendant created
for Alice Faye to wear in the title role of Lillian Russell (20th Century Fox,
1940). Sketch has additional pencil notations reading "Cost" various number
notations and is signed simply "OM." The costumes, created by famed
designer Travis Banton, included a number of custom Joseff creations.

9 1/2 by 12 1/2 inches

$600-800
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32
ORIGINAL JEWELRY DESIGN SKETCH FOR LILLIAN RUSSELL
A pencil and gouache on paper design sketch for a pair of simulated diamond and emerald brooches custom created
for Alice Faye to wear in the title role of Lillian Russell (20th Century, 1940). Sketch has additional pencil notations read-
ing “Cost” as well as some size notations and is signed simply “OM.” The costumes, created by famed designer Travis
Banton, included a number of custom Joseff creations.

12 1/2 by 9 1/2 inches

$600-800
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33
LUCILLE BALL AND ALICE FAYE WORN BROOCHES AND VINTAGE MAGAZINE
A pair of Art Deco style floral brooches with simulated diamonds centering on a central simulated emerald. One of the brooches stamped “P2098.”

Worn together by Alice Faye in Lillian Russell (20th Century, 1940); one worn by Lucille Ball in Easy to Wed (MGM, 1946). Together with a copy of the
September 1945 issue of Bandwagon magazine, featuring an image of Natalie Draper wearing the brooches on the cover, and DVD copies of Lillian
Russell and Easy to Wed.

4 1/4 by 4 1/4 and 3 1/2 by 3 1/2 inches

$2,000-3,000
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34
EDWARD ARNOLD WORN BROOCH
A simulated diamond brooch centering the letter “B”
within a diamond shape; bar pin closure.

Worn by Edward Arnold in Lillian Russell (20th Century,
1940).  Accompanied by a DVD copy of the film.

Length, 2 1/2 inches

$700-900

35
EDWARD ARNOLD WORN STUD SET
A group of five hexagonal simulated diamond studs. Three
created as button studs, two made to be sewn on to costume
as cufflinks.

Worn by Edward Arnold in Lillian Russell (20th Century, 1940).
Accompanied by a DVD copy of the film.

Length, 1 1/8 inches

$500-700

36
EDWARD ARNOLD WORN WATCH CHAIN
A silver and gold-plated watch fob and chain set with simulated
emeralds and diamonds. 

Worn by Edward Arnold in Lillian Russell (20th Century, 1940).
Accompanied by a DVD copy of the film.

Length, 18 3/4 inches

$700-900
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37
ORIGINAL JEWELRY DESIGN
SKETCH FOR LILLIAN RUSSELL
A pencil and gouache on paper design sketch
for a jeweled tiara custom created for Alice Faye
to wear in the title role of Lillian Russell (20th
Century, 1940). Sketch has additional pencil
notations reading “Cost” and various number
notations and is signed simply “OM.” The cos-
tumes, created by famed designer Travis
Banton, included a number of custom Joseff
creations.

12 1/2 by 9 1/2 inches

$500-700

38
ALICE FAYE AND ANDREA KING 
WORN TIARA
A silver-plated tiara with simulated diamond
baguette headband and three metal sprays accented
with simulated diamonds dangling from wires.

Designed for and worn by Alice Faye in Lillian Russell
(20th Century, 1940), and worn by Andrea King in My
Wild Irish Rose (Warner Bros., 1947).  Accompanied
by a DVD copy of Lillian Russell.

Width, 7 1/4 inches; Height, 4 1/2 inches

$1,500-2,500
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ANDREA KING AND OTHERS 
WORN NECKLACE AND PHOTOGRAPH
An Art Deco choker featuring simulated diamonds and rubies. Stamped “X1175.”

Worn by Andrea King in My Wild Irish Rose (Warner Bros., 1947); Olympe Bradna
in a publicity photograph used to promote Say It in French (Paramount, 1938); and
Anne Baxter in a studio publicity photograph. 

Length, 13 1/2 inches

$4,000-6,000

40
ANDREA KING WORN BRACELET
A silver-and gold-plated bracelet with ivy leaf motif accented with simulated
diamonds and topaz; foldover clasp closure.

Worn by Andrea King in My Wild Irish Rose (Warner Bros., 1947).

Length, 7 1/4 inches

$1,000-1,500
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41
ORIGINAL JEWELRY DESIGN

SKETCH FOR MY WILD IRISH ROSE
A pencil and gouache on paper design sketch of

the triple dragonfly custom costume ornament cre-
ated for Andrea King to wear in My Wild Irish Rose
(20th Century, 1940). Sketch has additional pencil

notations reading “Cost/ 3/681” and is signed sim-
ply “OM.” The costumes, created by Travilla,

included a number of custom Joseff creations.

12 1/2 by 9 1/2 inches

$700-900

42
ANDREA KING WORN
DRAGONFLY ORNAMENT
A simulated diamond and ruby costume
ornament in the form of three
intertwined dragonflies with jeweled
drops.

Worn by Andrea King in My Wild Irish
Rose (Warner Bros., 1947). Drops have
been modified subsequent to use in the
film.

6 1/4 by 5 1/2 inches

$3,000-5,000
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43
ANDREA KING AND JANIS PAIGE WORN NECKLACE
A silver-plated, multi-strand simulated diamond evening necklace with pear
drops; spring clasp closure.

Worn by Andrea King in My Wild Irish Rose (Warner Bros., 1947) and Janis
Paige in One Sunday Afternoon (Warner Bros., 1948).  Accompanied by a
DVD copy of My Wild Irish Rose.

Length, 12 1/2 inches

$800-1,200

46
ANDREA KING WORN EARRINGS
A pair of silver-plated clip-on earrings with simu-
lated diamonds and emerald drops. Stamped
“E2029” and also marked “BM.”

Worn by Andrea King in My Wild Irish Rose
(Warner Bros., 1947).  Accompanied by a DVD
copy of the film.

Length, 3 1/4 inches

$600-800

44
ANDREA KING WORN EARRINGS
AND PHOTOGRAPH
A pair of clip-on silver-plated earrings with simu-
lated diamond drops.

Worn by Andrea King in My Wild Irish Rose
(Warner Bros., 1947). Accompanied by a vintage
photograph of King.

Length, 2 3/4 inches

$500-700

45
ANDREA KING WORN NECKLACE
A simulated diamond and amethyst evening necklace; box clasp closure.

Worn by Andrea King in My Wild Irish Rose (Warner Bros., 1947).  Accom-
panied by a DVD copy of the film.

Length, 15 1/4 inches

$1,000-1,500

47
ANDREA KING WORN
CHOKER NECKLACE
A five-strand simulated diamond choker;
attached black ribbon closure.

Worn by Andrea King in My Wild Irish
Rose (Warner Bros., 1947).  Accompa-
nied by a DVD copy of the film.

Choker (without ribbon), 10 3/4 inches

$400-600
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49
ANDREA KING 
WORN NECKLACE
A Georgian style simulated diamond
and pearl necklace; spring clasp closure.

Worn by Andrea King in My Wild Irish
Rose (Warner Bros., 1947). Most of
the pearl drops have been replaced
with tiered strands of simulated
diamonds subsequent to use in
My Wild Irish Rose.  Accompa-
nied by a DVD copy of the film.

Length, 15 1/2 inches

$1,500-2,500

48
ANDREA KING WORN EARRINGS
A pair of clip-on simulated diamond chandelier earrings.

Worn by Andrea King in a publicity photo used to promote My
Wild Irish Rose (Warner Bros., 1947). The earrings have had new
clips and modified drops put on subsequent to use in the film.

Length, 3 1/2 inches

$800-1,200
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CLAIRE TREVOR WORN BRACELET
A bracelet with 12 large bezel-set simulated
diamonds; spring clasp closure.

Worn by Claire Trevor in Honky Tonk (MGM, 1941).

Length, 6 1/2 inches

$500-700
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52
LANA TURNER WORN RING
A silver-plated ring with inset dome of simulated
diamonds; adjustable. 

Worn by Lana Turner in A Life of Her Own (MGM, 1950).

$400-600

53
MERLE OBERON WORN BRACELETS
Two single-strand bezel-set simulated diamond bracelets;
spring and box clasp closures.

Worn by Merle Oberon in Night Song (RKO, 1947).

Length, 6 1/2 and 6 3/4 inches

$400-600

50
CLAIRE TREVOR WORN

NECKLACE AND PHOTOGRAPH
A simulated diamond evening necklace featuring
prong-set round and pear-shaped stones; hook

and eye closure.

Worn by Claire Trevor in Honky Tonk (MGM, 1941).
Accompanied by a vintage photograph showing
Trevor wearing the necklace. Length of necklace
has been modified subsequent to use in the film.

Length, 14 1/4 inches

$800-1,200
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SHIRLEY TEMPLE 
THE LITTLE PRINCESS
USED SCEPTER
A gold-plated scepter with spiral
banded shaft and filigree sphere
surmounted with fleur-de-lis.

Used by Shirley Temple in The Little
Princess (20th Century, 1939).

Length, 22 3/4 inches

$2,000-3,000
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54
SHIRLEY TEMPLE THE LITTLE
PRINCESS WORN CROWN
A gold-plated child’s crown surmounted with
repeated fleur-de-lis.

Worn by Shirley Temple in The Little Princess
(20th Century, 1939).

Height, 6 inches; Diameter, 7 inches

$3,000-5,000
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58
DEANNA DURBIN WORN BANDEAU
A gold-plated bandeau, done using Joseff’s signature Russian plating
technique, with marcasite, jet, and simulated diamond accents. Signed
using Joseff’s script logo.

Worn by Deanna Durbin in Up in Central Park (Universal, 1948). Some of
the stones have been reset subsequent to Durbin’s use in this film.

Length, 7 inches

$800-1,200

57
JOAN LESLIE WORN CROWN
A gold-plated crown, done using Joseff’s signature Russian plating
technique, covered in simulated pearls.

Worn by Joan Leslie during a visit to the Joseff of Hollywood studio.

Height, 4 inches; Width, 5 1/4 inches

$1,500-2,000

56
ANN BLYTH WORN CROWN
A silver-plated crown in antique finish with simulated dia-
mond accents. Interior headband stamped “Queen for a
Day Crown by Joseff.”

Worn by Ann Blyth in a studio publicity photograph with
Ronald Reagan.

Width, 7 inches; Height, 4 1/2 inches

$4,000-6,000
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59
LUCILLE BALL AND OTHERS WORN
NECKLACE AND PHOTOGRAPH
A simulated diamond evening necklace; hook and eye closure. 

Worn by Lucille Ball in Two Smart People (MGM, 1946); Gene Tierney
in The Shanghai Gesture (United Artists, 1941); Barbara Stanwyck in
The Other Love (United Artists, 1947); and Susan Hayward on the
cover of the September 1944 issue of Movie Stars Parade magazine.
Accompanied by a vintage photograph showing Tierney wearing the
necklace and a copy of the September 1944 issue of Movie Stars
Parade magazine.

Length, 16 1/4 inches

$2,000-3,000
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KAY FRANCIS WORN BRACELET
A gold-plated, hinged bangle bracelet, done using Joseff’s signature Russian
plating technique, featuring large gloved hand with simulated topaz accent;
sliding pin closure. Signed “Joseff” and marked “B2132.”

Worn by Kay Francis in The Feminine Touch (MGM, 1941). The original design
sketch for this piece reads “gold glove - Topaz at wrist” and “Adrian” with addi-
tional doodles in pencil. Famed costume designer Adrian not only designed the
costumes for The Feminine Touch but also had a hand in personally designing
custom jewelry for the film.  Accompanied by a DVD copy of the film.

Circumference, 6 1/2 inches

$800-1,200

62
IRENE HERVEY WORN BROOCH
A substantial gold-plated foliate brooch pendant, done
using Joseff’s signature Russian plating technique, with
simulated topaz; bar pin closure. Signed with Joseff’s
script logo.

Worn by Irene Hervey in Mr. Peabody and the Mermaid
(Universal, 1948).

Length, 3 inches

$1,000-1,500

66 | Joseff of Hollywood

60
ADRIAN ORIGINAL BRACELET
DESIGN SKETCH
A pencil and watercolor sketch on board of a
bracelet worn by Kay Francis in The Feminine
Touch (MGM, 1941). Famed costume designer
Adrian, who designed the costumes for the film,
also had a hand in creating custom jewelry pieces
for the film. The design sketch has notations in
pencil reading “Gold glove - Topaz at wrist -”
and is signed “Adrian” with additional pencil
sketches that have been crossed out.

9 1/4 by 11 3/4 inches

$500-700
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63
DEBBIE REYNOLDS 
WORN NECKLACE AND EARRINGS
A gold-plated link chain necklace, done using Joseff’s signature Russian
plating technique, with 10 bell drops with clappers; toggle closure.
Together with a pair of matching screw-post earrings. 

Worn by Debbie Reynolds in a publicity photograph.

Length, 14 1/2 inches

$1,000-1,500

Courtesy of Joseff of Hollywood Archives
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65
JOAN CRAWFORD WORN EARRINGS
A pair of gold-plated clip-on zodiac earrings, done using Joseff’s
signature Russian plating technique, featuring a ram’s head Aries
design. Each signed with Joseff’s script logo. 

Joan Crawford was photographed wearing the earrings during
production of a film while studying her lines.

Length, 1 inch

$800-1,200

66
JOAN CRAWFORD WORN BROOCH
A gold-plated zodiac brooch, done using Joseff’s signature
Russian plating technique, featuring a ram’s head Aries
design; bar pin closure. Signed with Joseff’s script logo.

Joan Crawford was photographed wearing the brooch during
production of a film while studying her lines.

Length, 2 inches

$800-1,200

64
BETTE DAVIS WORN PARURE
A parure consisting of a pair of gold tone metal clip-on
earrings, necklace, and bracelet, all featuring simulated
topaz and diamonds. Each signed “Trifari.”

Worn by Bette Davis in Payment on Demand (RKO, 1951).

Necklace, 14 inches; Bracelet, 7 inches

$3,000-5,000
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BETTE DAVIS WORN NECKLACE,
BRACELET, AND PHOTOGRAPH
A group of gold-plated jewelry, done using Joseff’s
signature Russian plating technique, including a
tiered multi-strand link necklace centering on a
large central calla lily plaque with a matching
brooch. Together with a chain link bracelet with
portrait plaque clasp, hook closure. All are signed
“Joseff Hollywood.” 

Accompanied by a vintage publicity photograph
showing Bette Davis wearing the necklace and
bracelet.

Necklace, 15 3/4 inches; Bracelet, 7 1/2 inches

$1,500-2,500
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68
MAUREEN O’HARA WORN BRACELET
An eight-strand gold-plated chain bracelet, done using
Joseff’s signature Russian plating technique; central
simulated sapphire hook and ring clasp.

Worn by Maureen O’Hara in a studio publicity portrait.

Length, 7 1/4 inches

$400-600

Courtesy of Joseff of Hollywood Archives
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69
SHELLEY WINTERS WORN NECKLACE
A double-tier, gold-plated link necklace suspending colorless
glass teardrop pendants; spring clasp closure.

Worn by Shelley Winters in South Sea Sinner (Universal,
1950).

Length, 15 inches

$1,000-1,500

70
SHELLEY WINTERS WORN
NECKLACE AND PHOTOGRAPH
A metal chain necklace with leaf form jet
beads embellished with gold-plated overlays,
done using Joseff’s signature Russian plating
technique, one signed “Joseff Hollywood.”

Worn by Shelley Winters in South Sea Sinner
(Universal, 1950). Accompanied by a vintage
film still showing Winters wearing the neck-
lace.

Length, 14 1/2 inches

$1,000-1,500
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LANA TURNER AND 
SHELLEY WINTERS 
WORN NECKLACE
A chain necklace with jet teardrop beads; 
spring clasp closure.

Worn as a headpiece by Lana Turner in The 
Three Musketeers (MGM, 1948) and as a necklace by 
Shelley Winters in South Sea Sinner (Universal, 1950).

Length, 16 3/4 inches

$800-1,200

72
SHELLEY WINTERS
WORN EARRINGS
A pair of clip-on, jet drop earrings.

Worn by Shelley Winters in South
Sea Sinner (Universal, 1950).

Length, 1 1/4 inches

$300-500

74 | Joseff of Hollywood
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LANA TURNER WORN CLEAVAGEL
A gold-plated filigree cleavagel, done using Joseff’s
signature Russian plating technique, originally sewn
onto the costume to cover cleavage due to censorship.

Worn by Lana Turner in The Three Musketeers (MGM,
1948). The piece featured a jet bead drop, no longer
present, when it appeared in the film. Cleavagels were
used to cover a lady’s cleavage to appease the censors.
Accompanied by a DVD copy of the film.

Length, 4 1/2 inches

$400-600

74
LANA TURNER WORN CLEAVAGEL
A gold-plated filigree cleavagel, done using Joseff’s signature
Russian plating technique, with simulated emeralds. Stamped
“Joseff” on verso.

Worn with additional embellishments by Lana Turner in The Three
Musketeers (MGM, 1948) and Dame Judith Anderson as a hair
ornament in Salome (Columbia, 1953). Cleavagels were sewn into
the neckline of gowns to cover a lady’s cleavage to comply with
the censors.  Accompanied by a DVD copy of Salome.

Length, 4 1/2 inches

$500-700

Joseff came up with the concept of cleavagels when
his friend and costume designer Walter Plunkett was

told that he would have to re-design all of the
costumes for The Three Musekteers (MGM, 1948) due
to their plunging necklines.  The cleavagel added a
dose of modesty satisfying the censors objections.

73
LANA TURNER WORN
EARRINGS AND PHOTOGRAPH
A pair of simulated emerald and pearl drop
earrings with wire backs.

Worn by Lana Turner in The Three Musketeers
(MGM, 1948). Accompanied by a vintage pho-
tograph of Turner and DVD copy of the film.

Length, 1 1/2 inches

$500-700

76 | Joseff of Hollywood
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76
VINCENT PRICE WORN MEDALLION AND PHOTOGRAPH
A red and white striped enamel crest suspended from red ribbon. Signed “Joseff.”

Worn by Vincent Price in The Three Musketeers (MGM, 1948). Together with a vin-
tage photograph of Price.  Accompanied by a DVD copy of the film.

Length, 25 inches

$800-1,200
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78
HEDY LAMARR AND ANGELA LANSBURY WORN
EARRINGS AND PHOTOGRAPHS
A pair of simulated diamond and pearl chandelier earrings with screw-post backs.

Worn by Hedy Lamarr in A Lady Without Passport (MGM, 1950) and Angela Lans-
bury in The Three Musketeers (MGM, 1948). Accompanied by vintage
photographs of Lamarr and Lansbury wearing the earrings.  Accompanied by a
DVD copy of The Three Musketeers.

Length, 2 5/8 inches

$600-800

77
LANA TURNER WORN TIARA AND PHOTOGRAPH
A silver-plated tiara with jet bead accents, mounted to a hair comb. 

Worn by Lana Turner in The Three Musketeers (MGM, 1948). Accompanied by a vintage
photograph of Turner wearing the tiara. Also featured on page 75.

Length, 5 1/2 inches; Height, 2 inches

$800-1,200
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LANA TURNER AND OTHERS WORN RING
A gold-plated ring, done using Joseff’s signature Russian plating
technique, featuring simulated pearls and emeralds; adjustable.

Worn by Heather Angel in The Three Musketeers (RKO, 1935);
Florence Eldridge in {Mary of Scotland} (RKO, 1936); and Lana
Turner in The Three Musketeers (MGM, 1948).  Accompanied by
a DVD copy of Mary of Scotland.

$1,000-1,500

80
MARGOT GRAHAME WORN RING
A colorful gold-plated, simulated gem set ring. Size 4.

Worn by Margot Grahame in The Three Musketeers (RKO, 1935).

$500-700
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81
ROSAMOND PINCHOT WORN NECKLACE
A necklace of 10 gold-plated panels, done using Joseff’s signature
Russian plating technique, featuring simulated topaz, rubies, emeralds,
and pearls; box clasp closure. Stamped “X252.”

Worn by Rosamond Pinchot in The Three Musketeers (RKO, 1935).

Length, 15 3/4 inches

$2,500-3,500

83
ROSAMOND PINCHOT WORN PENDANT
A gold-plated filigree pendant, done using Joseff’s signature
Russian plating technique, with simulated diamonds and a milk
glass cabochon. Suspended from a later chain. 

Worn by Rosamond Pinchot in The Three Musketeers (RKO, 1935).

Pendant, 2 inches

$800-1,200

82
ROSAMOND PINCHOT WORN NECKLACE
A gold-plated pendant, done using Joseff’s signature Russian
plating technique, with enamel and painted mermaid motif
embellished with simulated pearls and cabochon gems;
spring clasp closure. Stamped “X252.”

Worn by Rosamond Pinchot in The Three Musketeers (RKO,
1935).

Length, 18 inches; Pendant, 1 1/2 inches

$800-1,200

84
HEATHER ANGEL WORN NECKLACE
A gold-plated chain necklace suspending a colorful enamel
medallion featuring simulated gemstone cabochons. No clo-
sure. Stamped “X243.”

Worn by Heather Angel in The Three Musketeers (RKO, 1935).

Chain length, 31 1/2 inches

$1,000-1,500
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85
MARGOT GRAHAME AND OTHERS WORN BROOCH
A large gold-plated brooch, done using Joseff’s signature Russian plating
technique, featuring simulated mabe pearls, cabochon ruby, peridots, and
baroque pearl drops; bar pin closure. Stamped “X242.”

Worn by Margot Grahame in The Three Musketeers (RKO, 1935) and Viveca
Lindfors in Adventures of Don Juan (Warner Bros., 1948).

Length, 4 1/2 inches

$1,500-2,000

87
ORIGINAL THREE MUSKETEERS
DESIGN DRAWINGS
A series of pencil sketches for brooches, rings,
and costume ornaments created for The Three
Musketeers (RKO, 1935). The design board fea-
tures 13 sketches, some more fleshed out and
detailed than others, with copious notes regard-
ing the details of materials and stones to be used.
The sketch is unsigned but “Heather Angel” is
written in upper left. Many of the pieces on this
board were in fact created and used in The Three
Musketeers as well as in many subsequent pro-
ductions. Walter Plunkett designed the costumes
for this period drama and enlisted the help of his
good friend Joseff to dress the characters with
period appropriate custom jewelry creations.

20 by 15 inches

$600-800

86
MARGOT GRAHAME AND ANN
DVORAK WORN EARRINGS
A pair of gold-plated, clip-on chandelier earrings,
done using Joseff’s signature Russian plating tech-
nique, with simulated pearl and cabochon
emeralds. Marked “X251.”

Worn by Margot Grahame in The Three Muske-
teers (RKO, 1935) and Ann Dvorak in Abilene
Town (United Artists, 1946).  Accompanied by a
DVD copy of Abilene Town.

Length, 2 3/4 inches

$800-1,200
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88
VIVECA LINDFORS 
WORN NECKLACE
A simulated pearl necklace; 
spring clasp closure.

Worn by Viveca Lindfors in Adventures
of Don Juan (Warner Bros., 1948).

Length, 14 inches

$600-800

89
ANN RUTHERFORD AND
HEATHER ANGEL WORN BROOCH
A gold-plated brooch pendant accented with
simulated pearls, garnets, and sapphires, done
using Joseff’s signature Russian plating
technique; bar pin closure. Stamped “X253.”

Worn by Heather Angel in The Three Musketeers
(RKO, 1935) and Ann Rutherford in Adventures of
Don Juan (Warner Bros., 1948).  Accompanied by
a DVD copy of Adventures of Don Juan.

Length, 3 1/4 inches

$400-600
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90
VIVECA LINDFORS WORN BROOCH AND PENDANT
A necklace of interlocking black squares suspending a simulated diamond convertible
brooch pendant. Signed with Joseff’s script logo. Together with an additional smaller
brooch pendant, measuring 2 1/4 inches.

Worn by Viveca Lindfors as brooches in Adventures of Don Juan
(Warner Bros., 1948).  Accompanied by a DVD copy of the film.

Larger pendant, 4 1/4 inches; Necklace, 18 inches

$1,000-1,500
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ERROL FLYNN AND ROBERT WARWICK 
WORN PENDANT ON CHAIN
A substantial link chain suspending a falcon pendant on
translucent orange background accented with simulated
emeralds. The pendant is stamped “x538.”

Worn by Robert Warwick in Romeo and Juliet (MGM, 1936)
and Errol Flynn in Adventures of Don Juan (Warner Bros.,
1948).  Accompanied by DVD copies of the films.

Length, 20 1/2 inches

$5,000-7,000
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ERROL FLYNN AND DORIS DAY 
WORN PENDANT AND PHOTOGRAPH
A gold-plated, Chinese style zodiac pendant,
done using Joseff’s signature Russian plating
technique.

Worn by Errol Flynn in Adventures of Don
Juan (Warner Bros., 1948); Doris Day in a
candid photograph; and Pier Angeli in a
glamour portrait. Accompanied by a vin-
tage photograph of Angeli and a DVD
copy of Adventures of Don Juan.

Diameter, 2 1/8 inches

$3,000-5,000
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93
GALE SONDERGAARD
WORN NECKLACE
A double-strand, gold-plated link 
chain necklace with large ornamental
medallion pendant, done using Joseff’s
signature Russian plating technique;
spring clasp closure.

Worn by Gale Sondergaard in 
The Letter (Warner Bros., 1940).

Length, 16 inches; Drop, 
3 1/2 inches

$1,000-1,500

94
VIRGINIA MAYO
WORN BRACELET
AND PHOTOGRAPH
A chain link bracelet with large
medallion, done using Joseff’s
signature Russian plating tech-
nique; spring clasp closure.

Worn by Virginia Mayo in a
modeling portrait. Accompa-
nied by a vintage photograph
of Mayo wearing the bracelet.

Length, 6 1/2 inches

$600-800
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RITA HAYWORTH AND VIVECA LINDFORS WORN
EARRINGS AND PHOTOGRAPH
A pair of gold-plated, chandelier style clip-on earrings, done using Joseff’s signature
Russian plating technique. The earrings feature simulated pearl drops and cabochon
topaz.

Worn by Viveca Lindfors in Adventures of Don Juan (Warner Bros., 1948) and Rita Hay-
worth in Salome (Columbia, 1953). Accompanied by a trimmed vintage photograph of
Hayworth wearing the earrings, and a DVD copy of Adventures of Don Juan.

Length, 3 inches

$1,500-2,500

95
VIVECA LINDFORS WORN ORNAMENT
A gold-plated filigree pendant, done using Joseff’s signature Russian
plating technique, featuring simulated emerald and baroque pearl drop.

Worn by Viveca Lindfors in Adventures of Don Juan (Warner Bros., 1948).
No bail present; the piece was sewn onto a ruffled collar and worn as a
pendant in the film.  Accompanied by a DVD copy of the film.

Length, 2 3/4 inches

$300-500
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96
VIVECA LINDFORS WORN EARRINGS
A pair of clip-on, gold-plated filigree earrings, done using Joseff’s
signature Russian plating technique, with simulated pearl drops.

Worn by Viveca Lindfors in Adventures of Don Juan (Warner Bros.,
1948).  Accompanied by a DVD copy the film.

Length, 2 1/2 inches

$500-700
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LANA TURNER 
WORN NECKLACE
A silver-plated necklace centering
on simulated diamond drop;
spring clasp closure.

Worn by Lana Turner in Slightly
Dangerous (MGM, 1943).

Length, 15 1/2 inches

$2,500-3,500

100
LANA TURNER WORN EARRINGS
AND PHOTOGRAPH
A pair of clip-on simulated diamond and pearl
earrings.

Worn by Lana Turner in Honky Tonk (MGM, 1941).
Accompanied by a vintage photograph of Turner
wearing the earrings.

Length, 3/4 inch

$500-700

99
LANA TURNER 
WORN BRACELET
A gold-plated metal link bracelet; 
foldover clasp. Stamped “Silver Mexico.”

Worn by Lana Turner in These Glamour Girls
(MGM, 1939).

Length, 7 1/2 inches

$500-700

101
LANA TURNER 
WORN NECKLACE
A three-strand simulated pearl
necklace in graduated sizes; box
clasp closure. Marked “sterling.”

Worn by Lana Turner in Honky Tonk
(MGM, 1941).

Length, 14 3/4 inches

$700-900
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DAME JUDITH ANDERSON
WORN COSTUME ORNAMENT
A large paisley costume ornament created
with a fabric backed, gold bullion textile, cov-
ered in faceted and cabochon simulated
emeralds.

Worn by Dame Judith Anderson in Salome
(Columbia, 1953).

4 1/4 by 3 inches

$300-500

103
DAME JUDITH ANDERSON WORN EARRINGS
A pair of gold-plated screw-post earrings, done using Joseff’s sig-
nature Russian plating technique, featuring simulated diamonds
and emeralds.

Worn by Dame Judith Anderson in Salome (Columbia, 1953).
Accompanied by a DVD copy of the film.

Length, 2 3/8 inches

$1,000-1,500

104
DAME JUDITH ANDERSON
WORN RING
A gold-plated ring, done using Joseff’s
signature Russian plating technique,
with simulated cabochon amethysts;
adjustable.

Worn by Dame Judith Anderson in
Salome (Columbia, 1953). Accompanied
by a DVD copy of the film.

$500-700
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106
RITA HAYWORTH 
WORN ORNAMENTS 
AND PHOTOGRAPH
A group of eight simulated cabochon
gemstone and pearl hair and costume
ornaments, set in gold-plated filigree
medallions, done using Joseff’s signa-
ture Russian plating technique.

Worn by Rita Hayworth in Salome
(Columbia, 1953). Accompanied by a
vintage photograph of Hayworth
wearing the ornaments.

Largest, 3 inches

$600-800

105
RITA HAYWORTH
SALOME WORN 
COSTUME ORNAMENTS
A pair of gold-plated foliate vines,
done using Joseff’s signature Russian
plating technique.

Worn by Rita Hayworth in her role as
Princess Salome in Salome (Columbia,
1953). The vines were interwoven with
Hayworth’s white Grecian style gown
over one shoulder and at the bustline.

Each, 24 inches

$800-1,200
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RITA HAYWORTH WORN NECKLACE AND PHOTOGRAPH
A gold-plated mesh link necklace, done using Joseff’s signature Russian plating
technique, created in a zigzag pattern with jingling accents; box clasp closure.

Worn by Rita Hayworth in Salome (Columbia, 1953). The necklace was augmented
with an additional tier of mesh subsequent to use in this film.

Length, 18 1/4 inches

$1,500-2,500
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RITA HAYWORTH AND OTHERS 
WORN EARRINGS AND PHOTOGRAPH
A pair of simulated pearl chandelier earrings with wirework
chandelier setting and hinged screw-post backs.

Worn by Rita Hayworth in Salome (Columbia, 1953); Rosalind
Russell in Mourning Becomes Electra (RKO, 1947); and Jody
Lawrence in Ten Tall Men (Columbia, 1951). Accompanied by
a vintage still showing Hayworth wearing the earrings.

Length, 2 3/4 inches

$1,000-1,500

108
RITA HAYWORTH AND OTHERS 
WORN EARRINGS AND PHOTOGRAPHS
A pair of clip-on earrings featuring three gold-plated filigree plaques,
done using Joseff’s signature Russian plating technique.

Worn by Gale Sondergaard in Anna and the King of Siam (20th Cen-
tury, 1946); Rita Hayworth in The Loves of Carmen (Columbia, 1948);
Adele Jergens in A Thousand and One Nights (Columbia, 1945); and
by Dame Judith Anderson in Salome (Columbia, 1953). Accompanied
by vintage photographs of Hayworth and Jergens wearing the ear-
rings and DVD copies of Anna and the King of Siam and Salome.

Length, 4 1/4 inches

$1,000-1,500
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112
MAUREEN O’HARA WORN EARRINGS
A pair of silver-plated clip-on earrings in antique finish, featuring simulated
mabe and drop pearls.

Worn by Maureen O’Hara in Bagdad (Universal, 1949).

Length, 2 1/4 inches

$600-800

111
MAUREEN O’HARA WORN EARRINGS
A pair of gold-plated, clip-on gypsy style earrings with seven disc
drops, done using Joseff’s signature Russian plating technique.

Worn by Maureen O’Hara in Bagdad (Universal, 1949). Posts have been
modified with larger button subsequent to use in the film.

Length, 2 3/4 inches

$400-600

110
MAUREEN O’HARA WORN BRACELET
A gold-plated cuff bracelet, done using Joseff’s signa-
ture Russian plating technique, with relief carvings of a
central crest flanked by floral motifs.

Worn by Maureen O’Hara in Bagdad (Universal, 1949).

Length, 3 inches

$800-1,200
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JODY LAWRENCE 
WORN NECKLACE
A simulated cabochon emerald and
diamond evening necklace with pear-
shaped drops; adjustable hook closure.

Worn by Jody Lawrence in Ten Tall Men
(Columbia, 1951).

Length, 15 3/4 to 18 1/2 inches

$2,500-3,500

114
DONA DRAKE ROAD TO MOROCCO TREASURE BOX
A painted gold composition treasure box with relief decoration, embel-
lished with rhinestones on one side.

The box is carried by Dona Drake in Road to Morocco (Paramount, 1942).
Accompanied by a DVD copy of the film.

$1,000-1,500
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YVONNE DE CARLO AND DAME JUDITH
ANDERSON WORN BRACELET
A gold-plated cuff bracelet, done using Joseff’s signature
Russian plating technique, with filigree decoration; sliding
pin closure with safety chain.

Worn by Yvonne De Carlo in Casbah (Universal, 1948). The
decorative dangling spheres were removed subsequent to
use in Casbah. Also worn by Jody Lawrence in Ten Tall Men
(Columbia, 1951) and Dame Judith Anderson in Salome
(Columbia, 1953).  Accompanied by DVD copies of Salome
and Ten Tall Men.

Circumference, 7 3/4 inches

$600-800

116
JODY LAWRENCE WORN BRACELET
AND PHOTOGRAPH
A gold-plated open cuff bracelet, done using Joseff’s
signature Russian plating technique; double chain spring
clasp closure. Signed with Joseff’s script logo.

Worn by Jody Lawrence in Ten Tall Men (Columbia,
1951). Together with a vintage photograph of Lawrence
wearing the bracelet.

$800-1,200

115
YVONNE DE CARLO AND OTHERS WORN NECKLACE
A gold-plated necklace with pendant featuring three jingling tassel drops,
done using Joseff’s signature Russian plating technique; the foldover clasp is
marked “Astra.”

Worn by Yvonne De Carlo in Casbah (Universal, 1948); Valentina Cortese in
Malaya (MGM, 1949); Jody Lawrence in Ten Tall Men (Columbia, 1951); and
Esther Williams in Jupiter’s Darling (MGM, 1955). The necklace was heavily
altered for use in Jupiter’s Darling when simulated emeralds were added for
effect. Accompanied by a DVD copy of Jupiter’s Darling.

Length, 15 3/4 inches

$1,000-1,500
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119
JOAN CRAWFORD AND 
DUSTY ANDERSON WORN 
NECKLACE AND PHOTOGRAPH
A necklace featuring interlocking links resem-
bling chain mail, done using Joseff’s signature
Russian plating technique; spring clasp closure.

Worn by Dusty Anderson in A Thousand and
One Nights (Columbia, 1945) and Joan Crawford
in a scene cut from the final release of
Humoresque (Warner Bros., 1946). Together 
with a vintage photograph of Anderson 
wearing the necklace.

Necklace length, 16 1/2 inches

$2,500-3,500

118
RITA HAYWORTH AND OTHERS WORN
BRACELET AND PHOTOGRAPH
A gold-plated bracelet featuring interlocking links
resembling chain mail, done using Joseff’s signature
Russian plating technique; sliding bar pin closure.

Worn by Rita Hayworth in Gilda (Columbia,
1946); Joan Crawford in Humoresque (Warner
Bros., 1946); Jody Lawrence in Ten Tall Men
(Columbia, 1951); and Dame Judith Ander-
son in Salome (Columbia, 1953).
Accompanied by a vintage photograph
of Hayworth wearing the bracelet.
Accompanied by a DVD copy of
Salome.

Length, 7 1/2 inches

$2,500-3,500
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MAUREEN O’HARA 
WORN NECKLACE
A gold-plated necklace, done using 
Joseff’s signature Russian plating tech-
nique, centering a simulated pearl and
filigree pendant; spring clasp closure.
Signed “Joseff Hollywood.”

Worn by Maureen O’Hara in 
The Spanish Main (RKO, 1945).

Length, 22 inches

$800-1,200

123
MAUREEN O’HARA WORN EARRINGS
A pair of gold-plated, clip-on filigree earrings, with simu-
lated pearls, done using Joseff’s signature Russian plating
technique.

Worn by Maureen O’Hara in The Spanish Main (RKO, 1945).

Length, 1 inch

$500-700

121
LUCILLE BALL AND NATALIE DRAPER 
WORN NECKLACE
A simulated sapphire and diamond necklace with central jeweled
oval; spring clasp closure. Signed “Joseff.”

Worn by Lucille Ball in The Magic Carpet (Columbia, 1951) and
Natalie Draper in Forever Amber (20th Century, 1947).  Accompa-
nied by a DVD copy of The Magic Carpet.

Length, 16 inches

$3,000-5,000

120
CORNEL WILDE WORN NECKLACE AND PHOTOGRAPH
A necklace comprising gold-plated filigree panels with pendant, done using
Joseff’s signature Russian plating technique. The necklace is set with simulated
sapphires; jeweled box clasp closure.

Worn by Cornel Wilde in A Thousand and One Nights (Columbia, 1945).
Accompanied by a vintage photograph of Wilde wearing the chain.

Length, 21 inches

$2,500-3,500
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124
LUCILLE BALL WORN RING
A gold-plated ring, done using Joseff’s signature Russian
plating technique, with simulated rubies and pearl. Size 6
3/4. Worn by Lucille Ball in The Magic Carpet (Columbia,
1951). Accompanied by a DVD copy of the film.

$600-800

125
DAME JUDITH ANDERSON 
AND OTHERS WORN RING
A gold-plated ring, done using Joseff’s signature Russian
plating technique, with simulated amethysts; adjustable.

Worn by Flora Robson in The Sea Hawk (Warner Bros.,
1940); Elsa Lanchester in Frenchie (Universal, 1950), and
Dame Judith Anderson in Salome (Columbia, 1953).
Accompanied by DVD copies of The Sea Hawk and
Salome.

$600-800

126
LINDA DARNELL WORN NECKLACE
A silver-plated necklace in antique finish with simulated
sapphire and diamond pendant suspending a chain tassel;
hook and eye closure. Signed twice “Joseff Hollywood.”

Worn by Linda Darnell in Anna and the King of Siam
(20th Century, 1946). 

Length, 22 1/2 inches

$800-1,200
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128
LAUREN BACALL AND
ELSA LANCHESTER 
WORN CHOKER
A faceted jet bead choker on wire
with bead and crystal rondelle drops;
spring clasp closure.

Worn by Lauren Bacall in Bright Leaf
(Warner Bros., 1950) and Elsa Lan-
chester in Frenchie (Universal, 1950).

Approximately, 14 inches

$700-900

130
ELSA LANCHESTER
WORN EARRINGS
A pair of simulated diamond and jet
bead, clip-on earrings with rhine-
stone rondelles.

Worn by Elsa Lanchester in Frenchie
(Universal, 1950).

Length, 1 1/2 inches

$300-500

127
ELSA LANCHESTER WORN NECKLACE
A multi-strand jet and rhinestone rondelle choker necklace;
adjustable closure.

Worn by Elsa Lanchester in Frenchie (Universal, 1950).

Length, 14 1/4 inches

$300-500

129
ELSA LANCHESTER WORN BRACELET
A wire wrap bracelet featuring faceted jet beads with jeweled
rondelles; adjustable.

Worn by Elsa Lanchester in Frenchie (Universal, 1950).

$400-600

132
ELSA LANCHESTER
WORN HAIR ORNAMENT
A silver-plated butterfly, accented
with simulated topaz and diamonds,
mounted to a spike for use as a hair
ornament.

Worn by Elsa Lanchester in Frenchie
(Universal, 1950).

Length, 7 1/4 inches

$300-500

131
ELSA LANCHESTER RING
A silver-plated simulated diamond ring,
size 6 1/2.

Worn by Elsa Lanchester in Frenchie
(Universal, 1950).

$600-800
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133
MAUREEN O’HARA, LAUREN BACALL, AND OTHERS WORN BANGLES AND PHOTOGRAPH
A group of three gold-plated metal bangles with dangling round medallions, done using Joseff’s signature Russian plating technique.

One worn by Tilly Losch in Duel in the Sun (The Selznick Studio, 1946); all worn by Maureen O’Hara in Bagdad (Universal, 1949); Lauren
Bacall in Bright Leaf (Warner Bros., 1950); Cyd Charisse in Mark of the Renegade (Universal, 1951); and Dona Drake in Valentino
(Columbia, 1951). Accompanied by a vintage photograph of Drake wearing the bangles, and a DVD copy of Bright Leaf.

Diameter, 2 3/4 inches

$1,000-1,500

135
LAUREN BACALL WORN EARRINGS
A pair of clip-on, jet bead and rhinestone rondelle cluster earrings.

Worn by Lauren Bacall in Bright Leaf (Warner Bros., 1950).

Length, 1 1/2 inches

$500-700

134
LAUREN BACALL WORN NECKLACE
A double-strand jet and rhinestone rondelle choker necklace; adjustable closure.

Worn by Lauren Bacall, paired with a second necklace in Bright Leaf
(Warner Bros., 1950).

Up to 14 inches

$600-800
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136
HEDY LAMARR WORN BRACELET
A gold-plated link bracelet with eight ancient style coins, done using
Joseff’s signature Russian plating technique, with additional costume
paillettes; spring clasp closure. Signed with Joseff’s script logo.

Worn by Hedy Lamarr in White Cargo (MGM, 1942).

Length, 7 1/4 inches

$700-900

137
ANN DVORAK WORN BROOCH
A brooch featuring a black celluloid cameo with gold-plated
foliate mount, done using Joseff’s signature Russian plating
technique. Signed “Joseff Hollywood.”

Worn by Ann Dvorak in Abilene Town (United Artists, 1946).

Length, 2 1/2 inches

$700-900

138
CYD CHARISSE WORN EARRINGS AND PHOTOGRAPH
A pair of gold-plated, clip-on gypsy style earrings with six disc drops, done
using Joseff’s signature Russian plating technique.

Worn by Cyd Charisse in Mark of the Renegade (Universal, 1951). Accompanied
by a vintage photograph of Charisse wearing the earrings.

Length, 2 1/4 inches

$1,000-1,500
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139
TILLY LOSCH WORN BRACELET 
AND PHOTOGRAPH
A link bracelet with large silver-plated beads and open work
filigree balls, some in antique finish; spring clasp closure.

Worn by Tilly Losch in Duel in the Sun (The Selznick Studio,
1946). Accompanied by a vintage photograph of Losch
wearing the bracelet.

Length, 6 3/4 inches

$400-600

141
MARLENE DIETRICH AND TILLY LOSCH 
WORN BANGLE AND PHOTOGRAPH
A hinged, gold-plated metal bangle, done using Joseff’s
signature Russian plating technique. The bracelet is
accented with round dangling spheres; box clasp closure.

Worn by Marlene Dietrich in Kismet (MGM, 1944) and Tilly
Losch in Duel in the Sun (The Selznick Studio, 1946).
Accompanied by a vintage photograph of Dietrich wearing
the bracelet.

Circumference, 8 1/4 inches

$1,500-2,500

142
MARLENE DIETRICH WORN BRACELET
A silver tone metal jingling link bracelet; 
spring clasp closure.

Worn by Marlene Dietrich in Kismet
(MGM, 1944).

Length, 6 3/4 inches

$500-700

140
TILLY LOSCH 
WORN BRACELETS
Two sterling silver open cuff bracelets signed “Rebajes sterling.”

Both worn by Tilly Losch in Duel in the Sun
(The Selznick Studio, 1946).

Tallest, 2 1/8 inches

$600-800
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145
JENNIFER JONES WORN EARRINGS
A pair of gold-plated, hinged hoop, clip-on earrings, done using
Joseff’s signature Russian plating technique.

Worn by Jennifer Jones in Duel in the Sun (The Selznick Studio,
1946).  Accompanied by a DVD copy of the film.

Length, 3/4 inch

$200-300

144
JENNIFER JONES WORN BRACELET
A bracelet with five strands of multicolored wood beads; box
clasp closure marked “B2144.”

Worn by Jennifer Jones in Duel in the Sun (The Selznick Studio,
1946).  Accompanied by a DVD copy of the film.

Length, 7 inches

$400-600

143
LIONEL BARRYMORE WORN 

WATCH FOB AND PHOTOGRAPH
A fob on chain featuring the brand for the “Spanish Bit” ranch.

Worn by Lionel Barrymore as a watch fob in Duel in the Sun
(The Selznick Studio, 1946). Accompanied by a vintage 
photograph of Barrymore, and a DVD copy of the film.

Chain, 23 inches

$800-1,200
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148
MARLENE DIETRICH WORN CHOKER
A six-strand simulated diamond choker; ribbon tie closure findings, no ribbon present. 

Worn by Marlene Dietrich in The Spoilers (Universal, 1942).  Accompanied by a DVD copy of the film.

Length, 11 3/4 inches

$1,500-2,500

149
MARLENE DIETRICH AND 
YVONNE DE CARLO WORN BROOCH
A gold-plated brooch, done using Joseff’s signature
Russian plating technique, featuring simulated mabe
pearls and diamonds, with a pearl drop; bar pin clo-
sure. Signed “Joseff Hollywood” and “P2052.”

Worn by Marlene Dietrich in The Spoilers (Universal,
1942) and as a hair ornament by Yvonne De Carlo in
The Desert Hawk (Universal, 1950).  Accompanied by
DVD copies of The Spoilers and The Desert Hawk

Length, 2 1/8 inches

$500-700

147
MARLENE DIETRICH 
WORN EARRINGS
A pair of simulated diamond and pearl floret ear-
rings, converted for pierced ears. Each signed with
Joseff’s script logo.

Worn by Marlene Dietrich in The Spoilers (Universal,
1942).  Accompanied by a DVD copy of the film.

Length, 1 inch

$700-900

146
MARLENE DIETRICH 
WORN EARRINGS
A pair of simulated diamond earrings with pear-
shaped drops and spring-loaded clip-on backs.

Worn by Marlene Dietrich in The Spoilers (Universal,
1942).  Accompanied by a DVD copy of the film.

Length, 1 inch

$1,000-1,500
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150
YVONNE DE CARLO WORN BRACELET AND PHOTOGRAPH
A simulated diamond and amethyst evening bracelet; box clasp closure. Signed
“Joseff Hollywood.”

Worn by Yvonne De Carlo in a studio publicity photo used to promote The Desert
Hawk (Universal, 1950). Accompanied by a vintage publicity photograph of De Carlo
wearing the bracelet.

Length, 7 inches

$1,000-1,500

151
YVONNE DE CARLO AND CYD CHARISSE
WORN EARRINGS AND PHOTOGRAPH
A pair of clip-on, simulated diamond and amethyst drop earrings. 

Worn by Yvonne De Carlo in a studio publicity photograph used
to promote The Desert Hawk (Universal, 1950) and Cyd Charisse
in Mark of the Renegade (Universal, 1951). Accompanied by a
vintage photograph of Charisse wearing the earrings.

Length, 1 1/2 inches

$500-700

152
YVONNE DE CARLO WORN

NECKLACE AND PHOTOGRAPH
A silver tone link necklace with simulated dia-
mond and pearl drop; spring clasp closure.

Worn by Yvonne De Carlo as a hair ornament
in a studio publicity photograph used to 

promote The Desert Hawk (Universal, 1950).
Accompanied by a vintage photograph 

of de Carlo.

Length, 15 1/4 inches

$1,000-1,500

153
YVONNE DE CARLO WORN EARRINGS
A pair of clip-on, simulated diamond and pearl drop
earrings. Signed “R. Derosa” and stamped sterling.

Worn by Yvonne De Carlo in a studio publicity photo-
graph used to promote The Desert Hawk (Universal,
1950).

Length, 1 3/4 inches

$700-900



154
ORIGINAL DESIGN SKETCH FOR DESERT HAWK
A graphite and colored pencil on paper, mounted to board, design sketch for the bracelet worn by Yvonne De Carlo and
Richard Greene in The Desert Hawk (Universal, 1950). The sketch is titled “Desert Hawk’s Bracelet” and has additional
pencil notations reading “Wings Emer/ Ruby center w/ Diam” and “Spring type band/ so Princess can wear it.” Signed
illegibly in lower center in blue pencil.

Sheet size, 4 1/4 by 7 inches; Overall, 8 3/4 by 11 3/4 inches

$500-700
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155
YVONNE DE CARLO 
DESERT HAWK WORN BRACELET
An open cuff bracelet with large silver-plated hawk
plaque featuring simulated emeralds, rubies, and
diamonds.

Worn by Yvonne De Carlo in The Desert Hawk
(Universal, 1950).  Sized to fit a lady’s wrist.
Accompanied by a DVD copy of the film.

2 3/4 inches

$1,000-1,500

156
RICHARD GREENE WORN BROOCH
A silver-plated hawk brooch set with simulated emeralds
and rubies. Signed with Joseff’s script logo.

Worn by Richard Greene on his red turban in the title role
of The Desert Hawk (Universal, 1950).  Accompanied by a
DVD copy of the film.

Length, 2 1/2 inches

$800-1,200
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158
YVONNE DE CARLO WORN CROWN
A silver-plated simulated diamond crown. Twice signed “Joseff.” 

Worn by Yvonne De Carlo in The Desert Hawk (Universal, 1950).  Accompanied by a
DVD copy of the film. Some of the top mounted stones were removed subsequent to
use in the film.

Height, 3 1/2 inches; Diameter, 4 1/2 inches

$2,000-3,000

157
YVONNE DE CARLO WORN EARRINGS
A pair of gold-plated, screw-post, chandelier earrings, done
using Joseff’s signature Russian plating technique, featuring
simulated emeralds, diamonds, and pearls. Stamped “APC.”

Worn by Yvonne De Carlo in The Desert Hawk (Universal,
1950).  Accompanied by a DVD copy of the film.

Length, 2 3/4 inches

$700-900
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159
TONY CURTIS WORN ARM CUFF
A silver-plated arm cuff in antique finish with relief decoration.

Worn by Tony Curtis throughout The Prince Who Was a Thief
(Universal, 1951).

3 1/2 inches across

$2,000-3,000

160
PIPER LAURIE WORN BRACELET AND PHOTOGRAPH
A five-strand simulated pearl bracelet; large pearl covered dome box clasp
closure.

Worn by Piper Laurie in The Prince Who Was a Thief (Universal, 1951). Together
with a vintage photograph of Laurie wearing the bracelet.

Length, 7 1/4 inches

$400-600
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162
RHONDA FLEMING AND PEGGIE CASTLE 
WORN TIARA AND PHOTOGRAPH
A gold-plated tiara, done using Joseff’s signature Russian plating
technique, designed to appear as radiating rays with simulated
diamonds, emeralds, rubies, and aquamarine stones.

Worn by Rhonda Fleming in Little Egypt (Universal, 1951) and
Peggie Castle in The Prince Who Was a Thief (Universal, 1951).
Accompanied by a vintage photograph showing Fleming wearing
the tiara.

Width, 7 1/4 inches; Height, 2 1/2 inches

$1,500-2,500

161
ANDREA KING AND PIPER LAURIE 
WORN NECKLACE AND PHOTOGRAPH
A gold-plated chain necklace with central simulated
diamond and pearl bow with drops; foldover clasp closure.

Worn by Andrea King in a fight scene with Yvonne De Carlo
in Buccaneer’s Girl (Universal, 1950) and Piper Laurie in The
Prince Who Was a Thief (Universal, 1951). Accompanied by a
vintage photograph showing Laurie wearing the necklace.

Length, 15 inches

$1,000-1,500
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163
RHONDA FLEMING
WORN NECKLACE
A simulated diamond evening
necklace centering on a ribbon
bow, signed “Boucher”; foldover
clasp closure.

Worn by Rhonda Fleming in
Little Egypt (Universal, 1951).

Length, 14 1/4 inches

$600-800

164
CLAIRE TREVOR WORN EARRINGS
A pair of black metal clip-on earrings with simulated
diamond sprays.

Worn by Claire Trevor in a studio publicity portrait.

Length, 1 inch

$400-600

165
RHONDA FLEMING AND
CLAIRE TREVOR WORN
TIARA AND PHOTOGRAPH
A gold-plated tiara, done using Joseff’s
signature Russian plating technique, set
with simulated diamonds. The tiara has
coiled rings at crown to hold a feather
plume. Marked “XL021.”

Worn by Rhonda Fleming in Little Egypt
(Universal, 1951) and Claire Trevor in Stop,
You’re Killing Me (Warner Bros., 1952).
Accompanied by a vintage photograph
showing Fleming wearing the tiara.

Width, 7 1/4 inches; Height, 3 1/2 inches

$2,500-3,500
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168
ALICE FAYE WORN BROOCH
A silver-plated brooch featuring simulated diamonds and cabochon
emeralds; bar pin closure.

Worn by Alice Faye in That Night in Rio (20th Century, 1941). The
original design sketch for this brooch, also being sold in this auction,
shows that a companion piece was also designed for use with Faye’s
muff in the scene.  Accompanied by a DVD copy of the film.

Length, 3 1/4 inches

$500-700
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166
ALICE FAYE AND OTHERS WORN BRACELET
A gold-plated hinged cuff bracelet featuring simulated diamonds and a
single emerald. Interior marked “B2131.”

Worn by Alice Faye in Lillian Russell (20th Century, 1940); Ginger Rogers in
The Barkleys of Broadway (MGM, 1949); and Peggie Castle in The Prince
Who Was a Thief (Universal, 1951).

Widest, 1 3/4 inches

$800-1,200

167
ORIGINAL THAT NIGHT IN RIO
DESIGN SKETCH
A pencil and gouache on paper design sketch for a clip
and brooch designed for Alice Faye in That Night in Rio
(20th Century, 1941). The sketch has notation next to
illustration of clip reading “for brassier” and next to
illustration of brooch reading “for muff” with additional
notation reading “Alice Faye - Road to Rio”; unsigned.
Travis Banton created the costumes for this film and
likely worked with Joseff to create these custom pieces
to accent his original costume designs.

14 1/2 by 11 inches

$600-800
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170
GINGER ROGERS WORN EARRINGS
A pair of spring-loaded clip-on earrings with simulated
diamonds and emerald drops.

Worn by Ginger Rogers in a studio publicity portrait
used to promote Magnificent Doll (Universal, 1946).

Length, 1 1/8 inches

$600-800
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169
LUCILLE BREMER AND OTHERS WORN 
NECKLACE AND MAGAZINE CLIPPING

A multi-strand, tiered necklace with simulated diamonds and emeralds; spring clasp closure.

Worn by Lucille Bremer in Ziegfeld Follies (MGM, 1945) and by Ginger Rogers in a studio publicity
photograph to promote Magnificent Doll (Universal, 1946). Accompanied by a vintage magazine
clipping that shows Bremer wearing the necklace. Some of the stones were reset with simulated

emeralds for Rogers’ use.  Accompanied by a DVD copy of Ziegfeld Follies.

Length, 14 1/2 inches

$2,500-3,500

171
GINGER ROGERS 
WORN NECKLACE
A simulated diamond necklace with
floret drops; spring clasp closure.

Worn by Ginger Rogers in Magnificent
Doll (Universal, 1946).

Length, 16 1/2 inches

$1,000-1,500
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172
JUDY GARLAND AND MAE WEST WORN NECKLACE
A simulated diamond crossover necklace suspending large Art Deco style
dress clip brooches.

The pendants were originally mounted to shorter chain and worn by
Mae West in the musical finale of The Heat’s On (Columbia, 1943). The
pendants were later re-mounted to a longer crossover chain and worn
by Judy Garland in Ziegfeld Follies (MGM, 1946).  Accompanied by
DVD copies of The Heat’s On and Ziegfeld Follies.

$15,000-20,000
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173
RITA HAYWORTH AND JUDY GARLAND
WORN NECKLACE
A gold-plated link chain necklace terminating in filigree tassels,
done using Joseff’s signature Russian plating technique.

Joseff designed this necklace to be worn on its own or paired
with multiple strands for a more dramatic effect. Rita Hayworth
was photographed during a photoshoot demonstrating the
multi-strand effect of the necklace. Judy Garland was also pho-
tographed modeling the single-strand version of this necklace,
and the image was used on the cover of her 1951 album Judy
at the Palace: Judy Garland Singing Songs She Made Famous,
which accompanies this lot.

Length, 36 1/2 inches

$2,000-3,000

174
JUDY GARLAND AND BETTY HUTTON 
WORN EARRINGS AND RECORD
A pair of clip-on gold-plated tassel drop earrings, done using
Joseff’s signature Russian plating technique.

Worn by Judy Garland on the cover of her 1951 album Judy at
the Palace: Judy Garland Singing Songs She Made Famous and
Betty Hutton in The Perils of Pauline (Paramount, 1947). The posts
have been changed subsequent to Hutton’s use in The Perils of
Pauline.  Accompanied by a copy of Judy at the Palace.

Length, 2 1/4 inches

$800-1,200
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175
PIER ANGELI WORN BROOCH AND PHOTOGRAPH
A gold-plated sun god brooch, done using Joseff’s signature Russian plat-
ing technique, with simulated diamond pendant eyes; bar pin closure.
Signed with Joseff’s script logo.

Worn by Pier Angeli in a modeling portrait. Accompanied by a vintage
photograph of Angeli wearing the brooch.

Length, 2 3/4 inches

$400-600

177
ROSEMARY LANE WORN ORNAMENT
A gold-plated costume ornament, done using Joseff’s signature Russian
plating technique, featuring clover sprays with ribbon, accented with
simulated diamonds and emeralds. Signed “Joseff Hollywood.” 

Worn by Rosemary Lane in a studio publicity portrait.

Length, 6 inches

$700-900

176
SHELL AND DOLPHIN BRACELET
A gold-plated link bracelet with central shell and simulated pearl, flanked by
stylized fish, done using Joseff’s signature Russian plating technique; spring
clasp closure. Signed with Joseff’s script logo.

A variation of this bracelet is shown modelled by Pier Angeli in a modelling
portrait.  Accompanied by a vintage photograph of Angeli wearing an alter-
nate version of this bracelet.

Length, 8 3/4 inches

$400-600

178
ROSEMARY LANE WORN NECKLACE AND BRACELET
A silver-plated double-strand necklace in antique finish with simulated emer-
alds and matching bracelet; spring clasp closures. 

Worn by Rosemary Lane in a studio publicity portrait.

Necklace, 16 inches; Bracelet, 7 1/4 inches

$800-1,200
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179
ANN DVORAK AND CLAIRE TREVOR WORN NECKLACE
A gold-plated, double-strand necklace, done using Joseff’s signature Russian
plating technique, suspending simulated diamond and gold scrollwork design;
simple hook closure. Signed with Joseff’s script logo. 

Worn by Ann Dvorak in Abilene Town (United Artists, 1946) and Claire Trevor in
a glamour portrait.  Accompanied by a DVD copy of Abilene Town.

Length, 15 inches

$1,000-1,500

181
BERNADENE HAYES WORN NECKLACE
A monumental silver-plated link necklace in antique finish with trident
form pendants, featuring a single simulated topaz; hook closure.

Worn by Bernadene Hayes in Bunco Squad (RKO, 1950).

Length, 16 inches

$1,500-2,500

180
MAUREEN O’HARA WORN NECKLACE
A highly stylized, simulated diamond and ruby hinged wrap neck-
lace; box clasp closure. Signed with Joseff’s script logo.

Worn by Maureen O’Hara in Do You Love Me (20th Century, 1946).

Height, 5 inches

$1,000-1,500

182
A DOUBLE LIFE WORN NECKLACE
A sterling silver chain necklace suspending an abstract sun and
moon pendant; spring clasp closure. Pendant is signed with Joseff’s
script logo.

Worn by a supporting cast member of the play Othello within the
film A Double Life (Universal, 1947).

Length, 25 inches; Pendant, 3 1/4 by 2 3/4 inches

$800-1,200
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183
DORIS DAY AND JOAN BENNETT WORN NECKLACE
A simulated diamond and ruby evening necklace; foldover clasp closure.

Worn by Doris Day in Romance on the High Seas (Warner Bros., 1948) and
Joan Bennett in a studio publicity portrait, paired together with a simulated
diamond scroll form piece, later repurposed for Loretta Young in lot 440.
Accompanied by a DVD copy of Romance on the High Seas.

Length, 14 inches

$1,000-1,500

185
DORIS DAY WORN EARRINGS
A pair of silver-plated, clip-on earrings with
simulated diamonds and rubies. 

Worn by Doris Day in Romance on the High
Seas (Warner Bros., 1948).  Accompanied by
a DVD copy of the film.

Length, 1 3/8 inches

$400-600

184
JANIS PAIGE WORN NECKLACE
A double-strand snake chain necklace centering on a large
simulated topaz and accented with simulated cabochon
rubies; foldover clasp closure.

Worn by Janis Paige in Romance on the High Seas (Warner
Bros, 1948).  Accompanied by a DVD copy of the film.

Length, 15 1/2 inches

$1,000-1,500

186
OLIVIA DE HAVILLAND WORN BRACELET AND PHOTOGRAPH
A gold-plated hinged cuff bracelet, done using Joseff’s signature Russian plating technique,
featuring daisies with cabochon rubies. Signed with Joseff’s script logo.

Worn by Olivia de Havilland in a studio publicity portrait used to promote Wings of the
Navy (Warner Bros., 1939). Accompanied by a vintage photograph of de Havilland wearing
the bracelet.

Circumference, 7 inches

$600-800
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187
GLADYS COOPER AND 
VERA RALSTON WORN 

NECKLACE AND PHOTOGRAPH
A necklace with simulated diamond florets with

drops; spring clasp closure.

Worn by Gladys Cooper in Mrs. Parkington (MGM,
1944) and Vera Ralston in Plainsman and the Lady
(Republic, 1946). Accompanied by a vintage photo-

graph of Ralston wearing the necklace.

Length, 13 3/4 inches

$800-1,200

189
GREER GARSON 
WORN NECKLACE

A simulated diamond necklace with
three jeweled drops; box clasp closure.

Worn by Greer Garson in That Forsyte
Woman (MGM, 1949).

Length, 14 3/4 inches

$800-1,200

188
JANET LEIGH 

AND MAUREEN O’HARA
WORN NECKLACE

A simulated pearl lined chain with
mesh drop accented with simulated

pearls; spring clasp closure.

Worn by Janet Leigh in Little Women
(MGM, 1949) and Maureen O’Hara in a

studio publicity photograph. 
Online link to image of O’Hara 

wearing the necklace is 
available upon request.

Length, 14 1/2 inches

$600-800



192
VIRIGINIA MAYO WORN BROOCH AND PHOTOGRAPH
A gold-plated peacock feather brooch, done using Joseff’s signature Russian
plating technique; bar pin closure. Signed with Joseff’s script logo.

Worn by Virginia Mayo as a hatpin in a modeling portrait. Accompanied by a
vintage photograph of Mayo.

Length, 10 inches

$400-600

190
JANET LEIGH AND GLORIA GRAHAME
WORN BROOCHES
A pair of silver-plated simulated diamond butterfly brooches;
bar pin closures.

Worn by Gloria Grahame in Merton of the Movies (MGM, 1947),
and one worn as a pendant by Janet Leigh in a studio publicity
portrait used to promote Words and Music (MGM, 1948).

Length, 2 1/2 inches

$600-800

191
BARBARA BEL GEDDES WORN BROOCH
A Mexican style silver-plated and blue enamel brooch; bar
pin closure. Signed “Joseff.”

Worn by Barbara Bel Geddes in The Long Night (RKO, 1947).

Length, 1 3/8 inches

$400-600

160 | Joseff of Hollywood
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193
BETTE DAVIS AND 
OTHERS WORN TIARA
A simulated diamond tiara accented 
with marquis cut stones.

Worn by Linda Darnell in Forever Amber
(20th Century, 1947) and Bette Davis in
The Virgin Queen (20th Century, 1955).
The crown is also visible sitting in the safe
of society woman Julia Wortin in The Law
and the Lady (MGM, 1951) as Jane, played by
Greer Garson, contemplates theft.  Accompa-
nied by a DVD copy of The Virgin Queen.

7 1/2 inches across; 2 3/4 inches high

$3,000-5,000

195
LINDA DARNELL 
WORN NECKLACE

A simulated diamond chain with large
central marquise stone; jeweled box clasp
closure. Stamped “sterling” and signed

with Joseff’s script logo.

Worn by Linda Darnell in Forever Amber
(20th Century, 1947).  Accompanied by a

DVD copy of the film.

Length, 16 inches

$2,500-3,500

194
LINDA DARNELL WORN NECKLACE
A double-strand, simulated diamond evening necklace centering on
large oval stone.

Worn by Linda Darnell in Forever Amber (20th Century, 1947).
Accompanied by a DVD copy of the film.

Length, 14 1/2 inches

$1,000-2,000
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198
RONALD COLMAN 
PRISONER OF ZENDA
USED SCEPTER
A gold-plated, ornately decorated
scepter with filigree work accented
with simulated emeralds and
rubies surmounted by a miniature
crown with velvet lining.

A modified version of the scepter
with alternate finial was used by
Ronald Colman in The Prisoner of
Zenda (Selznick International,
1937).  Accompanied by a DVD
copy of the film.

Length, 33 inches

$2,000-3,000

197
RONALD COLMAN PRISONER OF

ZENDA WORN ORDER CHAIN
A gold-plated order chain, done using Joseff’s signature

Russian plating technique, with painted medallion.

Worn by Ronald Colman in The Prisoner of 
Zenda (United Artists, 1937).  Accompanied 

by a DVD copy of the film.

Chain, 47 inches

$800-1,200

196
RONALD COLMAN PRISONER OF ZENDA WORN CROWN
A red velvet lined crown with alternating cross and falcon decoration, lined with
simulated diamonds, pearls, rubies, and emeralds, surmounted by a cross over orb.

Worn by Ronald Colman in The Prisoner of Zenda (Selznick International, 1937).
Accompanied by a DVD copy of the film.

Height, 8 inches; Diameter, 8 inches

$4,000-6,000
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199
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS JR. WORN HELMET
A gold and black painted costume military helmet with lion and serpent motif and a double-headed eagle crest, with partial chin strap.

Worn by Douglas Fairbanks Jr. in The Prisoner of Zenda (United Artists, 1937). The helmet was worn with chin strap positioned above the
brim of the helmet. The plaque has been changed subsequent to use in The Prisoner of Zenda.  Accompanied by a DVD copy of the film.

Height, 10 1/2 inches

$2,500-3,500



200
COSTUME CLOSE HELMETS
A pair of aluminum costume helmets with pivoting visors and interior
canvas strapping for proper fit. One has a heart and arrow decal.

Heights, 10 1/2 inches

$400-600

201
COSTUME HELMET
A painted metal, open-faced
barbuta helmet with interior canvas
strapping for proper fit.

Height, 15 inches

$300-500
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202
COSTUME DAGGER
A gold-plated costume dagger
in sheath, done using Joseff’s
signature Russian plating
technique. The dagger fea-
tures a head of Medusa
decoration and handle with
a trio of figures. A chain
prevents the removal of
sheath from dagger.

Length, 10 inches

$400-600

203
COSTUME DAGGER
A costume dagger with figural
handle and hollow ground
blade.

Length, 17 1/4 inches

$300-500
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206
OLIVIA DE HAVILLAND 
WORN DOUBLE BROOCH
A silver-plated double brooch featuring 
hand motif in wreath, connected by a metal link
chain. Each brooch is stamped “X926.”

Worn by Olivia de Havilland as a cloak chain in The
Adventures of Robin Hood (Warner Bros., 1938).

Length, 13 1/2 inches

$4,000-6,000
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205
MARION MARTIN WORN COSTUME ORNAMENT
A silver-plated, three-panel costume ornament, in antique finish, with simulated
diamonds and emeralds. The piece is also designed to be worn on a belt.

Worn by Marion Martin as an enhancement for the bustline of one of her costumes in
The Man in the Iron Mask (United Artists, 1939).  

Length, 10 1/4 inches

$600-800

204
JEANETTE NOLAN
WORN CROWN
A gold-plated crown, 
done using Joseff’s 
signature Russian plating 
technique, with simulated
cabochon rubies and emeralds.
Signed with Joseff’s script logo. 

Worn by Jeanette Nolan in
Macbeth (Republic, 1948).

Height, 5 inches; Width, 
8 1/2 inches

$3,000-5,000
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209
COSTUME DAGGER
A costume dagger featuring simu-
lated jeweled hilt and handle, with
matching velvet sheath.

Length, 11 inches

$600-800

210
COSTUME DAGGER
A costume dagger with handle
featuring simulated amethyst, with
engraved silver plaque on black
velvet sheath, suspended from
chain with belt clip.

Length, 8 inches

$400-600

208
LESLIE HOWARD WORN ORDER CHAIN AND PHOTOGRAPH
A gold-plated infinity link chain, done using Joseff’s signature Russian plating technique,
centering on a square plaque with central green stone.

The chain was worn by Leslie Howard in Romeo and Juliet (MGM, 1936). The central
plaque worn by Howard in the film has been replaced with the smaller plaque that is
included in this lot.  Accompanied by a vintage photograph of Howard from the film.

Length, 42 inches

$500-700

207
NORMA SHEARER ROMEO AND JULIET
WORN HEADPIECE
A beaded headpiece featuring 15 vermicelli beaded rays 
surrounding chartreuse stone and two simulated mabe pearls.

Worn by Norma Shearer in a studio publicity portrait for
Romeo and Juliet (MGM, 1936).

Length, 5 inches

$800-1,200
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213
ORIGINAL DESIGN SKETCH FOR 
MR. MOTO TAKES A VACATION “CROWN OF SHEBA”
A pencil and gouache on board design sketch titled “Suggestion for ‘Crown
of Sheba’/ Foster Prod #170” with additional notations reading “22” Head
Band/ 2” Wide -/ Front Plaque In Proportion.” The sketch shows the original
concept for the “Crown of Sheba,” the subject of the Peter Lorre Mr. Moto
series film directed by Norman Foster, Mr. Moto Takes a Vacation (20th Cen-
tury, 1939). The sketch is signed and dated in pencil at lower left “8/29/38
AM.”

10 3/4 by 12 1/4 inches

$600-800

214
MR. MOTO TAKES A VACATION “CROWN OF SHEBA”
A gold-plated crown, done using Joseff’s signature Russian plating tech-
nique, comprising alternating female figures and medallions, centering a
stylized ancient lion relief. All accented with simulated rubies, emeralds,
and pearls. Signed “Joseff Hollywood.”

The crown is the central plot element in Mr. Moto Takes a Vacation (20th
Century, 1939) directed by Norman Foster. The film, starring Peter Lorre, is
one in the series of Mr. Moto films that centers on the discovery of the
“Crown of Sheba” and Mr. Moto’s efforts to thwart the master thief Metaxa.
Accompanied by a DVD copy of the film.

Height, 5 1/2 inches; Width, 7 1/2 inches

$2,500-3,500

211
FLORENCE ELDRIDGE 
AND OTHERS WORN CROWN AND PHOTOGRAPH
A gold-plated crown, done using Joseff’s signature Russian plating technique,
with stamped metal pieces featuring simulated pearls, rubies, emeralds, and
painted white flowers.

Worn by Florence Eldridge in Mary of Scotland (RKO, 1936); Diana Lynn in
Rogues of Sherwood Forest (Columbia, 1950); and Ann Blyth in The Golden
Horde (Universal, 1951). Accompanied by a vintage photograph of Blyth wear-
ing the crown, and DVD copies of Mary of Scotland and Rogues of Sherwood
Forest.

Circumference, 20 1/2 inches; Height, 2 1/2 inches

$3,000-5,000

212
MARIA MONTEZ WORN CROWN
A gold-plated crown, done using Joseff’s signature Russian plating
technique, comprising free-form metal flames with large central
medallion, signed with Joseff’s script logo.

Worn by Maria Montez in a scene that does not appear in the final
cut of Siren of Atlantis (United Artists, 1949). An online link to an
image of Montez wearing the crown is available upon request.

Height, 8 inches; Diameter, 5 1/2 inches

$1,000-1,500
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216
DIANA LYNN WORN CHATELAINE
A pair of gold-plated filigree brooches connected by
three chains, done using Joseff’s signature Russian
plating technique, with simulated diamonds; bar pin
closures. Each signed “Joan Castle.”

Worn by Diana Lynn on her belt in Rogues of Sher-
wood Forest (Columbia, 1950).

Length, 10 1/4 inches

$500-700

215
MAUREEN O’HARA AND DIANA LYNN WORN BROOCHES
A pair of gold-plated filigree brooches, done using Joseff’s signature Russian
plating technique, with simulated diamonds; bar pin closures. Both signed “Joan
Castle” in block letters.

Worn by Maureen O’Hara at bust and on sleeve in a studio publicity portrait used
to promote Sinbad the Sailor (RKO, 1947) and Diana Lynn with a cloak chain in
Rogues of Sherwood Forest (Columbia, 1950).  Accompanied by a DVD copy of
Rogues of Sherwood Forest.

Length, 2 inches

$700-900
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217
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS JR. WORN 
MEDALLION OF DERYABAR AND PHOTOGRAPH
A silver-and gold-plated medallion suspended from a chain. The medal-
lion depicts an island and Austrian crystal star in the sky. Signed “Joseff.”

Worn by Douglas Fairbanks Jr. in Sinbad the Sailor (RKO, 1947). This
medallion is the central prop in the film demonstrating that Fairbanks’
character, Sinbad, is the true Prince of Deryabar and heir to the great
treasure of Alexander the Great. Accompanied by a vintage studio public-
ity photograph of Fairbanks wearing the medallion. Please see online
listing to view scene from the film showing the medallion.

Length, 23 1/2 inches

$7,000-9,000

218
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS JR. WORN BRACELET
A silver open cuff bracelet with six bands terminating in a swirl
pattern, stamped “Mexico silver.”

Worn by Douglas Fairbanks Jr. in Sinbad the Sailor (RKO, 1947).
Accompanied by a DVD copy of the film.

Height, 1 3/4 inches

$1,000-1,500
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MAUREEN O’HARA AND OTHERS 
WORN BRACELET AND PHOTOGRAPH
A yellow and rose gold-plated cuff bracelet with simulated diamond accents.

Worn by Esther Williams in Easy to Wed (MGM, 1946); Maureen O’Hara in
Sinbad the Sailor (RKO, 1947); and Loretta Young in The Perfect Marriage
(Paramount, 1947). Together with a vintage photograph of Williams wearing
the bracelet.

Height, 1 3/4 inches

$1,000-1,500

219
MAUREEN O’HARA WORN 

NECKLACE AND PHOTOGRAPH
A triple-strand, simulated pearl necklace centering on 

large gold-plated, filigree medallion, done using Joseff’s signature 
Russian plating technique, with simulated rubies and diamonds. The
centerpiece has attachments to allow for additional strands of pearls.

Medallion signed “Joseff Hollywood.”

Worn by Maureen O’Hara in Sinbad the Sailor (RKO, 1947). Together with
a vintage trimmed photograph of O’Hara.

Length, 8 1/2 inches

$2,500-3,500

221
MAUREEN O’HARA WORN RING
A rose gold-plated cocktail ring featuring simulated
diamonds with central marquise cut stone.

Worn by Maureen O’Hara in Sinbad the Sailor
(RKO, 1947).

$600-800
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223
EDDIE CANTOR WORN EARRINGS
A pair of gold-plated screw-post earrings, done using Joseff’s signature
Russian plating technique, with simulated mabe pearl and cabochon
sapphire accents. One signed “Joseff Hollywood.”

Worn by Eddie Cantor in Ali Baba Goes to Town (20th Century, 1937).

Length, 3/4 inch

$500-700

224
EDDIE CANTOR WORN NECKLACE AND PHOTOGRAPH
A four-strand simulated pearl necklace with large central cabochon sapphire and pearl
drop; hook and eye closure. Signed “Joseff Hollywood.”

Worn by Eddie Cantor in Ali Baba Goes to Town (20th Century, 1937). Accompanied by
a vintage photograph of Cantor wearing the necklace.

Length, 15 1/4 inches

$1,000-1,500

222
EDDIE CANTOR AND ANGELA LANSBURY
WORN RING AND PHOTOGRAPH
A gold-plated ring, done using Joseff’s signature Russian plating
technique, with six simulated pearls. Stamped “X522.” Size 7;
adjustable.

Worn by Eddie Cantor in Ali Baba Goes to Town (20th Century, 1937)
and Angela Lansbury in The Three Musketeers (MGM, 1948).
Accompanied by a vintage photograph of Cantor wearing the ring,
and a DVD copy of The Three Musketeers.

$500-700
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225
JUNGLE BOOK BREASTPLATE
A painted and molded metal breastplate in
four pieces featuring large tiger adornment
in exotic style, with gold-plated chain fringe.
The entire piece is accented with simulated
gemstones.

Worn by one of the villagers plundering the
treasure cave in Jungle Book (United Artists,
1942). Based very loosely on Kipling’s The
Jungle Book, Laurence Stallings’ screenplay
for the film strays from the stories incorporat-
ing a lost city in the jungle with a cave
containing fantastic wealth. A greedy villager
by the name of Buldeo, the priest, and the
barber find the cave and are driven mad with
greed, killing each other. Joseff created a
number of pieces to convey the opulence of
the treasure hoard.

Shoulder, 18 1/2 inches; Height (without
fringe), 17 inches; Back plate, 12 1/2 inches

$3,000-5,000
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226
JUNGLE BOOK BELT
A wide leather belt featuring large tiger adornment in exotic
style and gold chain fringe. The belt has eight plaques, which
are accented with simulated gemstones.

Worn by one of the villagers plundering the treasure cave in
Jungle Book (United Artists, 1942). Based very loosely on
Kipling’s The Jungle Book, Laurence Stallings’ screenplay for
the film strays from the stories incorporating a lost city in the
jungle with a cave containing fantastic wealth. A greedy vil-
lager by the name of Buldeo, the priest, and the barber find
the cave and are driven mad with greed, killing each other.
Joseff created a number of pieces to convey the opulence of
the treasure hoard.

Length, 43 inches; Waist, 36 inches

$2,000-3,000

Courtesy of Joseff of Hollywood Archives
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JUNGLE BOOK STYLIZED TURBAN
A blue silk and green velvet stylized turban with gold-
plated metal adornments, done using Joseff’s signature
Russian plating technique, simulated pearls, and dia-
mond wraps, heavily decorated with synthetic gems.

Worn by one of the villagers plundering the treasure
cave in Jungle Book (United Artists, 1942). Based very
loosely on Kipling’s The Jungle Book, Laurence
Stallings’ screenplay for the film strays from the stories
incorporating a lost city in the jungle with a cave con-
taining fantastic wealth. A greedy villager by the name
of Buldeo, the priest, and the barber find the cave and
are driven mad with greed, killing each other. Joseff
created a number of pieces to convey the opulence of
the treasure hoard.

Height, 13 1/2 inches

$2,500-3,500
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228
JUNGLE BOOK GAUNTLET
A gold-plated left gauntlet with spikes, done using
Joseff’s signature Russian plating technique. Single
side covered in simulated cabochon gems.

Worn by one of the villagers plundering the treasure
cave in Jungle Book (United Artists, 1942). Based very
loosely on Kipling’s The Jungle Book, Laurence
Stallings’ screenplay for the film strays from the stories
incorporating a lost city in the jungle with a cave con-
taining fantastic wealth. A greedy villager by the name
of Buldeo, the priest, and the barber find the cave and
are driven mad with greed, killing each other. Joseff
created a number of fantastical pieces to convey the
opulence of the treasure hoard. Featured on page 183.

Length, 5 3/4 inches

$700-900

229
JUNGLE BOOK STYLIZED TURBAN
A fabric-wrapped stylized turban with large gold-plated adorn-
ments, done using Joseff’s signature Russian plating technique,
with simulated gems.

Worn by one of the three villagers plundering the treasure cave
in Jungle Book (United Artists, 1942). Accompanied by a DVD
copy of the film.  The turban stood straight up into the air during
production. Based very loosely on Kipling’s The Jungle Book,
Laurence Stallings’ screenplay for the film strays from the stories
incorporating a lost city in the jungle with a cave containing fan-
tastic wealth. A greedy villager by the name of Buldeo, the
priest, and the barber find the cave and are driven mad with
greed, killing each other. Joseff created a number of pieces to
convey the opulence of the treasure hoard. 

Height, 11 1/2 inches

$2,500-3,500
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230
RUDOLPH VALENTINO OWNED BELT AND PHOTOGRAPHS
A tooled and embroidered leather belt with high relief silver-plated buckle flanked by two matching belt tips. According to the Joseff family,
the belt was purchased from the estate of Rudolph Valentino by Eugene Joseff and was among the first foundation pieces purchased for his
collection, which would become the largest film jewelry rental company in Hollywood.

Worn by Maureen O’Hara in The Hunchback of Notre Dame (RKO, 1939); Anthony Quinn in Sinbad the Sailor (RKO, 1947); and Anthony
Dexter in Valentino (Columbia, 1951). Together with vintage film stills of Dexter and Quinn wearing the belt.

Length, 36 inches

$1,000-2,000

232
TYRONE POWER AND ANTHONY DEXTER WORN BELT
A gold-plated belt filigree buckle and plaque, done using Joseff’s signature Russian plating technique,
accented with simulated diamonds and cabochon rubies; hook closure.

Worn by Tyrone Power in The Rains Came (20th Century, 1939) and Anthony Dexter in Valentino (Columbia,
1951). An online link to a photograph of Dexter wearing the belt is available upon request.

Length, 33 inches

$700-900

231
COSTUME DAGGER
A scimitar dagger with heavily stylized
handle and matching metal sheath.

Length, 15 1/2 inches

$400-600
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233
TYRONE POWER AND FLORA 
ROBSON WORN NECKLACE
AND PHOTOGRAPH
A monumental costume bib neck-
lace featuring nine strands of
simulated pearls in graduated sizes,
with jeweled, gold-plated filigree pan-
els, done using Joseff’s signature Russian
plating technique. Jeweled double bar pin
fasteners, each stamped “Joseff
Hollywood.”

Worn by Tyrone Power in The Rains Came (20th
Century, 1939) and Flora Robson in The Sea
Hawk (Warner Bros., 1940). Accompanied by a
vintage photograph showing Power wearing the
necklace, and a DVD copy of The Sea Hawk.

Height, 18 1/2 inches

$4,000-6,000

234
JEWELED 
COSTUME DAGGER
A jeweled dagger in sheath featuring
gold-plated filigree decorations, done
using Joseff’s signature Russian plating
technique, and simulated cabochon jewels.
The sheath is signed with Joseff’s script logo.

Length, 18 3/4 inches

$300-500
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237
KATHARINE HEPBURN AND FLORENCE
ELDRIDGE WORN ORDER CHAIN
A double-strand order chain comprising gold-plated filigree panels,
done using Joseff’s signature Russian plating technique, each featur-
ing simulated cabochon sapphires; bar pins on each end.

Worn by Florence Eldridge in Mary of Scotland (RKO, 1936) and
Katharine Hepburn in a publicity photograph used to promote Mary
of Scotland. Accompanied by a DVD copy of the film.

Longest chain length, 40 inches

$1,500-2,500

235
KATHARINE HEPBURN WORN NECKLACE
A gold-plated chain, done using Joseff’s signature Russian plating technique,
with simulated rubies, diamonds, and pearls; black ribbon closure. 

Worn by Katharine Hepburn in Mary of Scotland (RKO, 1936).  Accompanied
by a DVD copy of the film.

Length, 9 1/2 inches

$1,500-2,500

236
KATHARINE HEPBURN WORN HAIRPINS
A group of three metal hairpins in graduated sizes, with sim-
ulated teardrop pearls.

Worn by Katharine Hepburn in Mary of Scotland (RKO, 1936).
Accompanied by a DVD copy of the film.

Between 4 1/2 and 6 1/2 inches

$600-800
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238
BETTE DAVIS AND OTHERS WORN
GIRDLE CHAIN AND PHOTOGRAPH
A gold-plated, Tudor style simulated pearl chain
suspending six filigree spheres with simulated
pearls and cabochon emeralds. The piece has been
used as both a girdle chain and necklace.

Worn by Florence Eldridge in Mary of Scotland
(RKO, 1936); Barbara O’Neil in Tower of London
(Universal, 1939); Bette Davis in The Private Lives of
Elizabeth and Essex (Warner Bros., 1939) as well as
in her reprisal of the role in The Virgin Queen (20th
Century, 1955); and Flora Robson in The Sea Hawk
(Warner Bros., 1940). Accompanied by a vintage
photograph of O’Neil, and DVD copies of Mary of
Scotland, The Private Lives of Elizabeth of Essex,
The Virgin Queen, and The Sea Hawk.  This piece
has been called upon to bring the role of Queen
Elizabeth I to life more than any actress in the his-
tory of Hollywood.

Length, 56 inches

$4,000-6,000
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BETTE DAVIS AND 

NORMA SHEARER WORN NECKLACE
A silver-plated necklace in antique finish with simulated
diamonds in a foliate motif, featuring nine pear-shaped

drops; hook closure. Signed “Joseff Hollywood” and
stamped “X1148.”

Worn by Bette Davis in The Private Lives of Elizabeth
and Essex (Warner Bros., 1939) and Norma Shearer in a

studio publicity photo used to promote Marie
Antoinette (MGM, 1938).

Length, 15 inches

$5,000-7,000
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KATHARINE HEPBURN, BETTE DAVIS, 
AND ERROL FLYNN WORN ORDER CHAIN
An order chain comprising 27 gold-plated filigree panels, done
using Joseff’s signature Russian plating technique, each center-
ing a mabe pearl; hook over bar closure.

Worn by Katharine Hepburn in Mary of Scotland (RKO,
1936); a portion of the chain used along the neckline of
Bette Davis’ gown in The Private Lives of Elizabeth
and Essex (Warner Bros., 1939) (illustrated on page
194); and Errol Flynn in Adventures of Don Juan
(Warner Bros., 1948).

Length, 34 inches

$3,000-5,000
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241
KATHARINE HEPBURN AND OTHERS 
WORN GIRDLE CHAIN/NECKLACE
A gold-plated Tudor style girdle chain, done using Joseff’s signature Russian plating
technique, with filigree spheres, accented with simulated pearls and rubies.

Worn by Katharine Hepburn as a girdle chain in Mary of Scotland (RKO, 1936); Bette
Davis as a necklace in The Private Lives of Elizabeth and Essex (Warner Bros., 1939);
and Valentina Cortese in a publicity photo used to promote Malaya (MGM, 1949).
Accompanied by a DVD copy of The Private Lives of Elizabeth and Essex.

Length, 25 inches

$4,000-6,000
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BETTE DAVIS AND 
LORETTA YOUNG WORN TIARA
A gold-plated tiara with simulated pearl, emerald, and diamond accents,
topped with simulated pearls.

Worn by Loretta Young in Suez (20th Century, 1938) and Bette Davis in The
Virgin Queen (20th Century, 1955).  Accompanied by a DVD copy of Suez.

6 by 7 by 2 inches

$1,500-2,500

244
BETTE DAVIS AND OTHERS WORN NECKLACE
A monumental tiered bib necklace with seven strands of simulated pearls,
centering seven blue-green faceted stones in gold-plated floral settings with
single simulated pearl drop. The piece fastens with two gold-plated filigree
pins accented with simulated rubies and diamonds.

Worn by Bette Davis in The Virgin Queen (20th Century, 1955); Loretta Young
in Bedtime Story (Columbia, 1941); and Anthony Dexter in Valentino (Colum-
bia, 1951). An online link to an image of Dexter wearing the necklace is
available upon request.

Length, 17 1/2 inches

$4,000-6,000

243
BETTE DAVIS THE VIRGIN QUEEN NECKLACE
A graduated, four-strand simulated pearl necklace centering on a gold-plated
filigree medallion, done using Joseff’s signature Russian plating technique, set
with simulated aquamarine, emeralds, and diamonds with pearl drops.

Worn by Bette Davis in The Virgin Queen (20th Century, 1955).

Length, 10 inches

$5,000-7,000
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LORETTA YOUNG WORN COMB
A gold-plated filigree comb with simulated
diamond, emerald, and pearl accents on both sides.

Worn by Loretta Young in a studio publicity portrait
used to promote Suez (20th Century, 1938).

6 1/2 by 6 inches

$600-800
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247
OLIVIA DE HAVILLAND
WORN EARRINGS
A pair of clip-on, simulated sapphire
and diamond drop earrings in foliate
motif. Both stamped “X1002.”

Worn by Olivia de Havilland in The Pri-
vate Lives of Elizabeth and Essex
(Warner Bros., 1939).  Accompanied by
a DVD copy of the film.

Length, 1 7/8 inches

$800-1,200

248
OLIVIA DE HAVILLAND
WORN EARRINGS
A pair of simulated diamond earrings
with large pear-shaped drops.

Worn by Olivia de Havilland in The Pri-
vate Lives of Elizabeth and Essex
(Warner Bros., 1939). 

Length, 1 1/2 inches

$500-700

249
BETTE DAVIS AND MARLENE 
DIETRICH WORN EARRINGS
A pair of gold-plated screw-post earrings, done
using Joseff’s signature Russian plating technique,
with simulated diamond drops.

Worn by Bette Davis in The Virgin Queen (20th Cen-
tury, 1955) and Marlene Dietrich in Around the World
in 80 Days (United Artists, 1956).  Accompanied by a
DVD copy of The Virgin Queen.

Length, 1 1/2 inches

$1,000-1,500
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246
OLIVIA DE HAVILLAND WORN NECKLACE
A silver-plated necklace in antique finish with simulated diamonds and
sapphires in a floral motif; spring clasp closure. Stamped “X999.”
Together with a matching bracelet; box clasp closure.

Necklace worn by Olivia de Havilland in The Private Lives of Elizabeth
and Essex (Warner Bros., 1939).  Accompanied by a DVD copy of the film.

Necklace length, 15 1/2 inches; Bracelet length, 6 1/2 inches

$4,000-6,000
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OLIVIA DE HAVILLAND 
AND OTHERS WORN NECKLACE
A five-strand, simulated diamond necklace with gold-plated
chains and foliate accents, done using Joseff’s signature
Russian plating technique; spring clasp closure.

Worn by Olivia de Havilland in a studio publicity portrait
used to promote The Private Lives of Elizabeth and Essex
(Warner Bros., 1939); Gale Sondergaard in Juarez (Warner
Bros., 1939); and Joan Bennett in The Son of Monte Cristo
(United Artists, 1940).  Accompanied by a DVD copy of The
Son of Monte Cristo.

Length, 16 inches

$4,000-6,000
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251
OLIVIA DE HAVILLAND AND OTHERS 
WORN NECKLACE AND PHOTOGRAPH
A single- to double-strand, tiered, simulated diamond and emerald
necklace with central drops, done using Joseff’s signature Russian
plating technique; spring clasp closure.

Worn by Olivia de Havilland with alternate central stone in The
Private Lives of Elizabeth and Essex (Warner Bros., 1939); Arlene
Dahl in a scene that does not appear in the final cut of My Wild
Irish Rose (Warner Bros., 1947); and Barbara Hale in Lorna Doone
(Columbia, 1951). Accompanied by a vintage photograph of Dahl
wearing the necklace during production and a DVD copy of The
Private Lives of Elizabeth and Essex.

Length, 14 1/4 inches

$2,500-3,500
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254
BETTE DAVIS AND MARGOT GRAHAME WORN RING
A gold-plated ring, done using Joseff’s signature Russian plating technique,
with simulated pearls, emeralds, sapphires, and ruby. Stamped “X241.”
Adjustable.

Worn by Margot Grahame in The Three Musketeers (RKO, 1935) and Bette
Davis in The Private Lives of Elizabeth and Essex (Warner Bros., 1939) and
The Virgin Queen (20th Century, 1955).  Accompanied by a DVD copy of The
Private Lives of Elizabeth and Essex.

$1,500-2,500

253
BETTE DAVIS WORN RING
A gold-plated ring, done using Joseff’s signature Russian plating
technique, with simulated pearls. Size 7 1/2. 

Worn by Bette Davis in The Private Lives of Elizabeth and Essex
(Warner Bros., 1939).  Accompanied by a DVD copy of the film.

$1,000-1,500
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252
BETTE DAVIS AND KATINA 
PAXINOU WORN NECKLACE 
AND PHOTOGRAPH
A tiered, two- to four-strand simulated pearl
necklace accented with gold-plated plaques
featuring simulated amethysts, done using Jos-
eff’s signature Russian plating technique; hook
and eye closure.

Worn by Bette Davis in The Private Lives of Eliza-
beth and Essex (Warner Bros., 1939) and Katina
Paxinou in Mourning Becomes Electra (RKO,
1947). Accompanied by a vintage photograph
showing Davis wearing the necklace, and a DVD
copy of The Private Lives of Elizabeth and Essex.

Length, 16 inches

$4,000-6,000
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255
BETTE DAVIS WORN RING AND PHOTOGRAPH
A silver-plated simulated diamond and emerald ring. Size 3 1/4.

Worn by Bette Davis in June Bride (Warner Bros., 1948) and in The
Virgin Queen (20th Century, 1955). Accompanied by a vintage photo-
graph of Davis wearing the ring.

$1,500-2,500

257
BETTE DAVIS AND YVONNE DE CARLO WORN RING
A silver-plated cocktail ring featuring simulated diamonds and emeralds;
adjustable.

Worn by Bette Davis in The Virgin Queen (20th Century Fox, 1955) and
Yvonne De Carlo in a studio publicity portrait used to promote The Desert
Hawk (Universal, 1950).  Accompanied by a DVD copy of The Virgin Queen.

$600-800

256
BETTE DAVIS WORN RING
A gold-plated ring, done using Joseff’s signature Russian plating
technique, with simulated amethysts; adjustable.

Worn by Bette Davis in The Private Lives of Elizabeth and Essex
(Warner Bros., 1939).  Accompanied by  a DVD copy of the film.

$1,500-2,500

258
BETTE DAVIS AND LANA TURNER WORN RING
A silver-plated simulated pearl and diamond ring. Size 8.

Worn by Bette Davis in The Private Lives of Elizabeth and Essex
(Warner Bros., 1939), and Lana Turner in A Life of Her Own (MGM,
1950). Accompanied by a DVD copy of The Private Lives of Elizabeth
and Essex, and A Life of Her Own.

$1,500-2,500
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261
BETTE DAVIS WORN COSTUME ORNAMENT
A silver-plated costume ornament featuring simulated diamonds,
pearls, sapphires, and an amethyst.

Worn by Bette Davis in The Private Lives of Elizabeth and Essex
(Warner Bros., 1939).

3 by 3 inches

$4,000-6,000

260
BETTE DAVIS WORN RING
A gold-plated ring, done using Joseff’s signature Russian plating
technique, with simulated diamonds, sapphires, and pearls.
Stamped “266.” Size 4 1/4; adjustable.

Worn by Bette Davis in The Private Lives of Elizabeth and Essex
(Warner Bros., 1939).

$1,000-1,500

259
BETTE DAVIS AND OTHERS 

WORN NECKLACE AND PHOTOGRAPHS
A gold-plated necklace featuring simulated rubies and pearls, 
done using Joseff’s signature Russian plating technique; spring 

clasp closure. Marked “X237.”

Worn by Rosamond Pinchot in The Three Musketeers (RKO, 1935);
Bette Davis in The Private Lives of Elizabeth and Essex (Warner Bros.,

1939); and Peggy Cummins in a publicity photograph used 
to promote Forever Amber (20th Century, 1947). 

Accompanied by vintage publicity photographs of 
Davis and Cummins, and a DVD copy of 

The Three Musketeers.

Length, 20 inches

$3,000-5,000
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BETTE DAVIS AND MARION MARTIN
WORN NECKLACE
A Tudor style necklace, done using Joseff’s signature
Russian plating technique, featuring simulated rubies,
diamonds, and teardrop pearls.

Worn by Bette Davis in The Virgin Queen (20th Cen-
tury, 1955) and Marion Martin in The Man in the Iron
Mask (United Artists, 1939).  Accompanied by a DVD
copy of The Man In The Iron Mask. Additional ruby
drops were added to the necklace subsequent to use
in these films

Length, 18 inches

$3,000-5,000

263
BETTE DAVIS WORN EARRINGS
A pair of gold-plated, clip-on earrings, done using Joseff’s signature
Russian plating technique, with simulated diamond florets.

Worn by Bette Davis as hair ornaments in The Virgin Queen (20th
Century, 1955).

1 by 1 inch

$500-700

264
BETTE DAVIS WORN EARRINGS
A pair of clip-on simulated ruby and diamond earrings with foli-
ate overlay, signed “Trifari.”

Worn by Bette Davis in The Virgin Queen (20th Century, 1935).

Length, 2 1/4 inches

$1,000-1,500
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265
BETTE DAVIS AND OTHERS WORN RINGS
A pair of gold-plated rings featuring simulated emeralds, sapphires, amethysts,
and garnets. Sizes 8 3/4 and 6 1/4.

One worn by Margot Grahame in The Three Musketeers (RKO, 1935); one worn
by Maureen O’Hara in Bagdad (Universal, 1949); one worn by Bette Davis in The
Virgin Queen (20th Century, 1955); and one worn by Shirley MacLaine in Around
the World in 80 Days (United Artists, 1956).

$1,500-2,500

266
BETTE DAVIS WORN RING
A silver-plated green bead and simulated diamond ring. Size 6 1/2.

Worn by Bette Davis in The Virgin Queen (20th Century, 1955).

$1,500-2,500

267
BETTE DAVIS AND OTHERS WORN RING AND PHOTOGRAPHS
A gold-plated ring, done using Joseff’s signature Russian plating technique, with two sim-
ulated pearls. Stamped “X882.” Adjustable.

Worn by Flora Robson in The Sea Hawk (Warner Bros., 1940); Viveca Lindfors in Adven-
tures of Don Juan (Warner Bros., 1948); Gladys Cooper in At Sword’s Point (RKO, 1952);
Rita Hayworth in Salome (Columbia, 1953); and Bette Davis in The Virgin Queen (20th
Century, 1955). Accompanied by vintage photographs of Cooper and Hayworth, and a
DVD copy of The Sea Hawk.

$1,500-2,500

268
BETTE DAVIS WORN RING
A gold-plated ring with simulated pearls surrounding an
amethyst, size 7 3/4. Signed illegibly on interior.

Worn by Bette Davis in The Virgin Queen (20th Century, 1955).

$1,000-1,500
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269
BETTE DAVIS AND OTHERS WORN BANDEAU AND PHOTOGRAPH
A silver-plated bandeau in antique finish, with simulated diamonds and pearls.

Worn by Bette Davis in The Private Lives of Elizabeth and Essex (Warner Bros. 1939); Barbara
Britton in a studio publicity portrait used to promote The Return of Monte Cristo (Columbia,
1946); and Peggie Castle in The Prince Who Was a Thief (Universal, 1951). Accompanied by a
vintage photograph showing Davis wearing the bandeau.

Height, 4 1/2 inches; Length, 7 3/4 inches

$2,000-3,000

270
BETTE DAVIS AND GINGER ROGERS WORN TIARA
A gold-plated tiara, done using Joseff’s signature Russian plating technique, with simulated diamond florets.

Worn by Bette Davis in The Private Lives of Elizabeth and Essex (Warner Bros., 1939) and Ginger Rogers in a
studio publicity photograph used to promote Magnificent Doll (Universal, 1946).  Accompanied by a DVD
copy of The Private Lives of Elizabeth and Essex.

Width, 6 inches; Height, 2 inches

$3,000-5,000
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ROSEMARY LANE AND OTHERS WORN 
NECKLACE AND PHOTOGRAPH
A gold-plated link necklace, done using Joseff’s signature Russian plating
technique, suspending a simulated amethyst and diamond foliate brooch
pendant with chain tassel; spring clasp and bar pin closures. Signed twice
“Joseff Hollywood.”

Worn by Frances Robinson in a studio publicity portrait used to promote
Service de Luxe (Universal, 1938); Rosemary Lane in a studio publicity por-
trait; and Florence Bates in The Son of Monte Cristo (United Artists, 1940).
Together with a vintage photograph of Robinson wearing the necklace,
and a DVD copy of The Son of Monte Cristo.

Chain length, 30 inches; Pendant, 6 inches

$1,000-1,500
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272
GLADYS COOPER WORN BROOCH
An ornate gold-plated foliate brooch, done using Joseff’s
signature Russian plating technique, featuring jet and crystal
embellishment; bar pin closure. Signed “Joseff Hollywood.”

Worn by Gladys Cooper in Green Dolphin Street (MGM,
1947). The brooch has been modified with adhesive crystal
accents subsequent to use in this film.

Length, 3 3/4 inches

$400-600

271
GLADYS COOPER 
WORN BROOCH
A gold-plated brooch, done
using Joseff’s signature Russ-
ian plating technique, with
metal cord tassel; bar pin
closure. Signed with Joseff’s
script logo.

Worn by Gladys Cooper in At
Sword’s Point (RKO, 1952)
prior to the tassel being
added to the brooch.

Length, 7 inches

$500-700
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274
JOAN BENNETT WORN BROOCH
A monumental brooch featuring simulated 
diamond and pearl drops; bar pin closure. 
Signed “Joseff Hollywood.”

Worn by Joan Bennett in The Son of 
Monte Cristo (United Artists, 1940).

Length, 5 inches

$400-600
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275
JOAN BENNETT WORN 
NECKLACE AND PHOTOGRAPH
A gold-plated necklace, done using Joseff’s signature
Russian plating technique, featuring link chain centering
on a filigree pendant drop with simulated diamonds and
emerald; hook closure. Signed “Joseff Hollywood” and
marked “N2014.”

Worn by Joan Bennett in The Son of Monte Cristo (United
Artists, 1940). Accompanied by a vintage photograph of
Bennett wearing the necklace.

Length, 22 inches

$1,500-2,000
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276
GINGER ROGERS AND ALIDA VALLI
WORN NECKLACE AND EARRINGS
Matching gold-plated necklace and earrings,
done using Joseff’s signature Russian plating
technique. The necklace has a double-strand
chain with a central acanthus leaf pendant
together with matching clip-on earrings;
spring clasp closure. Signed with Joseff’s
script logo.

Worn by Alida Valli in a studio publicity
photo used to promote The White
Tower (RKO, 1950) and Ginger
Rogers in a studio publicity portrait. 

Necklace, 16 1/4 inches

$1,000-1,500

278
JANE RUSSELL WORN BROOCH 
AND EARRINGS AND PHOTOGRAPH
A gold-plated brooch and earrings, done using Joseff’s signature Russian plat-
ing technique. The brooch features oak leaves and stylized acorns; bar pin
closure. Together with coordinating clip-on earrings. Both signed with Joseff’s
script logo.

Worn by Jane Russell during a publicized visit to the Joseff studio to select her
jewelry for the film His Kind of Woman (RKO, 1951). Accompanied by a vintage
publicity photograph of Russell wearing the pieces.

Brooch, 4 inches

$800-1,200
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277
JUNE LANG WORN 
BROOCH AND PHOTOGRAPH
A gold-plated oak leaf form brooch; bar pin clo-
sure. Signed with Joseff’s script logo.

Worn by June Lang in a studio publicity photo-
graph included with this lot.

Length, 2 1/2 inches

$300-500



279
KATINA PAXINOU WORN
BROOCH AND PHOTOGRAPH
A gold-plated brooch, done using Joseff’s
signature Russian plating technique, with
simulated diamonds, emeralds, and pearl
drop; bar pin closure. Signed with Joseff’s
script logo.

Worn by Katina Paxinou in Mourning
Becomes Electra (RKO, 1947). Accompa-
nied by a vintage photograph showing
Paxinou wearing the brooch.

Length, 3 3/4 inches

$700-900

280
ADRIAN BOOTH WORN EARRINGS
A pair of gold-plated clip-on earrings, done using
Joseff’s signature Russian plating technique, with
simulated diamond and cabochon emerald drops. 

Worn by Adrian Booth in The Last Bandit (Republic,
1949).

Length, 1 1/4 inches

$400-600
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281
LESLIE CARON AND 

KATHYRYN GRAYSON WORN 
NECKLACE AND PHOTOGRAPH

A simulated diamond evening necklace; foldover clasp
closure. Signed “Boucher.”

Worn by Kathryn Grayson in Kiss Me Kate (MGM, 1953)
and Leslie Caron as a tiara in The Glass Slipper (MGM,

1955). Accompanied by a vintage photograph of
Caron, and a DVD copy of Kiss Me Kate.

Length, approximately 14 inches

$2,000-3,000

282
LORETTA YOUNG 
AND FRANCES DEE
WORN NECKLACE
A triple-strand, tiered evening
necklace with simulated dia-
monds; three separate box
clasp closures.

Worn by Loretta Young in
Wife, Husband and Friend
(20th Century, 1939) and
Frances Dee in A Man
Betrayed (Republic, 1941).
Accompanied by a DVD copy
of Wife, Husband, and Friend.

Length, 15 inches

$1,000-1,500
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283
ORIGINAL COMMERCIAL JEWELRY
ILLUSTRATION
A series of pencil and gouache on board design drawings featuring
commercial designs for ladies jewelry accessories with an island
motif including tropical fish, pineapples, and canoes; unsigned.

20 by 15 inches

$500-700

285
ORIGINAL COMMERCIAL JEWELRY
ILLUSTRATION
A series of pencil and gouache on board design drawings featuring
commercial designs for ladies jewelry accessories with an island
motif including tropical fish, palm trees, pineapples, and ukuleles
as well as flowers.

20 by 15 inches

$500-700

284
ORIGINAL COMMERCIAL JEWELRY
ILLUSTRATION
A series of pencil and gouache on board design drawings featuring
commercial designs for ladies jewelry accessories with an island
motif including tropical fish, palm trees, and ukuleles; unsigned.

20 by 15 inches

$500-700

286
ORIGINAL COMMERCIAL JEWELRY
ILLUSTRATION
A series of pencil and gouache on board sketches of ladies jewelry
accessories in a bamboo motif; unsigned.

20 1/4 by 15 inches

$500-700
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287
ORIGINAL DESIGN 

SKETCH FOR MR. PEABODY
AND THE MERMAID

A pencil, gouache, and glitter, on paper,
design drawing of two hair combs cus-
tom designed for Irene Hervey in Mr.
Peabody and the Mermaid (Universal,

1948). Pencil notations in lower right read
“Mr. Peabody & The Mermaid - PL. II.”

11 by 15 inches

$300-500

289
ORIGINAL DESIGN 

SKETCH FOR MR. PEABODY
AND THE MERMAID

A pencil, gouache, and glitter, on paper,
design drawing of two hair combs cus-
tom designed for Irene Hervey in Mr.
Peabody and the Mermaid (Universal,

1948). Pencil notations in lower right read
“Mr. Peabody & The Mermaid - PL. III.”

11 by 15 inches

$300-500

288
ORIGINAL DESIGN 

SKETCH FOR MR. PEABODY
AND THE MERMAID

A pencil, gouache, and glitter, on paper,
design drawing of two hair combs cus-
tom designed for Irene Hervey in Mr.
Peabody and the Mermaid (Universal,

1948). Pencil notations in lower right read
“Mr. Peabody & The Mermaid - PL. I.”

11 by 15 inches

$300-500
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290
ANN BLYTH WORN 
COMB AND PHOTOGRAPH
A gold-plated hair comb, done using Joseff’s
signature Russian plating technique, with fluted
shell style accents.

Worn by Ann Blyth in Mr. Peabody and the Mer-
maid (Universal, 1948). Together with a vintage
photograph from the film.

Length, 5 1/2 inches

$600-800

291
ANN BLYTH WORN COMB
A gold-plated, simulated diamond ornamen-
tal hair comb, done using Joseff’s signature
Russian plating technique, with faux tortoise
teeth. Signed with Joseff’s script logo.

Worn by Ann Blyth in Mr. Peabody and the
Mermaid (Universal, 1948).

Length, 5 1/2 inches

$300-500
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294
ANN BLYTH WORN COMB
A gold-plated simulated diamond small fan
hair comb, done using Joseff’s signature Russian
plating technique. Faux tortoise teeth. Signed “Joseff”
in block letters.

Worn by Ann Blyth in Mr. Peabody and the Mermaid (Universal,
1948).

Length, 5 3/4 inches

$400-600

292
ANN BLYTH WORN COMB
A gold-plated hair comb, done using Joseff’s
signature Russian plating technique. The ornamental
comb features simulated diamonds with faux tortoise
teeth.

Worn by Ann Blyth in Mr. Peabody and the Mermaid (Universal,
1948).

Length, 6 3/4 inches

$400-600

293
ANN BLYTH WORN 
COMB AND PHOTOGRAPH
A gold-plated ornamental hair comb, done using Joseff’s
signature Russian plating technique. The ornamental fan form
is accented with simulated sapphires and has faux tortoise teeth.
Signed with Joseff’s script logo.

Worn by Ann Blyth in Mr. Peabody and the Mermaid (Universal,
1948). Together with a vintage photograph of Blyth.

Length, 6 3/4 inches

$500-700
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295
ORIGINAL FASHION DESIGN SKETCH
A pencil and gouache on board design sketch for a ladies dress
titled “Gibson Girl,” with full color front view and pencil sketch of
back. The garment is described as a “Black crepe dress with velvet
sash - .” The sketch is unsigned.

20 by 15 inches

$200-300

297
ORIGINAL FASHION DESIGN SKETCH
A pencil and gouache on board design sketch for a ladies dress
with full color front view and pencil sketch of back. The garment is
described as a “Two piece suit of brown wool slightly squared
shoulders - .” The sketch is unsigned.

20 by 15 inches

$200-300

296
ORIGINAL FASHION DESIGN SKETCH
A pencil and gouache on board design sketch for a ladies dress
with full color front view and pencil sketch of back. The garment is
described as a “Heavy Black crepe tunic dress featuring copper
nail heads.” The sketch is unsigned.

17 1/2 by 13 inches

$200-300

298
ORIGINAL FASHION DESIGN SKETCH
A pencil and gouache on board design sketch for a ladies dress
with full color front view and pencil sketch of back. The garment is
described as a “Thin beige wool one piece dress trimmed in dark
green velvet - .” The sketch is unsigned.

20 by 15 inches

$200-300
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299
WALTER PLUNKETT ORIGINAL DESIGN SKETCH
A pencil and gouache on paper design sketch of a lady wearing a foliate gold
tiara and jeweled snood. Signed boldly in green paint, “Plunkett.”

14 by 11 inches

$500-700
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300
VIVIEN LEIGH 

GONE WITH THE WIND WORN NECKLACE
A multi-strand, tiered necklace with bezel set simulated diamonds 

and amethysts.

Worn by Vivien Leigh in Gone with the Wind (Selznick International, 1939). 
Leigh wore the necklace as she portrayed Scarlett O’Hara during her honey-

moon with Rhett Butler in New Orleans. Leigh was also photographed 
wearing the necklace in a publicity image for the film.

Length, 19 1/2 inches

$60,000-80,000
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301
ONA MUNSON GONE WITH THE WIND
WORN EARRINGS AND LOBBY CARD
A pair of gold-plated, screw-post earrings with bell form drops.

Worn by Ona Munson as she portrayed Belle Watling in Gone with
the Wind (Selznick International, 1939). Accompanied by a lobby
card from the 1968 re-release of the film, showing Munson wearing
the earrings, and a DVD copy of the film.

Length, 1 1/2 inches

$4,000-6,000
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302
CLARK GABLE GONE WITH THE WIND USED CIGAR CASE
A gold-and silver-plated cigar case with a horse head plaque on the lid, lined on the inside with cigar holders. The box is accompanied by an
alternate plaque featuring a sailboat.

Used by Clark Gable in Gone with the Wind (Selznick International, 1939). Gable, as Rhett Butler, takes a cigar from the case during the Monster
Bazaar in Atlanta “For the Benefit of Atlanta’s Own Military Hospital.” When a soldier requests ladies to donate jewelry for the war effort, Gable
promptly places the case in the basket of donated jewelry. Accompanied by a DVD copy of the film.

6 1/2 by 3 1/2 by 3/4 inches

$40,000-60,000
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306
ORIGINAL COSTUME

DESIGN SKETCH
A pencil and gouache on board
design sketch of a gentleman in
top hat and three-piece suit with

bow tie. The sketch has pencil
notations regarding the hat and

boots but is unsigned; production
is not identified.

15 by 10 inches

$200-300

303
GONE WITH THE WIND WATCH CHAIN AND FOB
A metal chain with fob featuring a carved agate seal. 

Rental records indicate that the chain was used in the production of
Gone with the Wind (Selznick International, 1939).

Length, 11 inches

$600-800

304
GONE WITH THE WIND WATCH CHAIN AND FOB
A gentleman’s watch chain with simulated carnelian intaglio fob.

Rental records indicate that the chain was used in the production of
Gone with the Wind (Selznick International, 1939).

Length, 15 inches

$600-800

305
GONE WITH THE WIND WATCH CHAIN AND FOB
A gentleman’s watch chain with filigree fob featuring simulated rubies and
semiprecious stone.

Rental records indicate that the chain was used in the production of Gone
with the Wind (Selznick International, 1939).

Length, 13 inches

$600-800
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309
COSTUME DAGGER
A gold-plated costume dagger in
sheath, done using Joseff’s signa-
ture Russian plating technique, one
side with relief decoration and
Classical male nude figural handle.
With a chain and belt clip.

Length, 13 1/2 inches

$500-700

308
COSTUME SCEPTER
A gold-plated miniature scepter,
done using Joseff’s signature Russ-
ian plating technique, featuring
floral motif and filigree spheres,
accented with simulated rubies and
emeralds, terminating in a small
tassel.

Length, 13 1/4 inches

$400-600

307
JOAN BENNETT WORN HATPIN
A gold-plated hatpin, done using Joseff’s signature
Russian plating technique, with filigree dome
accented with simulated diamonds, pearls, and
cabochon sapphires.

Worn by Joan Bennett during her screen test for the
role of Scarlett O’Hara in Gone with the Wind
(Selznick International, 1939).

Length, 7 inches

$1,000-1,500
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310
VIVIEN LEIGH GONE WITH THE WIND WORN NECKLACE
A gold-plated, tiered necklace, done using Joseff’s signature Russian plating technique, with coral-
colored florets and a single suspended teardrop. Signed with Joseff’s script logo.

Worn by Vivien Leigh in Gone with the Wind (Selznick International, 1939). The necklace was worn
by Leigh as she portrayed Scarlett O’Hara during multiple scenes including the barbecue at Twelve
Oaks, that same day while the ladies are having an afternoon nap upstairs, when Scarlett is eaves-
dropping on the men in the study, when she confesses her love to Ashley, during her first
encounter with Rhett Butler, and as the troops are called to war.

Length, 17 inches

$40,000-60,000
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OLIVIA DE HAVILLAND 

AND OTHERS WORN NECKLACE 
AND PHOTOGRAPHS

A triple-strand, tiered necklace of alternating simulated
diamonds and pearls with pearl drops. The necklace has
four simulated mabe pearl medallions and is stamped on

the back “Joseff Hollywood.”

Worn by Olivia de Havilland in My Cousin Rachel (20th
Century, 1954); Kay Francis in Charley’s Aunt (20th Century,
1941); Ilona Massey in Love Happy (Artists Alliance, 1950);
and Nella Walker in Two Sisters from Boston (MGM, 1946).
Together with vintage photographs of de Havilland and

Francis wearing the necklace. An online link to an image of
Masey wearing the necklace is available upon request.

Length, 22 1/2 inches

$3,000-5,000

312
OLIVIA DE HAVILLAND 
WORN BROOCH AND PHOTOGRAPH
A gold tone lion brooch, done using Joseff’s signature Russian plating technique,
with a double chain drop; bar pin closures. Signed with Joseff’s script logo.

Worn by Olivia de Havilland in a studio publicity photograph included with this lot.

Length, 10 1/2 inches

$3,000-5,000
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313
OLIVIA DE HAVILLAND WORN NECKLACE
A gold-plated necklace with suspended “TERRY,” done using Joseff’s signature
Russian plating technique; spring clasp closure.

Worn by Olivia de Havilland in The Dark Mirror (Universal, 1946). Accompanied
by a DVD copy of the film.  Olivia de Havilland took on dual roles in this psycho-
logical thriller portraying twins Ruth and Terry Collins. Custom jewelry pieces,
created by Joseff, provided important visual cues identifying each twin on
screen.

Length, 15 inches

$1,000-1,500

314
OLIVIA DE HAVILLAND WORN NECKLACE
A gold-plated necklace with suspended “RUTH,” done using Joseff’s signature
Russian plating technique; spring clasp closure.

Worn by Olivia de Havilland in The Dark Mirror (Universal, 1946). Accompanied
by a DVD copy of the film.  Olivia de Havilland took on dual roles in this psycho-
logical thriller portraying twins Ruth and Terry Collins. Custom jewelry pieces,
created by Joseff, provided important visual cues identifying each twin on
screen.

Length, 14 inches

$1,000-1,500
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317
OLIVIA DE HAVILLAND
WORN BROOCH
A gold tone stylized “T” brooch,
done using Joseff’s signature Russ-
ian plating technique, signed with
Joseff’s script logo; bar pin closure.

This is one of a group of monogram pieces custom
created for Olivia de Havilland as she portrayed
Ruth Collins in The Dark Mirror (Universal, 1946).
Olivia de Havilland took on dual roles in this psy-
chological thriller portraying twins Ruth and Terry
Collins. Custom jewelry pieces, created by Joseff,
provided important visual cues identifying each
twin on screen. This piece was created for the film
but does not appear on screen in the final cut.

Length, 2 3/4 inches

$600-800

315
OLIVIA DE HAVILLAND
WORN BROOCH
A gold tone stylized “T” brooch, done
using Joseff’s signature Russian plating
technique, signed with Joseff’s script
logo; bar pin closure.

This is one of a group of monogram
pieces custom created for Olivia de
Havilland as she portrayed Ruth Collins in The Dark
Mirror (Universal, 1946).  Accompanied by a DVD
copy of the film.  Olivia de Havilland took on dual
roles in this psychological thriller portraying twins
Ruth and Terry Collins. Custom jewelry pieces, cre-
ated by Joseff, provided important visual cues
identifying each twin on screen. 

Length, 2 3/4 inches

$600-800

318
OLIVIA DE HAVILLAND
WORN BROOCH
A gold-plated stylized “R” brooch,
done using Joseff’s signature Russian
plating technique, signed with Joseff’s
script logo.

One of a group of monogram pieces custom
created for Olivia de Havilland as she portrayed
Ruth Collins in The Dark Mirror (Universal, 1946).
Olivia de Havilland took on dual roles in
this psychological thriller portraying twins
Ruth and Terry Collins. Custom jewelry
pieces, created by Joseff, provided impor-
tant visual cues identifying each twin on
screen. This piece was created for the film
but does not appear on screen in the final cut.

Length, 2 3/4 inches

$400-600

316
OLIVIA DE HAVILLAND WORN
BROOCH
A gold tone stylized “R” brooch, done using
Joseff’s signature Russian plating technique,
signed with Joseff’s script logo; bar pin clo-
sure.

This is one of a group of monogram pieces custom
created for Olivia de Havilland as she portrayed
Ruth Collins in The Dark Mirror (Universal, 1946).
Accompanied by a DVD copy of the film.  Olivia
de Havilland took on dual roles in this psycho-
logical thriller portraying twins Ruth and Terry
Collins. Custom jewelry pieces, created by
Joseff, provided important visual cues identify-
ing each twin on screen. 

Length, 2 3/4 inches

$600-800



322
ARLENE DAHL WORN EARRINGS
A pair of clip-on earrings with simulated mabe pearls,
diamonds, and amethyst drops.

Worn by Arlene Dahl in Bengal Brigade (Universal, 1954).

Length, 1 3/4 inches

$600-800

321
OLIVIA DE HAVILLAND
WORN BROOCH
A gold tone stylized “R” brooch, done
using Joseff’s signature Russian plating
technique, signed with Joseff’s script
logo; bar pin closure.

This is one of a group of monogram
pieces custom created for Olivia de Havilland
as she portrayed Ruth Collins in The Dark
Mirror (Universal, 1946). Olivia de Havilland
took on dual roles in this psychological
thriller portraying twins Ruth and Terry
Collins. Custom jewelry pieces, created by
Joseff, provided important visual cues
identifying each twin on screen. This
piece was created for the film but does
not appear on screen in the final cut.

Length, 3 1/4 inches

$600-800

319
OLIVIA DE HAVILLAND WORN EARRINGS
A pair of silver-plated pierced earrings, both in the form of the letter “R.”

One of a group of monogram pieces custom created for Olivia de Havil-
land as she portrayed Ruth Collins in The Dark Mirror (Universal, 1946).
Olivia de Havilland took on dual roles in this psychological thriller por-
traying twins Ruth and Terry Collins. Custom jewelry pieces, created by
Joseff, provided important visual cues identifying each twin on screen.
This piece was created for the film but does not appear on screen in the
final cut.

Length, 1 5/8 inches

$400-600

320
OLIVIA DE HAVILLAND WORN EARRINGS
A pair of gold-plated clip-on earrings, done using Joseff’s signature Russian
plating technique, both in the form of a script letter “R.”

One of a group of monogram pieces custom created for Olivia de Havilland
as she portrayed Ruth Collins in The Dark Mirror (Universal, 1946). Olivia de
Havilland took on dual roles in this psychological thriller portraying twins
Ruth and Terry Collins. Custom jewelry pieces, created by Joseff, provided
important visual cues identifying each twin on screen. This piece was created
for the film but does not appear on screen in the final cut.

Length, 2 3/4 inches

$400-600
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323
“STAR OF ASIA” NECKLACE AND PHOTOGRAPHS
A decorative link chain suspending a large simulated pear-shaped diamond pendant, with halo surround; no clasp.

The necklace was the focus of the film They Met in Bombay (MGM, 1941) starring Clark Gable and Rosalind Russell
as jewel thieves who compete for the legendary diamond. This necklace is portrayed as the world famous “Star of
Asia” worn by the Duchess of Beltravers, played by Jessie Ralph. In the film, the diamond originally belonged to
the Rajah of Rangpatam and was brought to England in the 18th century by an ancestor of the late Duke of Beltra-
vers. The necklace was also worn by Mae West in The Heat’s On (Columbia, 1943) and Tallulah Bankhead in A Royal
Scandal (20th Century, 1945). Accompanied by a vintage photograph of Bankhead wearing the necklace, DVD
copies of The Heat’s On and They Met In Bombay, and a photograph of the necklace from They Met in Bombay.

Chain, 27 1/2 inches

$3,000-5,000
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324
ALICE FAYE AND OTHERS
WORN NECKLACE AND
VINTAGE SHEET MUSIC
An extraordinary bib necklace with
simulated diamonds and topaz.

Worn by Alice Faye in That Night in
Rio (20th Century, 1941); Ona Munson
in The Shanghai Gesture (Arnold
Pressburger Films, 1942); Tallulah
Bankhead in A Royal Scandal (20th
Century, 1945); and Gale Sondergaard
in a wardrobe test photo for Anna and
the King of Siam (20th Century, 1946).
Together with vintage sheet music for
the song “I, Yi, Yi, Yi, Yi” featuring an
image of Faye wearing the necklace.

Length, 15 1/4 inches

$8,000-12,000

An image of Joseff with
this necklace featured on
page 10 of this catalog.
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325
ONA MUNSON WORN BRACELET
An extraordinary evening bracelet featuring seven
open work panels of simulated diamonds centering
a two-inch carved green stone on raised jeweled
pedestal; pinch clasp closure. Stamped “X411” and
“B2137.”

Worn by Ona Munson in The Shanghai Gesture
(United Artists, 1941).  Accompanied by a DVD copy
of the film.

Height, 2 inches; Length, 7 3/4 inches

$3,000-5,000
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326
VIVIEN LEIGH AND OTHERS WORN BRACELET
A five-panel bracelet featuring simulated topaz with gold-plated foliate overlay,
done using Joseff’s signature Russian plating technique; sliding bar closure.
Twice signed “Joseff Hollywood.”

Worn by Vivien Leigh in That Hamilton Woman (Alexander Korda Films, 1941);
Barbara Stanwyck in a studio publicity portrait used to promote Meet John
Doe (Warner Bros., 1941); and Elisabeth Bergner in a studio publicity portrait
used to promote Paris Calling (Universal, 1941).  Accompanied by a DVD copy
of That Hamilton Woman.

Length, 6 3/4 inches

$1,500-2,000

327
ONA MUNSON AND OTHERS WORN BRACELET
AND PHOTOGRAPH
A five-panel gold-plated bracelet, done using Joseff’s signature Russian
plating technique, featuring simulated topaz; sliding bar closure.

Worn by Ona Munson in The Shanghai Gesture (Arnold Pressburger Films,
1942); Ann Sothern in Panama Hattie (MGM, 1942); and Janis Paige in
Romance on the High Seas (Warner Bros., 1948). Accompanied by a vintage
photograph showing Sothern wearing the bracelet, and a DVD copy of
Romance on the High Seas.

Length, 7 1/2 inches

$800-1,200

328
ELISABETH BERGNER WORN BROOCH
A gold-plated brooch, done using Joseff’s signature Russian plating
technique, featuring acanthus leaves with simulated topaz and
diamonds centering on large simulated oval topaz; bar pin closure.
Signed “Joseff Hollywood.”

Worn by Elisabeth Bergner in a studio publicity portrait used to pro-
mote Paris Calling (Universal, 1941).

Length, 3 1/4 inches

$1,000-1,500

329
BARBARA STANWYCK WORN BROOCH
A substantial gold-plated scrollwork brooch, done using Joseff’s signature Russ-
ian plating technique; bar pin closure. Signed “Joseff Hollywood.”

Worn by Barbara Stanwyck in a studio publicity portrait used to promote Meet
John Doe (Warner Bros., 1941).

Length, 6 1/4 inches

$800-1,200
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330
NORMA SHEARER
WORN EARRINGS 
A pair of clip-on earrings with
simulated cushion and pear-
shaped diamond drops.

Worn by Norma Shearer in Marie
Antoinette (MGM, 1938). 

Length, 2 1/4 inches

$800-1,200

332
COSTUME TIARA
A simulated diamond celestial
tiara with radiating stars.

13 by 15 inches

$500-700

331
MARIE ANTOINETTE
ORNAMENTAL
LORGNETTE
A silver-plated costume lorgnette
covered in simulated diamonds.

Used in Marie Antoinette (MGM,
1938).

Length, 9 1/2 inches

$500-700
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333
NORMA SHEARER 
AND MANY OTHERS WORN NECKLACE AND EPHEMERA
A simulated diamond evening necklace with seven pear-shaped drops. The necklace is one of the most
versatile and frequently used pieces in the Joseff collection.

Worn by Norma Shearer in Marie Antoinette (MGM, 1938); Jeanette MacDonald in New Moon (MGM,
1940); Ruth Warrick in The Corsican Brothers (Edward Small Productions, 1941) with an extender to cre-
ate a wider fit; Norma Drury in That Hamilton Woman (Alexander Korda Films, 1941); Betty Grable in
Coney Island (20th Century, 1943); Heather Thatcher in Gaslight (MGM, 1944); Tallulah Bankhead in A
Royal Scandal (20th Century, 1945); Anita Louise in The Fighting Guardsman (Columbia, 1946); Barbara
Britton in The Return of Monte Cristo (Edward Small Productions, 1946), modified with large central
stone drop; and Lucille Ball in a studio publicity portrait. Accompanied by a vintage German lobby card
showing Louise, vintage sheet music for “Take It from Here” featuring an image of Grable, a vintage
photograph of Bankhead wearing the necklace, and DVD copies of Gaslight and That Hamilton
Woman. An online link to an image of Warrick wearing the necklace is available upon request.

Length, 15 1/2 inches

$6,000-8,000
334
BARBARA BRITTON 
WORN PENDANT
A silver-plated link necklace, in antique finish,
with large simulated amethyst and diamond
drop pendant; spring clasp closure.

Pendant worn by Barbara Britton mounted to
a different necklace in The Return of Monte
Cristo (Columbia, 1946) and subsequently
paired with the chain necklace included in this
lot.

Length, 15 1/4 inches

$800-1,200
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336
JEANETTE MacDONALD WORN BRACELET
A simulated diamond and pearl bracelet in floret pattern; box clasp closure.

Worn by Jeanette MacDonald in New Moon (MGM, 1940).  Accompanied by
a DVD copy of the film.

Length, 6 inches

$800-1,200

335
MAE WEST AND 
JEANETTE MacDONALD 
WORN HAIR ORNAMENT 
AND PHOTOGRAPH
A celestial hair ornament with two
radiating suns with sprays of stars, all
set with simulated diamonds.

Worn by Jeanette MacDonald in New
Moon (MGM, 1940) and Mae West in
The Heat’s On (Columbia, 1943).
Accompanied by a vintage
photograph of West wearing the
piece, and a DVD copy of New Moon.

Length, 5 inches

$800-1,200
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338
JOAN CAULFIELD WORN BRACELET
An open work, 11-panel simulated diamond evening bracelet; box clasp closure.

Worn by Joan Caulfield in Monsieur Beaucaire (Paramount, 1946).

Length, 6 3/4 inches

$800-1,200

337
JOAN CAULFIELD WORN BROOCH
A simulated diamond, star form brooch; bar pin closure. Signed
“Joseff Hollywood” and stamped “P2094.”

Worn by Joan Caulfield as a hair ornament in Monsieur Beaucaire
(Paramount, 1946).

Length, 1 3/4 inches

$400-300

340
ORNAMENTAL
MASQUERADE
VIZARD
A silver-plated metal filigree
vizard with simulated onyx
stones and a central black
mask.

Height, 15 inches

$500-700

339
JOAN CAULFIELD WORN BRACELET
An open work, nine-panel simulated diamond evening bracelet; foldover clasp closure.

Worn by Joan Caulfield in Monsieur Beaucaire (Paramount, 1946).

Length, 7 inches

$800-1,200
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341
JOAN BENNETT AND
GLADYS GEORGE WORN
NECKLACE
A monumental evening necklace set
with a combination of zircon and white
sapphires; hook and eye closure.

Worn by Joan Bennett in The Man in
the Iron Mask (United Artists, 1939) and
Gladys George in Marie Antoinette
(MGM, 1938). Joseff called this the
“Imperial Necklace” because of its
regal opulence.  Accompanied by DVD
copies of Marie Antonette and The Man
in the Iron Mask.

Length, 17 1/4 inches

$5,000-7,000

342
JOAN BENNETT AND OTHERS WORN EARRINGS
A pair of silver-plated, clip-on earrings with simulated diamonds.

Worn by Gladys George with additional drops in Marie Antoinette (MGM, 1938); by
Joan Bennett with additional drops during the wedding scene of The Man in the Iron
Mask (United Artists, 1939); and by Gladys Cooper in Mrs. Parkington (MGM, 1944).
Accompanied by DVD copies of Marie Antonette and The Man in the Iron Mask.

Length, 1 1/8 inches

$400-600
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343
ALICE FAYE AND OTHERS WORN NECKLACE AND PHOTOGRAPHS
A simulated diamond and emerald evening necklace with pear-shaped drops.

Worn by opera star turned actress Grace Moore in a studio publicity photograph used to promote
I’ll Take Romance (Columbia, 1937); Norma Shearer in Marie Antoinette (MGM, 1938); Alice Faye
in Lillian Russell (20th Century, 1940); Tallulah Bankhead in A Royal Scandal (20th Century, 1945);
Janis Carter in The Fighting Guardsman (Columbia, 1946); and Angela Lansbury in The Harvey
Girls (MGM, 1946). Accompanied by vintage photographs of Moore, Faye, Bankhead, and Carter
wearing the necklace, and a DVD copy of Marie Antoinette. The necklace once had additional
simulated emerald drops suspended from chains between each pear drop. These were removed
for use by Lansbury, and the necklace remains as it appeared in The Harvey Girls today.

$5,000-7,000
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345
JANIS CARTER WORN NECKLACE
AND LOBBY CARD
An interlocking link necklace featuring large
prong-set simulated topaz, together with matching
bracelet; both with spring clasp closures.

The necklace was worn by Janis Carter in The
Fighting Guardsman (Columbia, 1946). Accompa-
nied by a vintage German lobby card showing
Carter wearing the necklace.

Necklace, 15 1/2 inches; Bracelet, 6 3/4 inches

$1,800-2,200

344
JANET LEIGH WORN NECKLACE
A silver-plated simulated diamond necklace with graduated floral
drops; spring clasp closure.

Worn by Janet Leigh in Scaramouche (MGM, 1952).  Accompanied
by a DVD copy of the film.

Length, 18 1/2 inches

$800-1,200
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348
BETTY GRABLE WORN BRACELET
A four-strand simulated pearl and diamond
bracelet; jeweled box clasp closure. Clasp is
stamped “B2105.”

Worn by Betty Grable in The
Dolly Sisters (20th Century,
1945).

Length, 7 3/4 inches

$600-800

349
JOAN CRAWFORD AND OTHERS WORN
BRACELET AND PHOTOGRAPH
A four-strand simulated pearl and snake chain bracelet with central
simulated diamond decoration; box clasp closure. Stamped “B1014.”

Worn by Joan Crawford in Humoresque (Warner Bros., 1946); Myrna Loy
in The Rains Came (20th Century, 1939); and Betty Grable in The Dolly
Sisters (20th Century, 1945). Accompanied by a vintage photograph of
Loy wearing the bracelet, and a DVD copy of Humoresque.

Length, 8 inches

$1,500-2,500

346
BETTY GRABLE AND OTHERS WORN
COSTUME ORNAMENT
A large costume ornament featuring clusters of simulated
pearls and diamond drops. 

Worn by Marion Martin on two different costumes in The
Man in the Iron Mask (United Artists, 1939); Betty Grable as
a hair ornament in The Dolly Sisters (20th Century, 1945);
and Linda Darnell in Forever Amber (20th Century, 1947).
Accompanied by DVD copies of The Man in the Iron Mask
and Forever Amber.

5 1/2 by 5 1/4 inches

$500-700

347
BETTY GRABLE 
WORN BRACELET
A four-strand, simulated pearl and
diamond bracelet; jeweled box clasp.

Worn by Betty Grable in The Dolly
Sisters (20th Century, 1945).

Length, 7 1/2 inches

$500-700
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352
SYLVIA SIDNEY AND AUDREY TOTTER WORN DRESS CLIPS
A pair of simulated diamond ribbon dress clips.

Worn by Sylvia Sidney in Mr. Ace (United Artists, 1946) and Audrey Totter in The Saxon
Charm (Universal, 1948). Accompanied by a vintage photographs showing Sidney and
Totter wearing the clips.

Length, 2 1/2 inches

$1,000-1,500

351
MARLENE DIETRICH AND OTHERS WORN RING
A gold-filled cocktail ring with large pear-shaped simulated diamond
solitaire, size 6 1/2. 

Worn by Marlene Dietrich in The Spoilers (Universal, 1942); Betty
Grable in a publicity photograph for The Dolly Sisters (20th Century,
1945); and Sylvia Sidney in Mr. Ace (United Artists, 1946).  Dietrich
wears this ring together with lot 350 throughout the film.  Accompa-
nied by a DVD copy of The Spoilers.

$1,500-2,500

350
MARLENE DIETRICH AND MAE WEST
WORN RING
A simulated, pear-shaped, diamond solitaire cocktail ring
measuring 34mm. Size 5 1/4. 

Worn by Marlene Dietrich in The Spoilers (Universal, 1942) and
Mae West in The Heat’s On (Columbia, 1943). Dietrich wears
this ring together with lot 351 throughout the film. Accompa-
nied by DVD copies of The Spoilers and The Heat’s On.

$1,500-2,000
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353
MYRNA LOY WORN
RING
A silver-plated cluster ring, in
antique finish. Size 6;
adjustable.

Worn by Myrna Loy in The
Mask of Fu Manchu (MGM,
1932).

$500-700

354
SYLVIA SIDNEY WORN EARRINGS
A pair of gold-plated clip-on earrings in a ribbon style.

Worn by Sylvia Sidney in a studio publicity portrait
used to promote Mr. Ace (United Artists, 1946).

Length, 1 1/4 inches

$400-600

355
SYLVIA SIDNEY WORN BRACELET
A gold-plated cuff bracelet, done using Joseff’s signature Russian plating
technique, with scroll ribbon design; snap closure. Signed “Joseff Hollywood.”

Worn by Sylvia Sidney in a studio publicity portrait used to promote Mr. Ace
(United Artists, 1946).

Circumference, 6 1/2 inches

$500-700

357
SYLVIA SIDNEY WORN RING
A silver-plated dome ring, set with simulated
sapphire stars. Size 7.

Worn by Sylvia Sidney in a studio publicity
portrait used to promote Mr. Ace (United
Artists, 1946).

$800-1,200

356
LORETTA YOUNG AND ANN SOTHERN
WORN BROOCH AND PHOTOGRAPH
A stylized ribbon brooch set with simulated diamonds,
stamped “sterling”; hinged double-pin closure.

Worn as a pendant by Loretta Young in The Perfect
Marriage (Paramount, 1947) and by Ann Sothern in
Undercover Maisie (MGM, 1947). An online link to an
image of Young wearing the brooch is available upon
request.

Length, 2 1/2 inches

$700-900
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358
MARILYN MONROE WORN EARRINGS AND BOOK
A pair of gold-plated clip-on earrings featuring filigree spheres accented
with simulated diamonds. Stamped “sterling patented.”

The earrings were worn by Marilyn Monroe in a series of Fox publicity
photos shot by staff photographer Frank Powolny, used to promote the
film Gentlemen Prefer Blondes (20th Century, 1953). The photoshoot
produced legendary images of Monroe wearing the racy gold pleated
gown designed by Travilla for Gentlemen Prefer Blondes. Although the
gown was deemed to be too revealing because of its plunging neckline
and was cut from the film, Monroe liked it and insisted on wearing it to
the 1953 Photoplay Awards ceremony. She also wore it during this pho-
toshoot, together with these earrings, producing some of the most
iconic images of Monroe ever captured. Accompanied by a copy of Mar-
ilyn Monroe: Metamorphosis (New York: HarperCollins Publishers, 2011).

Length, 2 3/4 inches

$60,000-80,000
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359
VIVIEN LEIGH AND 

LILY PONS WORN NECKLACE
A silver necklace in antique finish with simulated diamonds, 

emeralds, and pearls. The clasp is stamped “x909.”

Worn by Lily Pons as a headpiece with minor modifications in 
Hitting a New High (RKO, 1937), and by Vivien Leigh in That Hamilton

Woman (Alexander Korda Films, 1941).  Accompanied by a DVD copy of
Hitting a New High.  The necklace was originally designed for Greta Garbo
to wear in Camille (MGM, 1936), but it didn’t make the final cut of the film
as Garbo found it uncomfortable to wear under a heavy cloak and refused

it. The necklace was used the following year with minor modifications 
as a headpiece and was featured prominently on film as the 

necklace it was intended to be when Vivien Leigh 
wore it in That Hamilton Woman. Leigh reportedly 

commented that the beauty of the necklace 
was well worth any discomfort it 

may have caused.

Length, 12 inches

$8,000-12,000



362
VIVIEN LEIGH WORN BROOCHES
A pair of simulated diamond sun brooches; bar pin closures. One
signed “Ciner.”

Worn by Vivien Leigh on her masquerade ball gown in That Hamilton
Woman (United Artists, 1941).

Length, 3 1/4 inches

$800-1,200

363
VIVIEN LEIGH THAT HAMILTON
WOMAN USED VIZARD
A silver-plated masquerade mask with decora-
tive edging and collapsing handle. Mask is
signed “Joseff.” Used by Vivien Leigh in That
Hamilton Woman (Alexander Korda Films,
1941).

Length, 9 1/2 by 7 inches

$1,500-2,500

361
VIVIEN LEIGH THAT HAMILTON WOMAN
WORN EARRINGS
A pair of silver-plated, simulated diamond clip-on earrings with
“N” drops.

Worn by Vivien Leigh in That Hamilton Woman (Alexander
Korda Films, 1941).

Length, 1 1/2 inches

$1,000-1,500

360
VIVIEN LEIGH THAT
HAMILTON WOMAN
WORN NECKLACE
A silver-plated, simulated dia-
mond foliate necklace with a
floral centerpiece suspending a
stylized “N” pendant.

Worn by Vivien Leigh in That
Hamilton Woman (Alexander
Korda Films, 1941).

Length, 14 inches

$3,000-5,000
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364
VIVIEN LEIGH THAT HAMILTON WOMAN WORN BROOCH
A silver-plated, simulated diamond “N” brooch with foliate and floral decoration, bar pin closure.

Worn by Vivien Leigh as a hair ornament in That Hamilton Woman (Alexander Korda Films, 1941).
Accompanied by a DVD copy of the film.

6 by 5 inches

$1,500-2,500
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366
AVA GARDNER WORN BROOCH
A silver-plated brooch in antique finish in the form of a
floral spray with simulated diamonds; bar pin closure. 

Worn by Ava Gardner as a hair ornament in The Great
Sinner (MGM, 1949).

Length, 2 1/2 inches

$300-500

365
AVA GARDNER 

WORN NECKLACE
A simulated diamond chain necklace with

central marquise stone and drop; spring clasp
closure. Twice signed with Joseff’s script logo.

Worn by Ava Gardner in The Great Sinner
(MGM, 1949). Additional drops were removed

subsequent to use in the film.

Length, 17 inches

$1,000-1,500
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368
VIVIEN LEIGH AND OTHERS WORN EARRINGS
A pair of screw-post earrings featuring prong-set simulated oval-cut
diamond drops with gold-plated foliate overlay, done using Joseff’s
signature Russian plating technique.

Worn by Vivien Leigh in a studio publicity photo used to promote That
Hamilton Woman (United Artists, 1941); Joan Bennett in The Son of
Monte Cristo (United Artists, 1940); and Gale Sondergaard in Juarez
(Warner Bros., 1939).  Accompanied by a DVD copy of The Son of
Monte Cristo and.

Length, 2 inches

$700-900
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367
BETTE DAVIS AND 

OTHERS WORN NECKLACE
A jeweled chain necklace suspending a simulated aquamarine 

and pearl pendant brooch; spring clasp closure. Signed “Joseff Hollywood”
and marked “X1141.”

Worn by Vivien Leigh in a studio publicity portrait used to promote That
Hamilton Woman (United Artists, 1941); Bette Davis in a studio publicity por-
trait used to promote The Great Lie (Warner Bros., 1941); Ann Sheridan in a
studio publicity portrait used to promote The Patient in Room 18 (Warner

Bros., 1938); Frances Mercer in Blind Alibi (RKO, 1938); and worn by 
Lucille Ball as a brooch in The Magic Carpet (Columbia, 1950).  

Accompanied by a DVD copy of The Magic Carpet.

Length, 15 inches

$5,000-7,000
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369
SHIRLEY MacLAINE WORN RING
A silver-plated ring with simulated amethysts
and cabochon emerald; adjustable.

Worn by Shirley MacLaine in Around the World
in 80 Days (United Artists, 1956).

$700-900

371
SHIRLEY MacLAINE WORN EARRINGS
A pair of gold-plated chandelier earrings, done using Joseff’s signature Russian plating
technique, with simulated teardrop pearls.

Worn by Shirley MacLaine in Around the World in 80 Days (United Artists, 1956). Posts
replaced with wires for subsequent production.

Length, 2 1/4 inches

$1,500-2,500

370
SHIRLEY MacLAINE WORN RING
A 14K gold ring featuring a single simulated
pearl. Currently size 7; sizable.

Worn by Shirley MacLaine in Around the World
in 80 Days (United Artists, 1956).

$700-900
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372
BETTE DAVIS AND MANY OTHERS 
WORN RING AND PHOTOGRAPHS
A silver-plated ring, in antique finish, with simulated
diamonds and ruby; adjustable.

Worn by Bette Davis in The Private Lives of Elizabeth
and Essex (Warner Bros., 1939); Marion Martin in The
Man in the Iron Mask (United Artists, 1939); Mae West in
The Heat’s On (Columbia, 1943); Tallulah Bankhead in A
Royal Scandal (20th Century, 1945); Hedy Lamarr in Dis-
honored Lady (United Artists, 1947); Marguerite
Chapman in The Gallant Blade (Columbia, 1948); Maria
Montez in Siren of Atlantis (United Artists, 1949); Yvonne
De Carlo in The Desert Hawk (Universal, 1950); Lucille
Ball in The Magic Carpet (Columbia, 1951); and Dame
Judith Anderson in Salome (Columbia, 1953).  Accom-
panied by vintage photographs of Bankhead and
Chapman, and DVD copies of The Heat’s On, Salome,
Siren of Atlantis, The Desert Hawk, The Magic Carpet,
and Dishonored Lady.

$2,000-3,000
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374
AVA GARDNER AND 

GLORIA GRAHAME WORN
NECKLACE AND PHOTOGRAPH
A simulated diamond and mabe pearl evening

necklace; spring clasp closure.

Worn by Ava Gardner in One Touch of Venus
(Universal, 1948) and Gloria Grahame in a pub-
licity image used to promote Merton of the
Movies (MGM, 1947). Accompanied by a vin-

tage photograph of Grahame.

Length, 14 inches

$800-1,200

373
LUCILLE BALL AND 

OTHERS WORN NECKLACE 
AND PHOTOGRAPHS

A necklace featuring alternating, simulated bezel-set
emeralds and diamonds; spring clasp closure. Signed

with Joseff’s script logo.

Worn by Lucille Ball in The Magic Carpet (Columbia,
1951); Natalie Draper in Forever Amber (20th Century,
1947); and Adrian Booth in The Last Bandit (Republic,
1949). Accompanied by vintage photographs of Ball 

and Booth wearing the necklace and a 
DVD copy of The Magic Carpet.

Length, 13 inches

$2,500-3,500
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375
ORIGINAL COMMERCIAL JEWELRY
ILLUSTRATION
A pencil and gouache on board design, illustrating a series of cos-
tume jewelry brooches and jeweled watch bracelets. Signed in
paint in lower right, “Joseff.”

20 by 15 inches

$500-700

377
ORIGINAL ACCESSORY DESIGN SKETCH
A pencil and gouache on board design sketch featuring a woman’s
torso with boldly designed gold epaulette with fringe; unsigned.

20 by 15 inches

$400-600

376
ORIGINAL COMMERCIAL JEWELRY
ILLUSTRATION
A pencil and gouache on board design, illustrating a series of
monogram brooches done in stylized script. Signed in paint in
lower right, “Joseff.”

20 by 15 inches

$500-700

378
ORIGINAL ACCESSORY DESIGN SKETCH
A pencil and gouache on board design sketch featuring a woman’s
torso with a foliate grape cluster brooch with tiered gold chain
accents; unsigned.

20 by 15 inches

$400-600
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380
LARAINE DAY 
WORN BRACELET
A silver-plated, simulated diamond
bracelet with foldover clasp marked
“sterling” and a safety chain.
Signed “R. Derosa.”

Worn by Laraine Day in The Woman
on Pier 13, also known as I Married a
Communist (RKO, 1949).  Accompa-
nied by a DVD copy of the film.

Length, 6 1/2 inches

$600-800

381
GALE SONDERGAARD WORN BRACELET
A gold-plated bracelet, done using Joseff’s signature Russian plating tech-
nique, featuring simulated diamonds with foliate accents; box clasp closure.

Worn by Gale Sondergaard in Juarez (Warner Bros., 1939). Accompanied by
a DVD copy of the film

Circumference, 7 1/4 inches

$500-700

379
LANA TURNER WORN BRACELET
A simulated diamond bracelet in ribbon and floret motif; foldover
clasp closure. Signed “Pennino.”

Worn by Lana Turner in Johnny Eager (MGM, 1941).  
Accompanied by a DVD copy of the film.

Length, 7 1/2 inches

$700-900
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383
LINDA DARNELL AND
OTHERS WORN NECKLACE
AND PHOTOGRAPH
A silver-plated bib necklace in antique finish
with simulated pear and oval sapphires; spring
clasp closure. Signed “Joseff Hollywood.”

Worn by Gale Page in a studio publicity
portrait used to promote Four Wives
(Warner Bros., 1939); Virginia Bruce in a
studio publicity portrait used to promote
Hired Wife (Universal, 1940); Linda Darnell in
Anna and the King of Siam (20th Century,
1946); and in studio publicity portraits of Fay
Wray and Kay Francis. Accompanied by a vin-
tage studio publicity portrait of Wray, and a
DVD copy of Anna and the King of Siam.

Length, 17 3/4 inches

$3,000-5,000

382
FAY WRAY WORN EARRINGS
AND PHOTOGRAPH
A pair of silver-plated, clip-on earrings in antique
finish with large pear-shaped simulated sapphire
drops. One signed “Joseff Hollywood.”

Worn by Fay Wray in a studio publicity portrait.
Accompanied by a vintage copy of the publicity
portrait.

Length, 2 inches

$600-800
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385
BELITA WORN EARRINGS
A pair of simulated pearl and diamond clip-on earrings.

Worn by Belita in Suspense (Monogram, 1946).

Length, 1 inch

$400-600

384
KATHERINE DUNHAM WORN EARRINGS
A pair of clip-on simulated diamond and pearl earrings.

Worn by Katherine Dunham in Casbah (Universal, 1948).

Length, 2 inches

$300-500
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386
ORIGINAL EVENING BAG DESIGN SKETCH
A pencil and gouache on paper design sketch for a jeweled ladies evening bag.
Originally created for Alice Faye to wear in the title role of Lillian Russell (20th
Century Fox, 1940), the bag does not appear in the final cut of the film.  Pencil
notations reading "Cost" with various numbers and is signed simply "OM." The
handbag was later used by Kathryn Giveney in Valentino (Columbia, 1951).

9 1/2 by 12 1/2 inches

$400-600

387
KATHRYN GIVNEY 
USED EVENING BAG AND PHOTOGRAPH
A gold metal mesh ladies evening bag with simulated diamond
and ruby accented frame, with dangling teardrop simulated
diamonds; snap closure. With single chain strap.

Used by Kathryn Givney in Valentino (Columbia, 1951). Together
with a vintage photograph of Givney with the bag.

Bag, 8 1/2 by 6 inches

$800-1,200
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388
BETTY GRABLE AND 
OTHERS WORN CHATELAINES
A pair of gold-plated chatelaines, one with
simulated diamond and sapphire, the other
with simulated diamond and emerald. All
done using Joseff’s signature Russian plating
technique; both with bar pin closures. One
signed “Joseff Hollywood.”

Worn by Betty Grable and June Haver in The
Dolly Sisters (20th Century, 1945), and one
worn by Gale Page in a studio publicity por-
trait used to promote Four Daughters
(Warner Bros., 1938).

Length, 6 1/2 inches

$800-1,200

389
ANNA STEN 
WORN BROOCH PENDANT
A gold-plated brooch in antique finish 
with simulated large topaz and matching
pear-shaped drop; bar pin closure.

Worn by Anna Sten in Let’s Live a Little
(United California Productions, 1948).

Length, 4 1/4 inches

$400-600

390
JOAN CRAWFORD 
WORN CHATELAINE
A gold-plated, double-brooch chatelaine,
done using Joseff’s signature Russian plating
technique, featuring large medallion brooch
and a simulated diamond spray brooch sus-
pending crown, fleur-de-lis, tassel, and
conquistador charms. Signed “Joseff.”

Worn by Joan Crawford in Torch Song
(MGM, 1953). The chains with charms have
been reversed subsequent to use in the film

Height as worn, 8 3/4 inches

$1,500-2,000
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391
MARLENE DIETRICH WORN BROOCH
A silver-plated, simulated diamond and sapphire winged
brooch, bar pin closure.

Worn by Marlene Dietrich as both a necklace and a hair
ornament in studio publicity portraits used to promote
Destry Rides Again (Universal, 1939). This piece perfectly
demonstrates Joseff’s belief that a brooch was the most
important piece in a woman’s jewelry box because it could
be used as a pendant, brooch, or headpiece and was the
most versatile piece of jewelry a woman could own.

3 1/4 by 3 1/4 inches

$5,000-7,000
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393
LUCILLE BALL WORN EARRINGS
A pair of sterling silver clip-on earrings with prong-set simulated
blue topaz florets. Each signed “sterling.”

Worn by Lucille Ball in Easy to Wed (MGM, 1946).

Length, 1 inch

$600-800

392
ESTHER WILLIAMS WORN EARRINGS
A pair of gold-plated clip-on earrings, done using Joseff’s signature Russian
plating technique, featuring florets of simulated aquamarine.

Worn by Esther Williams in Easy to Wed (MGM, 1946).

Length, 1 inch

$600-800
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394
MARLENE DIETRICH AND OTHERS WORN EARRINGS AND PHOTOGRAPH
A pair of clip-on simulated diamond spiral earrings, each marked “E2,000.”

Worn by Marlene Dietrich in Destry Rides Again (Universal, 1939) Also featured on the cover of this catalog; Rosalind Russell in Take a Letter, Darling
(Paramount, 1942) and in a publicity portrait from 1942; Bette Davis in Old Acquaintance (Warner Bros., 1943); Martha Raye in Pin Up Girl (20th Cen-
tury, 1944); Hillary Brooke in a studio publicity portrait for The Woman in Green (Universal, 1945); and Laraine Day in The Woman on Pier 13, also
known as I Married a Communist (RKO, 1949). Accompanied by a vintage photograph of Russell wearing the earrings, and DVD copies of Destry
Rides Again, Pin Up Girl, and The Woman on Pier 13. An online link to an image of Russell wearing the earrings in an additional studio publicity por-
trait is available upon request.

Length, 1 inch

$3,000-5,000
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397
MARLENE DIETRICH WORN EARRINGS
A pair of simulated pearl, clip-on earrings.

Worn by Marlene Dietrich in Pittsburgh (Universal, 1942).

$500-700

398
DEANNA DURBIN WORN EARRINGS
A pair of simulated diamond and amethyst drop earrings
with screw posts.

Worn by Deanna Durbin in Up in Central Park (Universal,
1948).

Length, 1 1/4 inches

$400-600

395
LUCILLE BALL WORN EARRINGS AND PHOTOGRAPH
A pair of simulated diamond ear clips.

Worn by Lucille Ball in Two Smart People (MGM, 1946). Accompanied by a vintage
photograph of Ball wearing the earrings.

Length, 1 1/4 inches

$600-800

396
LUCILLE BALL WORN EARRINGS
A pair of clip-on earrings, each featuring three
bezel-set simulated diamonds. 

Worn by Lucille Ball in The Big Street (RKO, 1942).

Length, 3/4 inch

$600-800
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399
JEAN HARLOW LIBELED LADY
COSTUME ORNAMENT
A simulated diamond and aquamarine costume
ornament in a fanned leaf shape.

Worn by Jean Harlow as an evening cape closure
in Libeled Lady (MGM, 1936).

3 1/2 by 5 inches

$3,000-5,000

400
YVONNE DE CARLO WORN BROOCH
A simulated diamond brooch with five jeweled drops;
bar pin closure. Signed with Joseff’s script logo.

Worn by Yvonne De Carlo as both a brooch and a
necklace in Black Bart (Universal, 1948).

Length, 3 1/2 inches

$1,000-1,500
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401
CARA WILLIAMS 
WORN NECKLACE
A jeweled chain necklace with sim-
ulated aquamarine and diamond
brooch pendant with bar pin clo-
sure. Necklace has foldover clasp
closure.

Worn by Cara Williams in The
Saxon Charm (Universal, 1948).

Length, 14 3/4 inches

$800-1,200

402
CARA WILLIAMS WORN EARRINGS
A pair of clip-on simulated diamond earrings with
three metal drops accented with stones.

Worn by Cara Williams in The Saxon Charm (Uni-
versal, 1948).

Length, 1 3/4 inches

$250-350

403
HILLARY BROOKE 
WORN NECKLACE
A simulated diamond and aquamarine
evening necklace with large central
stone; box clasp closure.

Worn by Hillary Brooke in Earl Carroll
Sketchbook (Republic, 1946).

Length, 13 1/4 inches

$1,000-1,500
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404
GINGER ROGERS AND 

OTHERS WORN NECKLACE
A simulated diamond and ruby evening necklace centering 

on a large stylized pendant; foldover clasp closure.

Worn by Ginger Rogers in Storm Warning (Warner Bros., 1951);
Claire Trevor in Stop, You’re Killing Me (Warner Bros., 1952); and
Joan Collins in the Dynasty (ABC, 1981-1989) episode “The Ball”
from season seven. Also worn by Olivia de Havilland and Jayne
Mansfield in studio publicity portraits. The central portion of the

pendant was reset with simulated rubies for use by Collins. 

Length, 15 to 17 inches (adjustable)

$4,000-6,000
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405
CLAUDETTE COLBERT AND OTHERS WORN BRACELET AND PHOTOGRAPHS
An Art Deco bracelet with foldover clasp, featuring simulated rubies and diamonds. The bracelet is unsigned, but is identical in con-
struction and design to an early Trifari bracelet designed by Alfred Philippe.

Worn by Claudette Colbert in Bluebeard’s Eighth Wife (Paramount, 1938); Myrna Loy in a studio publicity portrait for The Thin Man film
series; Gloria Dickson in a studio publicity portrait for I Want a Divorce (Paramount, 1940); and Martha Raye in Pin Up Girl (20th Century,
1944). Accompanied by vintage photographs of Colbert and Dickson wearing the bracelet, and a DVD copy of Pin Up Girl.

Length, 7 inches

$3,000-5,000
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406
VIRGINIA BRUCE AND MAE WEST 
WORN ORNAMENT
A silver-plated costume ornament with simulated
diamonds and emerald.

Worn by Virginia Bruce on the waistline of a wrap
dress in Born to Dance (MGM, 1936) and Mae
West as a bustline dress clip in The Heat’s On
(Columbia, 1943).

Length, 3 1/2 inches

$1,500-2,500

407
MAE WEST WORN EARRINGS
A pair of silver-plated clip-on earrings with simulated diamond
and pearl clusters.

Worn by Mae West in The Heat’s On (Columbia, 1943).

1 by 1 inch

$600-800
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409
LARAINE DAY AND 
BARBARA BATES WORN NECKLACE
A silver tone metal evening necklace featuring simulated
diamonds and emeralds; foldover clasp closure. Signed “Derosa.”

Worn by Laraine Day in The Woman on Pier 13, also known as I
Married a Communist (RKO, 1949), and Barbara Bates in a studio
publicity photograph. Some of the stones have been reset with
simulated emeralds subsequent to use by Day and Bates.
Accompanied by a DVD copy of The Woman on Pier 13.

Length, 15 inches

$1,000-2,500

410
SUSAN HAYWARD WORN
NECKLACE
A jeweled chain necklace with simu-
lated diamond and emerald pendant;
sterling spring clasp closure.

Worn by Susan Hayward in Smash-Up:
The Story of a Woman (Universal,
1947).

Length, 18 1/2 inches

$800-1,200

408
JANET GAYNOR WORN NECKLACE
A simulated diamond evening necklace suspending
a single simulated square cut emerald; box clasp
closure. One link stamped “70.”

Worn by Janet Gaynor in A Star Is Born (United
Artists, 1937).

Length, 14 inches

$2,000-3,000
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411
IRENE DUNNE WORN BRACELET
A silver-plated simulated diamond and emerald evening bracelet centering on large
faceted jewel surrounded by baguette rays; box clasp closure. 

Worn by Irene Dunne in The Awful Truth (Columbia, 1937).

Length, 7 1/8 inches

$2,000-3,000

413
ROCHELLE HUDSON WORN BRACELET AND PHOTOGRAPH
An eight-panel simulated diamond and cabochon emerald bracelet; box clasp closure.
Stamped “X1090.” 

Worn by Rochelle Hudson in Everybody’s Old Man (20th Century, 1936) and Ethel Mer-
man in Call Me Madam (20th Century, 1953). Accompanied by a vintage photograph of
Hudson wearing the bracelet.

Length, 7 1/2 inches

$800-1,200

412
GENEVIEVE TOBIN WORN BRACELET
A nine-panel simulated diamond and sapphire open work Art Deco
style bracelet; box clasp closure.

Worn by Genevieve Tobin in The Great Gambini (Paramount, 1937).

Length, 7 1/4 inches

$1,000-1,500
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414
KAY FRANCIS WORN BRACELET
An open work, nine-panel simulated diamond Art
Deco bracelet; box clasp closure.

Worn by Kay Francis in a studio publicity portrait
used to promote Stolen Holiday (Warner Bros.,
1937).

Length, 7 1/2 inches

$1,000-1,500

416
BETTY GRABLE 
WORN BRACELET
An Art Deco style simulated diamond evening
bracelet; box clasp closure. Stamped “G” and
“X1068.”

Worn by Betty Grable in Pin Up Girl (20th Century,
1944).  Accompanied by a DVD copy of the film.

Length, 7 1/2 inches

$800-1,200

415
BETTY GRABLE 
WORN BRACELETS
A pair of open work, six-panel simulated diamond
bracelets; box clasp closure. One is stamped
“X1036” and the other “X1037.”

Worn by Betty Grable in Pin Up Girl (20th Century,
1944).  Accompanied by a DVD copy of the film.

Each, 7 1/2 inches

$1,500-2,500

417
BETTY GRABLE 
WORN BRACELET
An Art Deco style simulated diamond evening
bracelet; box clasp closure. Stamped “X409.”

Worn by Betty Grable in Pin Up Girl (20th Century,
1944).  Accompanied by a DVD copy of the film.

Length, 7 1/2 inches

$800-1,200
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420
MYRNA LOY WORN BRACELET
An open work, six-panel Art Deco style bracelet with simulated diamonds, signed on the tab closure “R. Derosa.”

Worn by Myrna Loy in Wife vs. Secretary (MGM, 1936).

Length, 8 inches

$1,500-2,000

419
LANA TURNER 
WORN BRACELET
An Art Deco style simulated diamond 
bracelet; jeweled foldover clasp closure. 
Signed “Trifari.”

Worn by Lana Turner in Johnny Eager (MGM, 1941).  
Accompanied by a DVD copy of the film.

Length, 7 inches

$600-800

418
JANE RUSSELL 
WORN EARRINGS
A pair of clip-on, simulated 
diamond chandelier earrings.

Worn by Jane Russell in His Kind
of Woman (RKO, 1951). Russell
was also photographed wearing
the earrings while visiting the
Joseff showroom to select 
jewelry for the film.

Height, 2 1/4 inches

$800-1,200
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422
DOLORES DEL RIO AND HEDY LAMARR
WORN BRACELET AND PHOTOGRAPH
A gold-plated, open work cuff bracelet with simulated
cabochon rubies and sapphires. Stamped “B2084.”

Worn by Dolores del Rio in International Settlement (20th
Century, 1938) and by Hedy Lamarr in White Cargo (MGM,
1942). Image of Lamarr wearing the bracelet featured on
page 125. Accompanied by a vintage photograph of del
Rio wearing the bracelet.

Length, 2 1/2 inches

$1,500-2,500

421
ILONA MASSEY WORN BRACELET
A gold tone metal cuff bracelet featuring two linked panels
with simulated cabochon sapphires and rubies; double
foldover clasp closure. Signed “R. De Rosa.”

Worn by Ilona Massey in Rosalie (MGM, 1937).

Circumference, 7 inches

$1,500-2,500

423
IDA LUPINO WORN BRACELET
A gold-plated accordion bracelet; adjustable size. 

Worn by Ida Lupino in The Light That Failed (Para-
mount, 1939).

$500-700

424
LUBA MALINA WORN BROOCH
A brooch featuring a bouquet of jeweled hatpins with
various simulated gemstones and pearls.

Worn by Luba Malina in Mexican Hayride (Universal, 1948).

Length, 3 inches

$700-900
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425
ANN SHERIDAN AND DONA DRAKE WORN NECKLACES AND PHOTOGRAPHS
A pair of gold-plated metal chain link and bead necklaces with graduated ring drops, done using Joseff’s signature Russian plating
technique. Signed “Joseff Hollywood.”

Both worn together by Ann Sheridan in Good Sam (RKO, 1948); one worn by Dona Drake in Valentino (Columbia, 1951). A single
necklace additionally worn by Sheridan in a studio publicity portrait. Accompanied by vintage photographs of Drake and Sheridan.

Length, 16 3/4 inches

$4,000-6,000

427
YVONNE DE CARLO AND OTHERS WORN BRACELETS
A pair of gold wash over silver open cuff bracelets, each in four-bar design.

Worn by Yvonne De Carlo in Black Bart (Universal, 1948); one by Ann Sheridan
in Good Sam (RKO, 1948); and one by Maureen O’Hara in Bagdad (Universal,
1949).

Circumference, 5 inches

$600-800

426
ANN SHERIDAN WORN CHOKER
A gold-plated band accented with simulated diamonds; invisible closure. 

Worn by Ann Sheridan in Good Sam (RKO, 1948).

Circumference, 12 1/2 inches

$400-600
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428
JOAN CRAWFORD WORN NECKLACE
A five-strand, gold-plated bib necklace, done using Joseff’s signature Russian
plating technique; spring clasp closure. The necklace is covered with small bell
pendants with clappers. Signed using Joseff’s script logo.

Worn by Joan Crawford in a studio publicity portrait. Crawford liked this neck-
lace so much that she purchased a duplicate from Joseff for her own personal
jewelry collection

Length, 26 inches

$4,000-6,000
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429
JOAN CRAWFORD AND ELEANOR
PARKER WORN NECKLACE AND
LOBBY CARD
A gold-plated necklace with a repeated geometric
pattern; foldover clasp closure; signed “Trifari.”

Worn by Joan Crawford in Goodbye, My Fancy
(Warner Bros., 1951) and Eleanor Parker in Valentino
(Columbia, 1951). Accompanied by a lobby card
showing Crawford wearing the necklace.

Length, 15 inches

$1,000-1,500

431
JOAN CRAWFORD WORN NECKLACE
A four-strand necklace of alternating gold-plated, graduated length
metal chain and beads, done using Joseff’s signature Russian plating
technique; spring clasp closure.

Worn by Joan Crawford in Humoresque (Warner Bros., 1946). Accompa-
nied by a DVD copy of the film.

Length, 15 3/4 inches

$1,500-2,000

430
MARGUERITE CHAPMAN
WORN NECKLACE
A gold-plated metal necklace;
foldover clasp.

Worn by Marguerite Chapman in
Pardon My Past (Columbia, 1945).

Length, 16 inches

$400-600
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432
BETTE DAVIS AND JANE RUSSELL WORN BROOCH
A simulated diamond chandelier style brooch with two tiers of cascading simulated
diamonds suspended from a single round brilliant stone.

Worn by Bette Davis in All About Eve (20th Century, 1950) and Jane Russell in His
Kind of Woman (RKO, 1951). The brooch was worn by Davis as she portrayed fading
star Margot Channing, who pauses on the staircase and delivers the famous line,
“Fasten your seatbelts. It’s going to be a bumpy night.”  Accompanied by DVD
copies of All About Eve and His Kind of Woman.

Length, 2 1/4 inches

$5,000-7,000
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434
BETTE DAVIS WORN BRACELET
A simulated diamond and ruby bracelet in ivy leaf motif; box clasp closure.

Worn by Bette Davis in Dark Victory (Warner Bros., 1939).

Length, 7 inches

$3,000-5,000

433
BETTE DAVIS WORN BROOCHES
A pair of simulated diamond floral brooches with double layer of
petals; bar pin closures.

One worn by Bette Davis in All About Eve (20th Century, 1950), and
both worn by Lilia Skala in Call Me Madam (20th Century, 1953).
Accompanied by a DVD copy of All About Eve.

Length, 1 5/8 inches

$2,500-3,500
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435
BETTE DAVIS WORN BRACELET
A gold-plated, four-strand chain bracelet, done using Joseff’s sig-
nature Russian plating technique, with large jeweled clasp
featuring simulated sapphires and diamonds; box clasp closure.
Signed “Joseff Hollywood.”

Worn by Bette Davis in a publicity photograph by George Hurrell.

Length, 6 1/2 inches

$1,000-1,500
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436
BETTE DAVIS WORN RING
A simulated diamond and sapphire ring, done using Joseff’s
signature Russian plating technique. Size 5 1/2. 

Worn by Bette Davis in a publicity photograph by famed
Hollywood photographer George Hurrell.

$800-1,200

Courtesy of Joseff of Hollywood Archives

437
BETTE DAVIS WORN BROOCH
A gold-plated brooch in the form of a hand, done using Joseff’s signature
Russian plating technique; bar pin closure.

Worn as a blouse button by Bette Davis in June Bride (Warner Bros., 1948).

Length, 1 1/2 inches

$400-600
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439
LUCILLE BALL AND OTHERS WORN BRACELET
An eight-panel bracelet featuring simulated sapphires and diamonds with sliding pin closure.

Worn by Lucille Ball in Annabel Takes a Tour (RKO, 1938); Bette Davis in a 1930s studio publicity portrait; and Ruth Donnelly
in Pillow to Post (Warner Bros., 1945).  An online link to an image of Bennett wearing the bracelet is available upon request.

Length, 7 1/2 inches

$1,000-1,500
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438
LUCILLE BALL AND 

OTHERS WORN NECKLACE
A simulated diamond and sapphire necklace with open
work medallions centering on a large central medallion.

Signed “Joseff Hollywood” and stamped “1142.”

Worn by Lucille Ball in Annabel Takes a Tour (RKO, 1938);
Bette Davis in a 1930s studio publicity portrait; Ruth Don-

nelly in Pillow to Post (Warner Bros., 1945); and Joan
Bennett in a wardrobe test photo for The Man in the Iron
Mask (United Artists, 1939). An online link to an image of
Bennett wearing the necklace is available upon request.

Length, 23 inches

$3,000-5,000
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440
LORETTA YOUNG WORN
BROOCH AND NECKLACE
A gold tone snake chain necklace; box clasp
closure. Stamped “1/20 12K G.F.” Together
with a simulated diamond scrollwork brooch
augmented with six ball tassels suspended
from bar pin closure. Stamped “P2097.”

Worn together as a necklace by Loretta Young
in Bedtime Story (Columbia, 1941) and in 1948
when she accepted the Academy Award for
Best Actress in a Leading Role for her por-
trayal of Katrin Holstrom in The Farmer’s
Daughter (RKO, 1947). Worn as a brooch by
Marta Toren in Casbah (Universal, 1948). Ball
tassels were at one time removed and again
replaced. They are now attached in a different
configuration than when worn by Young.

Necklace, 14 1/2 inches; Brooch, 3 1/2 inches

$3,000-5,000

441
LORETTA YOUNG WORN EARRINGS
A pair of simulated diamond cherry earrings with screw posts. Signed illegibly.

Worn by Loretta Young in Bedtime Story (Columbia, 1941).

Length, 1 3/4 inches

$500-700
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442
LORETTA YOUNG WORN NECKLACE
A rose gold-plated necklace with simulated diamonds;
spring clasp closure.

Worn by Loretta Young in The Perfect Marriage
(Paramount, 1947). The necklace was modified for use in a
publicity photograph so that it would sit at a certain angle
toward camera but it appears in the film as it is now.

Length, 15 1/2 inches

$800-1,200

444
HEDY LAMARR 
WORN NECKLACE

A gold wash over sterling silver necklace
with stylized link chain and stylized sun
pendant with amethyst and additional

purple stones. Stamped “Mexico silver.” 

Worn by Hedy Lamarr in Dishonored Lady
(United Artists, 1947).  Accompanied by a

DVD copy of the film.

Length, 18 inches

$1,500-2,500

443
LORETTA YOUNG WORN COMB
A black asymmetrical hair comb featuring five black ornamental
spheres.

Worn by Loretta Young in He Stayed for Breakfast (Columbia, 1940).

Height, 4 inches

$400-600
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445
BETTE DAVIS AND LORETTA YOUNG WORN
BUBBLE NECKLACE AND PHOTOGRAPH
A necklace chain with yellow plastic spheres; spring clasp closure.

Worn by Loretta Young in Wife, Husband and Friend (20th Century,
1939) and Bette Davis in a studio publicity photograph. The density
and placement of spheres has been altered subsequent to use in
the film. Accompanied by a vintage film still showing Young wearing
the necklace. 

Length, 17 inches

$1,500-2,500
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446
BETTE DAVIS AND OTHERS WORN NECKLACE
A silver-plated necklace in antique finish with filigree pendant featuring
simulated diamonds and amethysts; spring clasp closure. Signed “Joseff
Hollywood.”

Worn by Bette Davis in an early glamour portrait and Ann Dvorak in Abi-
lene Town (United Artists, 1946). 

Length, 16 inches

$5,000-7,000

photo: PhotoFest
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447
GRACE KELLY AND OTHERS WORN EARRINGS AND PHOTOGRAPHS
A pair of gold-plated, clip-on chandelier earrings, done using Joseff’s signature Russian plating tech-
nique, with simulated pearls.

Worn by Maureen O’Hara in Sinbad the Sailor (RKO, 1947); Rita Hayworth in Salome (Columbia, 1953);
and Grace Kelly in a studio publicity portrait used to promote High Society (MGM, 1956). Accompanied
by photographs of Kelly and Maureen O’Hara wearing the earrings. Photographs of Kelly wearing the
earrings made them so popular they became part of Joseff’s commercial line of jewelry.

Length, 4 inches

$10,000-15,000

Courtesy of Joseff of Hollywood Archives
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449
LINDA DARNELL AND OTHERS WORN
BRACELET AND PHOTOGRAPH
A three-strand metal mesh bracelet, done using Joseff’s signa-
ture Russian plating technique, with simulated gemstones;
jeweled box clasp closure. Signed with Joseff’s script signature.

Worn by Linda Darnell in Everybody Does It (20th Century,
1949); Patricia Dane in Johnny Eager (MGM, 1941); and Luba
Malina in a wardrobe continuity photograph taken on the set of
Mexican Hayride (Universal, 1948).  Accompanied by a vintage
photograph of Darnell wearing the bracelet.

Length, 8 1/2 inches

$1,000-1,500

448
LINDA DARNELL AND PATRICIA DANE 
WORN NECKLACE
A four-strand gold-plated mesh necklace, done using
Joseff’s signature Russian plating technique. The necklace
features simulated multicolor gemstones and tiered front
bib with jewel accents. Signed “Joseff Hollywood.” 

Worn by Linda Darnell in Everybody Does It (20th Cen-
tury, 1949) and Patricia Dane in Johnny Eager (MGM,
1941). Jeweled drops were removed from the longest tier
subsequent to use in Everybody Does It.

Length, 19 1/2 inches

$4,000-6,000
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450
KATHARINE HEPBURN
WORN COSTUME ORNAMENT
A pair of silver-plated filigree costume
ornaments in the form of an arrow.

Worn by Katharine Hepburn in Song of
Love (MGM, 1947), attached to a gown
with heart-shaped neckline creating a 
stunning visual effect.

Longer, 6 1/2 inches

$6,000-8,000
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451
FRANCES GIFFORD WORN BROOCH
A gold-plated sun form brooch, done using Joseff’s signature
Russian plating technique, accented with simulated mabe pearls
and diamonds; bar pin closure. Signed with Joseff’s script logo.

Worn by Frances Gifford in a studio publicity portrait used to
promote The Arnelo Affair (MGM, 1947).

Length, 2 1/2 inches

$300-500

453
FRANCES MERCER AND 
GAIL PATRICK WORN BROOCHES
Two gold-plated sunburst brooches, done using Joseff’s signature Russian plating technique.
The brooches feature central lion heads in relief, accented with simulated diamonds; bar pin
closures. Both signed “Joseff Hollywood,” one marked “P2015” and the other “P2033.”

Worn by Frances Mercer in Blind Alibi (RKO, 1938) and Gail Patrick in a studio publicity portrait
used to promote Wives Under Suspicion (Universal, 1938).

Length, 2 1/2 inches

$400-600

452
KATHARINE HEPBURN 
WORN BROOCH AND PHOTOGRAPH
A simulated diamond sunburst brooch. Signed with Joseff’s
script logo.

Worn by Katharine Hepburn in Without Love (MGM, 1945).
Accompanied by a vintage photograph of Hepburn wearing
the brooch.

Length, 2 1/2 inches

$1,000-1,500



456
MYRNA LOY WORN EARRINGS
A pair of simulated diamond clip-on earrings,
stamped “E2007.”

Worn by Myrna Loy in a studio publicity por-
trait used to promote The Thin Man Goes
Home (MGM, 1945).

Length, 1 inch

$500-700
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454
INGRID BERGMAN WORN EARRINGS
A pair of jet and gold-plated hoop earrings with screw posts. 

Worn by Ingrid Bergman in Arch of Triumph (United Artists, 1948).

Length, 2 3/4 inches

$1,000-1,500

455
MARGUERITE CHAPMAN WORN EARRINGS
A pair of silver-plated chandelier earrings in antique finish with
simulated diamond drops.

Worn by Marguerite Chapman in a publicity portrait used to
promote The Gallant Blade (Columbia, 1948).

Length, 2 1/2 inches

$700-900
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458
RITA HAYWORTH WORN DOWN TO
EARTH 18K GOLD SERPENT BRACELET
An 18K gold cuff bracelet in the form of a coiled snake,
with simulated diamonds, rubies, and emerald. 194.5
grams gross.

Created for and worn by Rita Hayworth together with
matching necklace and headpiece in Down to Earth
(Columbia, 1947).

$10,000-15,000

459
RITA HAYWORTH WORN 
DOWN TO EARTH 18K GOLD HEADPIECE
An 18K gold headpiece in the form of a coiled snake, with simulated emerald,
diamond, and ruby accents. Signed “Joseff.” 168.8 grams gross.

Created for and worn by Rita Hayworth together with matching bracelet and
necklace in Down to Earth (Columbia, 1947).

Length, 5 inches

$7,000-9,000

457
RITA HAYWORTH WORN DOWN TO EARTH
18K GOLD SERPENT NECKLACE
An 18K gold snake chain necklace terminating in serpent
head accented with simulated diamonds, rubies, and
emerald. Adjustable, concealed locking closure beneath
neck of serpent. 138.4 grams gross.

Created for and worn by Rita Hayworth together with
matching bracelet and headpiece in Down to Earth
(Columbia, 1947).

Approximately, 6 by 5 1/2 inches

$7,000-9,000

These serpent pieces are unique in the Joseff
collection as they are the only items cast in

18k gold from hand carved composite molds
created by Eugene Joseff.  This was a

deviation from his usual process.  An image
of Joseff holding the headpiece and posing

with the necklace and bracelet is featured on
page 10 of this catalog.
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461
ELIZABETH TAYLOR CLEOPATRA WORN BRACELET
A gold-plated cuff bracelet, done using Joseff’s signature Russian plating tech-
nique, with hammered texture and six snake accents done in relief.

Worn by Elizabeth Taylor in Cleopatra (20th Century, 1963).

Widest, 2 1/4 inches

$5,000-7,000
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460
ELIZABETH TAYLOR CLEOPATRA WORN BELT
A twisted, gold-plated mesh rope belt suspending a Golden Fly of
Valor pendant.

Worn by Elizabeth Taylor to wear in Cleopatra (20th Century, 1963).
Accompanied by a DVD copy of the film.  The belt featured an addi-
tional Golden Fly pendant when worn by Taylor on screen.  The
Golden Fly pendant, created by Joseff, was also used to create a bold
necklace worn by Taylor in several wardrobe test photos for the film.

Belt length, 100 inches; Pendant, 2 3/4 inches

$2,500-3,500

462
BELT DESIGNED 

FOR ELIZABETH TAYLOR 
IN CLEOPATRA

A gold-plated rope belt with central coiled snake 
accented with simulated emerald. Snake is signed “Joseff.”

The snake was designed and created by Joseff for Cleopatra
(20th Century, 1963), but in the final film Elizabeth Taylor wears

an alternate version of the design without the 
simulated emerald.

Length, 28 inches

$3,000-5,000
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463
SHERILYN FENN WORN BIB NECKLACE
An Egyptian style costume bib necklace with gold-plated
findings, done using Joseff’s signature Russian plating
technique. Necklace also incorporates enamel lotus pen-
dants in red and blue; hook and eye closure. Together with
matching clip-on earrings.

Worn by Sherilyn Fenn in Liz: The Elizabeth Taylor Story
(NBC, 1995).

Inside circumference, 13 1/2 inches; drop, 6 inches

$1,500-2,500

465
ELVIS AND ME BRIDAL SET
A simulated diamond interlocking bridal set. The rings
are a replica of the nesting engagement rings that Elvis
Presley gave to Priscilla when he proposed. Size 6 1/2.

Worn by Susan Walters in Elvis and Me (ABC, 1988). This
faithful reproduction of Presley’s engagement set was
custom created by Joseff for use in this made for televi-
sion film.  Accompanied by a DVD copy of the film.

$500-700

464
DYAN CANNON WORN BELT AND CUFFLINKS
A belt comprising 14 hinged, graduated panels with simulated dia-
mond and pearl accents and felt backing. The panels are
gold-plated, done using Joseff’s signature Russian plating
technique. Together with four matching cufflink pieces.

Worn by Dyan Cannon in The Love Machine (Columbia, 1971).
Accompanied by a DVD copy of the film.

Length, 27 inches

$1,000-1,500
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466
LUCILLE BALL WORN BROOCH
A large silver-plated door knocker brooch in antique finish
with simulated amethysts; bar pin closure. Signed “Joseff
Hollywood.”

Worn by Lucille Ball in a studio publicity portrait used to
promote Panama Lady (RKO, 1939).

Length, 3 3/4 inches

$800-1,200

468
BARBARA STANWYCK WORN NECKLACE
A gold-plated necklace, done using Joseff’s signature Russian plat-
ing technique. The necklace comprises 10 alternating panels of lily
of the valley and chrysanthemum flowers, accented with simulated
diamonds; hook and eye closure. Signed “Joseff Hollywood.”

Worn by Barbara Stanwyck in a studio publicity portrait used to
promote Always Goodbye (20th Century, 1938).

Length, 18 1/4 inches

$1,500-2,500

467
FRANCES GIFFORD WORN NECKLACE
A tiered simulated diamond necklace with large pear-shaped
drops; spring clasp closure.

Worn by Frances Gifford in a studio publicity portrait used to
promote She Went to the Races (MGM, 1945).

Length, 16 1/2 inches

$800-1,200

469
LARAINE DAY WORN NECKLACE
A double-strand snake chain necklace suspending floral
pods set with simulated diamonds and sapphires;
foldover clasp closure. Signed “Trifari.”

Worn by Laraine Day in The Woman on Pier 13, also
known as I Married a Communist (RKO, 1949).

Length, 15 inches

$1,000-1,500
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470
LUCILLE BALL WORN
CHOKER AND BRACELET
A gold-plated open choker and cuff
bracelet with dangling chain tassels.
Each signed “Joseff Hollywood.”

Worn by Lucille Ball in a studio pub-
licity portrait to promote Look Who’s
Laughing (RKO, 1941).

Necklace circumference, 11 1/2
inches; Bracelet circumference, 5
inches

$3,000-5,000

472
ORIGINAL ACCESSORY DESIGN SKETCH
A pencil and gouache on board design sketch featuring a
woman’s torso with a gold draped shoulder sash accented
with jeweled shoulder accents; unsigned.

20 by 15 inches

$400-600

471
ORIGINAL ACCESSORY DESIGN SKETCH
A pencil and gouache on board design sketch featuring a
woman’s torso with draped gold cord and tassel accessory;
unsigned.

20 by 15 inches

$400-600
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473
LUCILLE BALL WORN
EARRINGS AND PHOTOGRAPH
A pair of simulated diamond and ruby, clip-on
drop earrings.

Worn by Lucille Ball in Mame (Warner Bros.,
1974).  Accompanied by a vintage photograph
of Ball wearing the earrings.

Length, 3 3/4 inches

$800-1,200

474
LUCILLE BALL WORN NECKLACE
A simulated ruby and diamond chain with jeweled

cross pendant; spring clasp closure.

Worn by Lucille Ball in Mame (Warner Bros., 1974)
while performing “It’s Today.”

Chain, 31 inches; Pendant, 3 1/4 inches

$2,000-3,000



477
GRETA GARBO WORN BRACELET AND PHOTOGRAPH
A triple-strand gold-plated chain link bracelet, done using Joseff’s signature
Russian plating technique; spring clasp closure.

Worn by Greta Garbo in Camille (MGM, 1936). Accompanied by a vintage
photograph of Garbo wearing the bracelet.

Length, 7 1/2 inches

$700-900

476
GRETA GARBO WORN BRACELET AND PHOTOGRAPH
A double-strand gold-plated chain link bracelet, done using Joseff’s signature
Russian plating technique; spring clasp closure.

Worn by Greta Garbo in Camille (MGM, 1936). Accompanied by a vintage pho-
tograph of Garbo wearing the bracelet.

Length, 7 1/2 inches

$600-800
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475
GRETA GARBO WORN
NECKLACE AND PHOTOGRAPH
A triple-strand gold-plated chain link necklace
in graduated lengths, done using Joseff’s sig-
nature Russian plating technique; spring clasp
closure.

Worn by Greta Garbo in Camille (MGM, 1936).
Accompanied by a vintage photograph of
Garbo wearing the necklace.

Length, 15 inches

$1,500-2,500
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480
GRETA GARBO AND OTHERS WORN ORNAMENTS
A group of four silver-plated celestial costume ornaments with simulated dia-
mond star sprays.

Joseff custom-created these ornaments to enhance the bustline of costume
designer Adrian’s legendary gown designed for Greta Garbo in Camille (MGM,
1936). Some of the ornaments were additionally worn by Alice Faye in In Old
Chicago (20th Century, 1938); Lucille Ball in Du Barry Was a Lady (MGM, 1943);
and Mae West in The Heat’s On (Columbia, 1943). See online listing for link to
Faye performing “I’ll Never Let You Cry” in the film.

Length, 6 inches

$3,000-5,000

479
GRETA GARBO WORN EARRINGS
A pair of clip-on, silver-plated star earrings accented with simulated diamonds.

Worn by Greta Garbo in Camille (MGM, 1936).

Length, 1 inch

$3,000-5,000

478
GRETA GARBO AND 
JEANETTE MacDONALD WORN
NECKLACE AND PHOTOGRAPH
A silver-plated, simulated diamond evening neck-
lace composed of stars in graduated sizes.

Worn by Greta Garbo in Camille (MGM, 1936) and
Jeanette MacDonald in New Moon (MGM, 1940).
Accompanied by a vintage photo still showing
MacDonald wearing the necklace as a headpiece.

Length, 17 1/2 inches

$4,000-6,000
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482
JEANETTE MacDONALD
WORN BRACELET
A silver-plated bracelet in antique
finish featuring simulated
diamonds with foliate accents; box
clasp closure. Signed with Joseff’s
script logo.

Worn by Jeanette MacDonald in
New Moon (MGM, 1940).

Circumference, 7 1/4 inches

$600-800
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481
BETTY GRABLE AND
LAURA HOPE CREWS WORN
NECKLACE, EARRINGS AND
PHOTOGRAPHS
A tiered, six-strand, simulated diamond
and jet bib necklace, with box clasp clo-
sure. Together with matching clip-on
earrings.

Worn by Betty Grable in Sweet Rosie
O’Grady (20th Century, 1943) and Laura
Hope Crews in Camille (MGM, 1936).
Accompanied by vintage photographs
of Crews and Grable.

Length, 14 1/2 inches

$1,500-2,500
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483
MARILYN MONROE 

WORN EARRINGS AND BOOK
A pair of clip-on earrings in stylized ribbon

design, accented with simulated pearls.

Worn by Marilyn Monroe in a Fox publicity
photo, shot by staff photographer Frank
Powolny, used to promote Gentlemen

Prefer Blondes (20th Century, 1953). The
earrings were modified subsequent to use

in this photoshoot, with the removal of
one section, making them shorter. Accom-

panied by a copy of Marilyn Monroe:
Metamorphosis (New York: HarperCollins

Publishers, 2011).

Length, 2 1/2 inches

$50,000-75,000
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486
FAY WRAY AND MANY OTHERS WORN
BRACELETS AND PHOTOGRAPH
A pair of bracelets: the first a hinged metal bracelet, the second
with accordion chain. Both feature florets of simulated
diamonds, done using Joseff’s signature Russian plating tech-
nique.

One of the bracelets was worn by Fay Wray in The Affairs of
Cellini (20th Century, 1934) and Jeanette MacDonald in The Fire-
fly (MGM, 1937); both were worn by Ginger Rogers in a studio
publicity portrait to promote Magnificent Doll (Universal, 1946);
Janis Paige in One Sunday Afternoon (Warner Bros., 1948); and
Rosemary Lane in a studio publicity portrait. Accompanied by a
vintage photograph of MacDonald wearing one of the bracelets.

Circumference, 6 1/2 inches

$800-1,200

485
JEANETTE MacDONALD AND OTHERS
WORN EARRINGS
A pair of clip-on gold-plated earrings, done using Joseff’s
signature Russian plating technique, with simulated dia-
mond florets and pear-shaped drops.

Worn by Jeanette MacDonald in The Firefly (MGM, 1937);
Ann Sheridan in a studio publicity portrait used to pro-
mote Dodge City (Warner Bros., 1939); Janis Paige in One
Sunday Afternoon (Warner Bros., 1948); and Lana Turner in
The Bad and the Beautiful (MGM, 1952).  Accompanied by
a DVD copy of The Bad and the Beautiful.

Length, 2 1/8 inches

$600-800

484
AVA GARDNER, FAY WRAY, AND MANY OTHERS 
WORN NECKLACE AND EPHEMERA
A single- to double-strand tiered, simulated diamond evening necklace with central
floret featuring diamond drops; spring clasp closure. Signed “Joseff Hollywood.”

Worn by Fay Wray in The Affairs of Cellini (20th Century, 1934); Jeanette MacDonald in
The Firefly (MGM, 1937); Anita Louise in Marie Antoinette (MGM, 1938); Ann Sheridan
in a studio publicity portrait used to promote Dodge City (Warner Bros., 1939); Hedy
Lamarr in Her Highness and the Bellboy (MGM, 1945); Lucille Bremer in a studio public-
ity portrait used to promote Ziegfeld Follies (MGM, 1945) that appeared on the cover
of LIFE magazine; June Haver in I Wonder Who’s Kissing Her Now (20th Century, 1947);
Ava Gardner as a hair ornament in The Great Sinner (MGM, 1949); and Lana Turner in
The Bad and the Beautiful (MGM, 1952). Accompanied by a lobby card showing Gard-
ner wearing the necklace as a headpiece, a copy of the March 25, 1946, issue of LIFE
magazine featuring Bremer wearing the necklace on the cover, a vintage photograph
of Haver wearing the necklace, and a DVD copy of The Great Sinner. An online link to
an image of Lamarr wearing the necklace available upon request.

Length, 13 1/2 inches

$5,000-7,000
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489
LILY PONS WORN NECKLACE AND VINTAGE SHEET MUSIC
A pair of tribal style necklaces featuring colorful wood beads with carved tooth-like
plastic ornaments; both with spring clasp closure.

Worn by Lily Pons in Hitting a New High (RKO, 1937). Accompanied by vintage sheet
music for the song “Let’s Give Love Another Chance” featuring Pons on the cover.

Length, 33 inches

$200-300

488
BARBARA STANWYCK WORN NECKLACE
A six-strand, gold-plated link necklace featuring graduated
lengths, done using Joseff’s signature Russian plating technique,
signed “Joseff Hollywood”; sliding bar closure.

Worn by Barbara Stanwyck in The Mad Miss Manton (RKO, 1938).

Shortest, 15 inches; Longest, 33 inches

$2,000-3,000

487
GAIL RUSSELL WORN NECKLACE
A triple-strand simulated pearl necklace centering a
shell cameo; box clasp closure. Signed with Joseff’s
script logo. Stamped sterling.

Worn by Gail Russell in Wake of the Red Witch (Repub-
lic, 1948).  Accompanied by a DVD copy of the film.

Length, 14 3/4 inches

$1,000-1,500
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490
HEDY LAMARR WORN NECKLACE
A four-strand, gold-plated bib necklace, done using Joseff’s
signature Russian plating technique. The florets are
accented with simulated pearls and cabochon emeralds.

Worn by Hedy Lamarr in Lady of the Tropics (MGM, 1939).

Length, 17 inches

$1,500-2,500

492
JOAN LESLIE WORN RING
A silver-plated ring with simulated pearl and emeralds; adjustable.

Worn by Joan Leslie in a studio jewelry test photograph taken in
the 1940s.

$600-800

491
JOAN LESLIE WORN BRACELET
A gold-plated, coiled cuff bracelet in repeating floral motif, with simulated
pearls and bezel set cabochon emeralds. Signed “Joseff Hollywood.”

Worn by Joan Leslie in a wardrobe test photograph.

Length, 7 3/4 inches

$700-900

493
LANA TURNER WORN BROOCH PENDANT
A stylized gold-plated brooch pendant; bar pin closure. Signed
with Joseff’s script logo.

Worn by Lana Turner in Green Dolphin Street (MGM, 1947).

Length, 2 inches

$300-500
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495
CAROLE LOMBARD AND OTHERS WORN BRACELET
A gold-plated hinged cuff bracelet, done using Joseff’s signature Russian
plating technique, with large pear and foliate design; pinch clasp closure.
Signed “Joseff Hollywood.”

Worn by Linda Hayes in a studio publicity portrait used to promote The
Spellbinder (RKO, 1939); Carole Lombard on the cover of the January 1940
issue of Photoplay magazine; and Joy Hodges in a glamour portrait.

Circumference, 5 3/4 inches

$1,000-1,500
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494
CAROLE LOMBARD AND OTHERS WORN NECKLACE AND MAGAZINE
A gold-plated necklace with large leaf over pear brooch pendant, all done using Joseff’s signature
Russian plating technique; hook and eye closure. Necklace and pendant both signed with “Joseff”
script logo.

Worn by Linda Hayes in a studio publicity portrait used to promote The Spellbinder (RKO, 1939); Car-
ole Lombard on the cover of the January 1940 issue of Photoplay magazine; and Joy Hodges in a
glamour portrait.  Accompanied by a copy of the January 1940 issue of Photoplay magazine.

Length, 7 1/4 inches; Drop, 3 1/4 inches

$3,000-5,000
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496
ROSALIND RUSSELL AND OTHERS WORN NECKLACE
A six-panel necklace constructed from wood blocks, each accented with large simu-
lated oval topaz. Stamped “N2021.”

Worn by Kay Francis in It’s a Date (Universal, 1940); Rosalind Russell in a studio public-
ity portrait used to promote A Woman of Distinction (Columbia, 1950); and Jane
Wyman in a studio publicity portrait.

Length, 14 inches

$600-800

497
ROSALIND RUSSELL AND KAY FRANCIS WORN BRACELET
A seven-panel bracelet constructed from wood blocks, each accented with large sim-
ulated oval topaz, with sliding pin closer. Larger central panel stamped twice “B2160.”

Worn by Kay Francis in It’s a Date (Universal, 1940) and by Rosalind Russell in a studio
publicity portrait used to promote A Woman of Distinction (Columbia, 1950).

Length, 7 1/4 inches

$600-800
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498
GINGER ROGERS WORN NECKLACE AND PHOTOGRAPH
A snake chain necklace suspending simulated pearl and diamond foliate center-
piece with tremblers; hook and eye closure.

Worn by Ginger Rogers in Dreamboat (20th Century, 1952). Accompanied by a vin-
tage photograph of Rogers wearing the necklace.

Length, 16-19 inches

$800-1,200

500
GINGER ROGERS WORN BROOCH AND PHOTOGRAPH
A simulated diamond brooch with pearl accents in a serpentine foliate motif.

Worn by Ginger Rogers in Dreamboat (20th Century, 1952). Accompanied by a
vintage photograph of Rogers wearing the brooch.

Length, 6 inches

$2,500-3,500

499
GINGER ROGERS WORN EARRINGS
A pair of clip-on, gold tone metal earrings with simulated
diamonds and pearls. Both signed “Boucher” and stamped
“3200.”

Worn by Ginger Rogers in Dreamboat (20th Century, 1952).

Length, 1 7/8 inches

$800-1,200

501
GINGER ROGERS WORN EARRINGS
A pair of clip-on, crystal drop cluster earrings.

Worn by Ginger Rogers in Dreamboat (20th Century, 1952).

Length, 2 1/4 inches

$600-800
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502
GINGER ROGERS WORN NECKLACE 
A simulated diamond evening necklace; hook and eye closure, adjustable.

Worn as a choker by Ginger Rogers in Dreamboat (20th Century, 1952). 

Length, 14 to 16 1/2 inches

$800-1,200

503
GINGER ROGERS WORN NECKLACE
A gold-plated geometric necklace, done using Joseff’s signature
Russian plating technique, featuring simulated emeralds; hook over
bar closure.

Worn by Ginger Rogers in Kitty Foyle (RKO, 1940).

Length, 24 1/2 inches

$1,000-1,500

504
GINGER ROGERS WORN NECKLACE AND PHOTOGRAPH
A seven-strand simulated diamond choker with elastic hook and eye closure.

Worn by Ginger Rogers in Dream Boat (20th Century Fox, 1952).  Accompanied by
a vintage photograph of Rogers.

Length, 12 1/4 inches

$800-1,200

505
GINGER ROGERS WORN EARRINGS
A pair of gold-plated, clip-on, ridged crescent earrings.

Worn by Ginger Rogers in a studio publicity portrait used to promote
The Barkleys of Broadway (MGM, 1949).

Length, 1 inch

$300-500
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508
GINGER ROGERS WORN BROOCH AND PHOTOGRAPH
A gold-plated brooch suspending a double-sided medallion with ancient sol-
dier relief and simulated diamond accent; bar pin closure. Signed with Joseff’s
script logo. 

Worn by Ginger Rogers in a studio publicity portrait featuring inset image of
Douglas Fairbanks Jr. Rogers shows off the military style pin, similar in style to
the medal worn by Fairbanks in Gunga Din (RKO, 1939) featured in the inset
photo. The style was popular enough that it was adapted for Joseff’s retail line.
Accompanied by a vintage photograph of Rogers wearing the brooch, with
inset image of Fairbanks.

Length, 2 5/8 inches

$400-600

509
ROSEMARY LANE WORN BROOCH
A gold-plated frog on lily pad brooch; bar pin closure. Signed with
Joseff’s script logo.

Worn by Rosemary Lane in a studio publicity portrait.

Length, 2 inches

$200-300

506
CONSTANCE BENNETT WORN NECKLACE AND
PHOTOGRAPH
A gold-plated metal link chain with five large drum medallions, all done
using Joseff’s signature Russian plating technique; spring clasp closure.

Worn by Constance Bennett in a studio publicity portrait used to promote
Service de Luxe (Universal, 1938). Accompanied by a vintage copy of the
publicity portrait.

Length, 14 1/4 inches

$1,000-1,500

507
VIRGINIA MAYO WORN EARRINGS AND PHOTOGRAPH
A pair of gold-plated, clip-on earrings, done using Joseff’s signature Russian
plating technique, featuring dangling floral medallions.

Worn by Virginia Mayo in a modeling portrait. Accompanied by a vintage pho-
tograph of Mayo wearing the earrings.

Length, 2 3/8 inches

$500-700
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510
BONZO WORN NECKLACE
A single- to double-strand, simulated diamond evening necklace; box clasp closure.

The necklace is a key plot element of the film Bedtime for Bonzo (Universal, 1951), in
which Bonzo breaks into a local jewelry store to steal it to cheer up his “momma.”
Bonzo the chimpanzee was also photographed trying on the necklace with Joan
Castle. A central drop has been added since its use in the film.  Accompanied by a
DVD copy of the film.

Length, 21 1/2 inches

$800-1,200

511
TRAVILLA 

ORIGINAL JEWELRY
DESIGN SKETCH

A pencil and gouache on paper,
mounted to board, series of design
sketches for stylized clip-on earrings

including tribal looking tooth and
bone, through the ear, together with
gold barbell style earrings. Signed in

pencil lower right, “Travilla.”

Sheet, 19 by 12 1/2 inches; Overall,
21 1/4 by 14 inches

$400-600

512
ANITA LOUISE WORN NECKLACE
A silver tone chain necklace centering a foliate
plaque with simulated moonstones; spring clasp
closure. Signed “Joseff Hollywood.”

Worn by Anita Louise in a studio publicity portrait.

Length, 18 1/2 inches

$500-700
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513
ELIZABETH TAYLOR AND OTHERS
WORN EARRINGS AND PHOTOGRAPHS
A pair of gold-plated, clip-on simulated baroque pearl and
diamond chandelier earrings, done using Joseff’s signature
Russian plating technique. Clip signed “De Mario N.Y.”

Worn by Peggie Castle in The Prince Who Was a Thief (Uni-
versal, 1951); Lilia Skala in Call Me Madam (20th Century,
1953); and Elizabeth Taylor in Raintree County (MGM, 1957).
Accompanied by vintage photographs of Taylor and Castle
wearing the earrings.

Length, 2 1/2 inches

$2,000-3,000

514
LILIA SKALA WORN NECKLACE
A nine-strand, glass pearl bib necklace with champagne
finish; box clasp closure.

Worn by Lilia Skala in Call Me Madam (20th Century, 1953).

Neck, 14 1/4 inches; Drop, 8 1/4 inches

$2,500-3,500

Courtesy of Joseff of Hollywood Archives
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Julien’s Auctions invites you to join its exclusive membership program. Enjoy VIP status with entrance to VIP events and a full-color
catalog for each of our Rock ‘n’ Roll, Hollywood and single-owner celebrity estate exhibitions and auctions for the next five years.

The cost of your five-year membership is $2,000. This is an approximate savings of $5,000 over a five year period. As a Julien’s
Preferred Member, you will receive special VIP invitations to our high-profile auctions, receptions and exhibitions worldwide.

Your Julien’s Preferred Member card gives you exclusive access to our prestigious world-class receptions and events and you will
receive all of our auction catalogs. After you purchase your membership, you will receive a Gold Julien’s Preferred Card in the
mail allowing you access to all our events worldwide.

Our membership program offers you inside access to the exciting world of celebrities and their collections.

Call us at (310) 836-1818 or visit our website at www.juliensauctions.com to learn more!

PREFERRED MEMBER PROGRAM
Receive a Five Year Julien’s Auctions Catalog Subscription 
and Access to Every Worldwide VIP Event

http://www.juliensauctions.com/
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T R E A S U R E S  F R O M  T H E  V A U L T

PLeASe check One OF the FOLLOwIng: 

o I will be attending the live auction    

o I will be placing absentee bids    

o I will be phone bidding

name: _____________________________________________________  company: _________________________________________________

email: ________________________________   _________________________________________________________________________________

Address: _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________

city: _____________________________________________________________ State/Provence: ______________________________________ 

ZIP/Postal code: ________________________________________   country: ______________________________________________________

Day Phone: _______________________________  cell Phone: _______________________________  Fax: _____________________________  

o check here if different billing address

Julien’s Auctions invites you to complete and submit this Bidder Registration Form.  You acknowledge your proposed registration to bid in the above-
identified Auction is subject to verification of the information that you provide, and approval of your registration is at the sole and complete discretion
of Julien’s Auctions.  We will provide you with written confirmation if and when your application is approved. 

This auction sale will be conducted in accordance with Julien’s Auctions’ Auction Terms and Conditions (“Terms and Conditions”) in the form set out in
our auction catalogue, which are incorporated herein by reference. You should read the Auction Terms and Conditions which describe the charges
payable by you on the purchases you make and other terms relating to bidding and buying at the auction, which you accept by signing this form. You
should ask us any questions you have about the Terms and Conditions before signing this Bidder Registration Form. 

B IDDER REGISTRATION FORM

BIDDer #

Internal Use Only:

o Absentee Bid(s)     o Phone Bid(s)

Please state your MAXIMUM Absentee bid in United States dollars (USD$) for each Lot 
(excluding Buyer’s Premium, Online Fee, taxes, shipping fees or other charges):

Lot #:____________ Bid:____________         Lot #:____________ Bid:____________          Lot #:____________ Bid:____________          Lot #:____________ Bid:____________

Lot #:____________ Bid:____________         Lot #:____________ Bid:____________          Lot #:____________ Bid:____________          Lot #:____________ Bid:____________

Lot #:____________ Bid:____________         Lot #:____________ Bid:____________          Lot #:____________ Bid:____________          Lot #:____________ Bid:____________

Lot #:____________ Bid:____________         Lot #:____________ Bid:____________          Lot #:____________ Bid:____________          Lot #:____________ Bid:____________

&
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Billing Address (if different than previous page):

name: _____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Address:____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

city: __________________________________________________________   State/Provence: ____________________________________ 

ZIP/Postal code: _______________________________________   country: ___________________________________________________

type of Credit Card:

o Visa       o Mastercard       o American express

card number: ______________________________________________________________________________________________________

expiration Date: ________________________________________________   Security code: _____________________________________

Upon credit card verification, if you are approved for registration as a Bidder, you hereby authorize Julien’s Auctions to 
charge the above listed card for any purchases you make at Auction pursuant to the Auction terms and conditions.

Signature: _______________________________________________  Date: _______________________________________________

shipping: winning Bidders are responsible for all costs to ship their items. Shipping is not included in the hammer Price of your auction item(s). Some items may
be shipped directly by Julien’s Auctions, or we may contract with an outside shipping company (“Shippers”), to ship your Lot to you. Please allow 2-12 weeks for
the delivery of your Lot; delivery time is dependent upon the size of the Auction, the destination address of the Lot, and the method of transportation to deliver the
Lot. Julien’s Auctions and Shippers are not responsible for returned or undeliverable shipments. Invoices must be paid in full prior to shipping. Please direct all
shipping inquiries to shipping@juliensauctions.com.  If you are picking up your items, you will have 30 days to do so. After 30 days, we charge $8.00 per lot, per
day, unless prior arrangements are made. the buyer is responsible for all fees including duties, taxes, VAt, customs, and other unforeseen shipping related
charges.

Buyer’s Premium: I hereby request approval for registration to bid in this auction sale with Julien’s Auctions (the Auctioneer). I acknowledge that I have read,
understood and agreed to the terms and conditions of the sale as posted on http://www.juliensauctions.com and http://www.julienslive.com, as well as printed in
the auction catalogue, applicable to the auction sale for which I now register and request the Auctioneer to approve such registration as an authorized participant
as a Floor Bidder (Bidder at live event), Absentee Bidder (Bidder by phone or proxy) or Online Bidder. A buyer’s premium will be added to the successful bid price
and is payable by the purchaser as part of the total purchase price. I acknowledge and agree that Buyer’s Premium will be added to the hammer price on each
individual lot as follows:

Lots with a Hammer Price of up to $100.00: twenty-five United States Dollars and zero cents ($25.00)

Lots with a Hammer Price of $100.01 up to and including $200,000.00: twenty-five percent (25%)

Lots with a Hammer Price of $200,000.01 and above: twenty-five percent (25%) will be added to the hammer Price up to $200,000.00, and an additional Buyer’s
Premium of twenty percent (20%) will be added to any amount above $200,000.00.

I further acknowledge that I am responsible to pay Julien’s Auctions the aggregate of the hammer price and the Buyer’s Premium for such lot(s). All invoices must
be paid within 10 calendar days after the close of the auction. I authorize Julien’s Auctions to charge my credit card listed on this form for all items purchased
(including shipping) at this auction, and any future Julien’s Auctions I may participate in, if not otherwise paid in full within 10 calendar days after the close of the
auction.

Representations And Acknowledgement: I, the undersigned, represent and warrant that the information I have provided on this Bidder registration Form is
truthful, complete, and accurate.  I acknowledge receiving a copy of the Auction terms and conditions attached hereto, and agree to comply with all provisions
therein.  I understand that each and every Bid that I place in the Auction creates a binding obligation to purchase the Lots for which I am the winning bidder, 
and that all purchases are subject to additional fees as detailed in the Auction terms and conditions. 

Signature: _______________________________________________  Date: _______________________________________________

                                  
Print name: ___________________________________________________________________________________________________
                                   

company (if applicable): ________________________________________ title: _________________________________________

Please fax completed forms to (310)  388-0207
Forms must be received by 12:00 p.m. (noon) Pacific Standard time on the day prior to the auction day in order for your
registration information to be timely reviewed and verified.

MAIL OnLy: Julien’s Auctions | 8630 hayden Place | culver city, cA 90232 

phone: (310)  836-1818 | fax: (310)  388-0207 | email: info@juliensauctions.com

Bidder Registration Form continued

&
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Julien entertainment.com, Inc., a california corporation
d/b/a Julien’s Auctions ( “Julien’s Auctions”, “com-
pany”, “we”, “our”, or “us”) hereby provides the
following terms (“Auction terms and conditions”) to
apply to sales by Bids conducted by Julien’s Auctions
(each an “Auction” and collectively, the “Auctions”).  By
completing a Bidder registration Form, you agree that
you have read, understood and agree to be bound by
these Auction terms and conditions.  

PLeASe reAD theSe AUctIOn terMS AnD cOn-
DItIOnS cAreFULLy. theSe AUctIOn terMS
AnD cOnDItIOnS IncLUDe An AgreeMent tO
MAnDAtOry ArBItrAtIOn, whIch MeAnS thAt
yOU Agree tO SUBMIt Any DISPUte ArISIng
UnDer, reLAteD tO, Or In cOnnectIOn wIth
the AUctIOn tO BInDIng InDIVIDUAL ArBItrA-
tIOn rAther thAn PrOceeD In cOUrt.  the
DISPUteS/ArBItrAtIOn PrOVISIOn ALSO
IncLUDeS A cLASS ActIOn wAIVer, whIch
MeAnS thAt yOU Agree tO PrOceeD wIth
Any DISPUte InDIVIDUALLy AnD nOt AS PArt
OF A cLASS ActIOn. thIS AgreeMent ALSO
IncLUDeS A JUry wAIVer. 

1.   aUCtIOns.

each Auction conducted is of a designated set of items
(each a “Lot”) on a designated date.  Lots are provided
by the party that wishes us to sell property on their
behalf (each such party a “consignor”).  we will provide
the pertinent information for each Auction, including:
date, start time of auction, each Lot to be sold, and
location.  Auctions may be conducted live in-person,
online via http://www.julienslive.com (the “Service”), or
both.  All Auctions conducted by Julien’s Auctions, and
these Auction terms and conditions, are governed by
the laws of the State of california.  Julien’s Auctions
maintains a bond on file with the california Secretary of
State as required by california civil code §1812.600.

2.   regIstratIOn.  

In order to participate in an Auction, registration is
required for all persons wishing to Bid (“Bidders”).  Any
person registering to Bid by phone, absentee, or in
person will complete a Bidder registration Form.  Online
Bidders will submit a completed electronic form through
the Service, where they may also establish an online
account (“Member Account”).  each Auction requires a
separate registration; Bidders with a Member Account
may register for Auctions via their account.  

(a)     Information required.  to register, Bidders are
required to submit their name, physical address,
telephone number, email address, and credit card
information.  you hereby represent that all information
you submit in connection with registration is truthful and
accurate.  By submitting your information, you consent
to have your personal information processed by Julien’s
Auctions in the United States.  Julien’s Auctions has
implemented commercially reasonable technical and
organizational measures designed to secure your
personal information from accidental loss and from
unauthorized access, access, use, alteration or disclo-
sure.  however, we cannot guarantee that unauthorized
third parties will never be able to defeat those measures
or use your personal information for improper purposes.
you acknowledge that you provide your personal infor-
mation at your own risk.

(b)    First time Bidders.  For verification purposes,
Bidders who have not participated in an Auction are
required to submit a copy of their (A) official
government-issued identification (driver’s license /

passport / state identification card), and (B) credit card.
copies of such documents may be submitted in person,
via facsimile to 310-388-0207 or via email to
bidding@juliensauctions.com.  Failure to do so may
inhibit your ability to register.

(c)     Credit Card authorization.  we (and/or our third-
party payment processor) may verify credit card
information in order to register.  to verify your card, we
will charge $0.01 to it.  After the card is verified, we will
immediately refund the card.  your card issuer will
credit your card balance within thirty (30) days from
the date of the refund.  In the event you add or
replace a credit card, we may also verify such new or
replacement credit card.  

(d)    Minors. Bids will not be accepted from those
persons under eighteen (18) years of age (i) without
written consent of said person’s parent or legal
guardian, or (ii) unless such person is an emancipated
minor.  written consent must acknowledge the terms
and conditions of sale.  this written consent constitutes
an agreement to be bound thereby on behalf of the
Bidder.  If you are under 18 years of age you may
participate in Auctions only if you are either an
emancipated minor, or possess legal parental or
guardian consent, and are fully able and competent to
enter into the terms, conditions, obligations,
affirmations, representations, and warranties set forth in
these Auction terms and conditions, and to abide by
and comply with these Auction terms and conditions. 

IF yOU Are A PArent Or gUArDIAn AnD yOU PrO-
VIDe yOUr cOnSent tO the regIStrAtIOn OF
yOUr chILD, yOU Agree tO Be BOUnD By thIS
AgreeMent wIth reSPect tO, thrOUgh, AnD In
cOnnectIOn wIth SUch regIStrAtIOn AnD AUc-
tIOn PArtIcIPAtIOn.   

(e)     Online Member accounts.    Bidder can elect to
set up a Member Account on the Service in accordance
with the policies set forth on the Service.  Bidder
acknowledges and agrees that all Bids placed under a
Member Account are considered to be placed by the
Member or with Member’s authorization.

(f)      approval of registration. Julien’s Auctions, in its
sole and absolute discretion, reserves the right to
approve or reject Bidders for its Auctions at any time.
we are under no obligation to accept your application
for registration.

(g)    term of registration.  Upon approval by Julien’s
Auctions, your registration is effective throughout the
applicable Auction for which you registered and any
post-Auction obligations you incur in connection with
Bids you placed during such Auction.       

3.   BIddIng. 

Upon completed and approved registration, Bidders
may submit a binding offer to purchase a Lot at a
specified price (a “Bid”) in an Auction.    

(a)     Placement; Payment authorization.  when a Lot
at the Auction goes live, you are free to place bids on
such Lot (i) if an in-person Auction, or if an Auction con-
ducted both in-person and online, until the individual
conducting the sale for Julien’s Auctions (the
“Auctioneer”) determines that bidding on such Lot has
closed, or (ii) if an online-only Auction, in accordance
with the parameters set forth on the Service for such
Lot.  As bids are placed, Julien’s Auctions reserves the
right to authorize your credit card for any bid amount
placed.    If an authorization was made on a Bid and you

are subsequently outbid, Julien’s Auctions will release
that authorization.

(b)    notifications.  If you are placing Bids via the Serv-
ice or by proxy, each time you are outbid Julien’s
Auctions will send you an email message notification
advising you of such.  If you are a telephone or in-per-
son Bidder, it is your responsibility to monitor the Lot(s)
for which you placed Bid(s) in the event you are outbid.
If you are the winning Bidder for a given Lot, Julien’s
Auctions will send you an email message confirmation.

(c)     Bid Conditions. Julien’s Auctions reserves the
right to accept or decline any Bid.  Bids must be for an
entire Lot.  each Lot constitutes a separate sale.  All
Bids are per Lot unless otherwise announced at a live
sale by the Auctioneer.  All winning Bids are subject to a
Buyer’s Premium (as defined herein).  Live auction Lots
will be sold in their numbered sequence unless the
Auctioneer directs otherwise.  Julien’s Auctions may
cancel any Lot and have it removed from an Auction
prior to acceptance of a winning Bid.  In the event a Lot
is removed from an Auction, notice will be provided (i) if
an online Auction, by a posting on the Service and by
email to Bidders who placed their Bid on such Lot via
the Service, and (ii) if the Auction is an in-person
Auction, at the physical location of the Auction.  In such
instance of Lot removal from an Auction, any Bids
previously placed on such Lot prior to its removal from
the Auction shall be cancelled, and Julien’s Auctions will
not receive any further Bids on such Lot.      

(d)    Purchase Obligations.  In connection with making
Bids, Bidders agree that the registered Bidder with the
highest Bid at the close of the Auction will be obligated
to purchase the Lot.  By bidding on any Lot, you agree
to purchase the Lot at the price you have Bid.  you
agree that should you Bid on a Lot and that Bid is the
winning Bid, that you are bound to pay Julien’s Auctions
the winning bid amount for the Lot.  you further
acknowledge and agree that the winning Bid you submit
for each Lot is subject to: (i) additional fees, including
the Buyer’s Premium and Online Service Fee (if applica-
ble), and (ii) additional costs, including taxes, shipping
(if applicable), storage (if applicable), and customs (if
applicable), and that you are obligated to pay such fees
and costs in connection with your winning Bid. 

(e)     Conduct. It is unlawful and illegal for Bidders to
collude, pool, or agree with another Bidder to pay less
than the fair value for Lot(s).  Bidders participating in
both live and online auctions acknowledge that the law
provides for substantial penalties for those who violate
these provisions.

(f)      disputes Between Bidders.  For live auctions the
Auctioneer will have final discretion in the event that any
dispute should arise between Bidders.  the Auctioneer
will determine the successful Bidder, cancel the sale, or
re-offer and resell the Lot or Lots in dispute.  Julien’s
Auctions will have final discretion to resolve any
disputes arising after the sale and in online auctions.  If
any dispute arises our sale record is conclusive. 

(g)    absentee Bids.  Julien’s Auctions will execute
order or absentee bids, and accept telephone bids as a
courtesy to clients who are unable to attend the live
auctions.  notwithstanding the foregoing, we take no
responsibility for any errors or omissions in connection
with this courtesy.

(h)     Online Bids.  Our online auction Service is
provided “As Is” and “As Available.”  high speed
internet access is required to access the Service
effectively.  the Service is subject to limitations, delays

Auction terms and conditions
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and other problems inherent in the use of the Internet
and electronic communications.  Julien’s Auctions is not
responsible for any delays, delivery failures, or other
damage resulting from such problems. 

(i)      reserve.  All of the Lots offered at Auction are
subject to a confidential minimum price acceptable to
the consignor at which the Lot will be sold (the
“reserve”). Julien’s Auctions is not obligated to sell the
Lot unless the reserve is met.  A Lot or Lots may be
withdrawn from an Auction if there is no Bid equal to or
above the reserve.

During a live auction the Auctioneer may open any Lot
by bidding on behalf of the consignor and may bid up
to the amount of the reserve, by placing successive or
consecutive bids for a Lot or Bids in response to other
Bidders.  Online sales may do the same by employing
the use of a starting Bid which will commence bidding
at or below the reserve price agreed to by the
consignor.

4.   WInnIng BIds.

At the close of the Auction, the highest Bid for a Lot will
be considered the “hammer Price”, and the successful
Bidder shall be informed by email (the “winning Bidder”
or the “Purchaser”).  the winning Bidder is responsible
for paying to Julien’s Auctions the hammer Price,
Buyer’s Premium, and all applicable taxes, plus shipping
costs (if applicable), insurance costs while in transit (for
items not picked up in person), Online Service Fee (if the
winning Bidder placed the Bid online via the Service)
and any applicable customs and/or duties (such
amounts collectively, the “total Purchase Price”).  Upon
conclusion of the Auction, we will provide the winning
Bidder with an accounting statement of the total Pur-
chase Price by email.

(a)     risk of loss; release of lots.  Upon establish-
ment of the hammer Price for the purchase of the Lot
(the “Sale”), the winning Bidder immediately thereafter
assumes full responsibility for all risk of loss or damage
(including, without limitation, liability for or damage to
frames or glass covering prints, paintings, photos, or
other works) and will immediately pay the total Pur-
chase Price or such part as Julien’s Auctions may
require.  All Sales are final.  Lots will be released to you
(or the shipping company, as applicable) upon our
receipt of payment of the total Purchase Price in full
from you.  

(b)    Buyer’s Premium.  winning Bidder agrees that in
addition to the hammer Price, the Lot will be subject to
an additional charge on the hammer Price as part of the
total purchase price (the “Buyer’s Premium”).  the
Buyer’s Premium is as follows:

Lots with a Hammer Price of up to $100.00.  For individ-
ual Lots with a hammer Price of up to and including one
hundred United States Dollars and zero cents ($100.00),
the Buyer’s Premium is twenty-five United States Dollars
and zero cents ($25.00).  

Lots with a Hammer Price of $100.01 up to and includ-
ing $200,000.00.  For individual Lots with a hammer
Price of one hundred United States Dollars and one cent
($100.01) to two hundred thousand United States Dol-
lars and zero cents ($200,000.00), a Buyer’s Premium of
twenty-five percent (25%) will be added to the hammer
Price.

Example:  the hammer Price on a Lot is one hundred
and fifty thousand United States Dollars ($150,000).  the
winning Bidder would pay a Buyer’s Premium of 25%,
i.e., thirty-seven thousand five hundred United States
Dollars ($37,500.00) on such Lot.

Lots with a Hammer Price of $200,000.01 and above.
For individual Lots with a hammer Price of two hundred
thousand United States Dollars and one cent
($200,000.01) and above, a Buyer’s Premium of twenty-
five percent (25%) will be added to the hammer Price
up to $200,000.00, and an additional Buyer’s Premium
of twenty percent (20%) will be added to any amount
above $200,000.00.

Example:  the hammer Price on a Lot is two hundred
and fifty thousand United States Dollars ($250,000.00).
the winning Bidder would pay a total Buyer’s Premium
of sixty thousand United States Dollars ($60,000.00) on
such Lot, calculated as follows: 25% of the first
$200,000.00, i.e. fifty thousand United States Dollars
($50,000.00), plus 20% of the remaining $50,000.00, i.e.
ten thousand United States Dollars.

(c)     Online service Fee.  For all Lots where the win-
ning Bid is submitted online via the Service, an
additional three percent (3%) of the hammer Price (the
“Online Service Fee”) will be added to the Buyer’s Pre-
mium amount detailed immediately above.

Example:  the hammer Price on a Lot is two hundred
and fifty thousand United States Dollars ($250,000.00),
with the highest Bid being placed online via the Service.
the winning Bidder would pay, in addition to the Buyer’s
Premium, an Online Service Fee of seven thousand five
hundred United States Dollars ($7,500.00).

(d)    taxes.  winning Bidder agrees that he/she is
responsible for the payment of any and all applicable
taxes due in connection with such Lot, including but not
limited to sales tax, use tax, and value-added tax (VAt).
All items picked up in california will be charged califor-
nia state sales tax, as will all items sent to california
residents.  All items sent to new york residents will be
charged new york state sales tax.     

(e)     lot retrieval. All Lots must be removed from our
premises by the winning Bidder within thirty (30) calen-
dar days of the conclusion of the Auction at the winning
Bidder’s own expense.

In-person Pick-up; Storage Fees.  If you intend to pick
up your items as the winning Bidder, arrangements
must be made upon your notice to us in conjunction
with payment of the total Purchase Price for the Lot.  If,
after thirty (30) days following your payment of the total
Purchase Price, the Lot is not removed: (A) a handling
charge of eight dollars ($8.00) per day or one percent
(1%) of the total Purchase Price per month, whichever
is greater, will be payable to us by the winning Bidder,
with a minimum of five hundred dollars ($500.00) or five
percent (5%) of the total Purchase Price for any Lot not
so removed within sixty (60) calendar days after the
Sale, whichever is greater (the “Storage Fees”); and (B)
we may send the Lot to a public warehouse or storage
facility, at winning Bidder’s sole risk and expense.  If
winning Bidder fails to remove the Lot within one hun-
dred and eighty (180) days following the Sale, then, in
addition to the Storage Fees, Julien’s Auctions shall
have the right (but not the obligation) to dispose of or
retain any such Lot.  All costs incurred by Julien’s Auc-
tions in connection with the removal or disposal of any
such Lot shall be paid by winning Bidder within ten (10)
days of our demand therefor.         

Shipping.  winning Bidders are responsible for all costs
to ship their items.  Shipping is not included in the ham-
mer Price of your auction items.  Please review the
shipping terms for your items.  Some items may be
shipped directly by Julien’s Auctions, or we may con-
tract with an outside shipping company (“Shippers”), to
ship your Lot to you.  Please allow 2-12 weeks for the
delivery of your Lot to you; delivery time is dependent

upon the size of the Auction, the destination address of
the Lot, and the method of transportation to deliver the
Lot.  Julien’s Auctions and Shippers are not responsible
for returned or undeliverable shipments.   

International.  Julien’s Auctions will provide you with a
customs document detailing the value of items pur-
chased.  Julien’s Auctions and Shippers are not
responsible if there are any delays in customs.  Pur-
chasers are responsible for compliance with all laws and
regulations applicable to the international purchase and
shipment of items.  Purchaser understands that the
shipment of Lots internationally is subject to United
States export controls and trade and economic sanc-
tions laws, and agrees to comply with all such laws and
regulations, including the export Administration regula-
tions maintained by the United States Department of
commerce, and the trade and economic sanctions
maintained by the United States treasury Department’s
Office of Foreign Assets control.  

(f)      Invoices and Payments.  All invoices must be
paid within ten (10) calendar days after the close of the
Auction.    

Payments.  Julien’s Auctions accepts payment by
cashier’s check, personal check, wire transfer, American
express, Mastercard, and Visa.  winning Bidders who
wish to pay by check may do so by making checks
payable to:
Julien’s Auctions,  8630 hayden Place, culver city, cA
90232.

Credit Card Authorization.  Bidder authorizes Julien’s
Auctions to charge Bidder’s credit card provided at
registration for all items purchased at any Auction that
Bidder may participate in, if not paid in full within ten (10)
calendar days after the close of the Auction.  Processing
fees for credit card payments may apply.  All invoices
under five thousand United States Dollars ($5,000.00)
will automatically be charged to the credit card on file
unless prior arrangements are made.

Lot Rights.  In the event Julien’s Auctions has agreed in
writing prior to the auction to provide payment terms or
an extended period of time for payment to you, you
acknowledge and agree that you shall have no right,
title, or interest in and to any property purchased by you
until all amounts owed by you are paid in full.  

If you fail to comply with the terms of the payment plan
or extended payment period, upon your default, Julien’s
Auctions shall have the unequivocal right, at its sole
discretion, to sell some or all of the property on which
you were the winning Bidder, and to apply the proceeds
toward the balance of any monies owed by you to
Julien’s Auctions.  If the monies received through the
sale of the items do not meet your outstanding
obligations, Julien’s Auctions shall have the right to
pursue any and all remedies available under the law
against you pursuant to the provisions set forth herein.
If the monies received through the sale of the items
exceed your outstanding obligations, the excess, minus
any fees or costs incurred by Julien’s Auctions in
connection with and arising out of the sale of the
properties, shall be refunded to you.

Late Payment Fees.  commencing with the tenth day
following the Sale, payments not received by Julien’s
Auctions will incur a late charge of one-and-a-half per-
cent (1.5%) per month (or the highest rate allowable by
law, whichever is lower) on the outstanding total Pur-
chase Price.

Excess Fund Return.  In the event you are the winning
Bidder on a Lot and prior to an Auction you provided us
with a deposit for your Bid which exceeds the total Pur-
chase Price, we will return any such excess within thirty
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(30) business days of the conclusion of the Auction,
unless delay is compelled by (A) legal proceedings, or
(B) our inability, through no fault of our own, to transfer
title to the Lot or comply with any provision of california
civil code Section 1812.600-1812.609, the california
commercial code, the california code of civil Proce-
dure, or other provision of applicable law.

(g)    defaults; Company’s remedies.  If winning
Bidder does not comply with the conditions herein, such
winning Bidder will be in default.  In addition to any and
all other remedies available to Julien’s Auctions and the
consignor by law and at equity, including, without
limitation, the right to hold the winning Bidder liable for
the total Purchase Price, including all fees, charges and
expenses more fully set forth herein, we, at our option,
may: (a) cancel the Sale of the subject Lot, or any other
lots sold to the defaulting Purchaser at the same or any
other Auction, retaining as liquidated damages all
payments made by the Purchaser; (b) resell the
purchased property, whether at public auction or by
private sale; or (c) effect any combination thereof.  In any
case, the Purchaser will be liable for any deficiency, any
and all costs, handling charges, late charges, expenses
of both sales, our commissions on both sales at our
regular rates, legal fees and expenses, collection fees
and incidental damages. 

we may, in our sole discretion, apply any proceeds of
sale then due or thereafter becoming due to the
Purchaser from us or any affiliated company, or any
payment made by the Purchaser to us or any affiliated
company, where or not intended to reduce the
Purchaser’s obligations with respect to the unpaid Lot
or Lots, to the deficiency and any other amounts due to
us or any affiliated companies.  In addition, a defaulting
Purchaser will be deemed to have granted and assigned
to us and our affiliated companies, a continuing security
interest of first priority in any property or money of our
owing to such Purchaser in our possession or in the
possession of any of our affiliated companies, and we
may retain and apply such property or money as
collateral security for the obligations due to us or to any
affiliated company of ours.  Payment will not be deemed
to have been made in full until we have collected good
funds.  In the event the purchaser fails to pay any or all
of the total Purchase Price for any Lot and Julien’s
Auctions elects to pay the consignor any portion of the
sale proceeds, the purchaser acknowledges that
Julien’s Auctions shall have all of the rights of the
consignor to pursue the Purchaser for any amounts
paid to the consignor, whether at law, in equity, or under
these Auction terms and conditions.

Julien’s Auctions further reserves the right to prohibit
defaulting Purchasers from being approved for
registration at future Auctions. 

5.   lIMItatIOn OF lIaBIlIty.

(a)     exclusion of Consequential damages.  tO the
MAXIMUM eXtent PerMItteD By APPLIcABLe LAw,
In nO eVent ShALL JULIen’S AUctIOnS, ItS AFFIL-
IAteS, OFFIcerS, DIrectOrS, eMPLOyeeS,
AgentS, Or ItS LIcenSOrS Be LIABLe FOr Any
DIrect, InDIrect, PUnItIVe, IncIDentAL, SPecIAL,
cOnSeQUentIAL Or eXeMPLAry DAMAgeS,
IncLUDIng wIthOUt LIMItAtIOn DAMAgeS FOr
LOSS OF PrOFItS, gOODwILL, USe, DAtA Or
Other IntAngIBLe LOSSeS, ArISIng OUt OF Or
reLAtIng tO theSe AUctIOn terMS AnD cOnDI-
tIOnS, regArDLeSS OF the theOry OF LIABILIty,
eVen IF ADVISeD OF the POSSIBILIty OF SUch
DAMAgeS.  thrOUghOUt the AUctIOn, JULIen’S
AUctIOnS IS nOt reSPOnSIBLe FOr the cOn-
DUct (whether OnLIne Or OFFLIne) OF Any
BIDDer, cOnSIgnOr, Or nOn-cOMPAny PerSOn-

neL.  

(b)    liability Cap.  cOMPAny’S MAXIMUM
AggregAte LIABILIty ArISIng OUt OF Or
reLAtIng tO thIS AgreeMent, regArDLeSS OF
the theOry OF LIABILIty, wILL Be LIMIteD tO the
greAter OF FIVe hUnDreD DOLLArS ($500) AnD
the tOtAL PUrchASe PrIce PAID Or PAyABLe By
yOU tO JULIen’S AUctIOnS.  the eXIStence OF
MOre thAn One cLAIM ShALL nOt eXPAnD SUch
LIMIt.  the PArtIeS AcknOwLeDge thAt the FeeS
AgreeD UPOn Between yOU AnD JULIen’S AUc-
tIOnS Are BASeD In PArt On theSe LIMItAtIOnS,
AnD thAt theSe LIMItAtIOnS wILL APPLy
nOtwIthStAnDIng Any FAILUre OF Any eSSen-
tIAL PUrPOSe OF Any LIMIteD reMeDy.  the
FOregOIng LIMItAtIOn OF LIABILIty ShALL APPLy
tO the FULLeSt eXtent PerMItteD By LAw In
the APPLIcABLe JUrISDIctIOn.  

6.   IndeMnIty.  

you agree to defend, indemnify and hold harmless
Julien’s Auctions and its subsidiaries, agents, and other
affiliated companies, and the employees, contractors,
agents, officers and directors of each, from and against
any and all claims, damages, obligations, losses, liabili-
ties, costs or debt, and expenses (including but not
limited to attorney’s fees) arising from your violation of
any term of these Auction terms and conditions, includ-
ing without limitation, (i) your breach of any of the
representations and warranties herein; (ii) your violation
of any law, rule or regulation of the United States or any
other country.

7.   lOts.

(a)     Warranty; disclaimers.  Julien’s Auctions
warrants the authenticity of Attribution (as defined
below) of property listed in the catalogue or online as
stated in the Attribution warranty in Section 8 below.
except for the Attribution warranty, all property is sold
“As Is”.  we make no warranties, nor does the
consignor, as to the merchantability or fitness for a
particular purpose, the correctness of the catalogue or
other description of the physical condition, size, quality,
rarity, importance, medium, provenance, exhibitions,
literature or historical relevance of any property.  no oral
or written statements made in the catalogue, online
listing, advertisement, condition report, bill of sale, and
announcement or elsewhere made by employees
(including affiliated and related companies) shall be
considered a warranty.  we and the consignor make no
representations and warranties, express or implied, as
to whether the purchaser acquires any Intellectual
Property rights, including but not limited to, any
reproduction rights of any property.  we and the
consignor are not responsible for errors and omissions
in the catalogue, online listings or any other
supplemental material.

(b)    evaluation; Item descriptions.  It is the sole
responsibility and risk of prospective Bidders to make
the determination of whether a Lot is suitable for Bid.  

(c)     Catalogues.  while Julien’s Auctions customarily
produces printed catalogues of all Lots available for an
Auction, such catalogues are for illustrative purposes
only.  Descriptions of Lots therein are not
comprehensive and may contain errors.  we do not
warrant any aspect of content in our catalogues other
than the Attribution of Lots. 

(d)    Condition reports.  Bidders may request a written
report of the Lot’s repair and restoration history (a
“condition report”) by emailing
info@juliensauctions.com for a condition report.  Other
than Attribution, we do not make any representations or

warranties, express or implied, concerning any content
in a condition report.  we will customarily provide
condition reports so long as we receive a written
request from you at least forty-eight (48) hours prior to
the Auction.  you agree that any condition report(s) we
provide to you are the confidential information of Julien’s
Auctions, are to be utilized for your personal purposes
only, are to be treated by you with the same degree of
care that you utilize to protect your own confidential
information (provided, however, that you must at least
use reasonable care), and are not to be disclosed to
third parties unless mandated by law.  If you breach any
obligations in this Section, Julien’s Auctions shall be
entitled to seek equitable relief to protect its interest
therein, including but not limited to injunctive relief as
well as money damages.  these confidentiality
obligations will survive the conclusion of any Auction.

(e)     Pricing.  All Lot pricing is listed in United States
Dollars.  we may offer certain programs, tools, and site
experiences of particular interest to international users,
such as estimated local currency conversion and inter-
national shipping calculation tools, but these are offered
for convenience only.  

8.   attrIBUtIOn Warranty.

(a)     attribution.  “Attribution” is defined by Julien’s
Auctions as the creator, period, culture, or source of
origin, as the case may be as stated in the (i) heading
set forth in bold type of a Lot in a live auction catalogue,
as amended by any statements by the Auctioneer
and/or written salesroom notices and announcements
(“Bold type heading”) or (ii) the lot title of an online
auction, as amended by any online notices and
announcements (“Online Lot heading”) (Bold type
heading and Online Lot heading collectively,
“headings”).

(b)    attribution Warranty.  Subject to the exclusions
below, we make no warranties to information not
contained in headings.  Subject to the exclusions listed
below, Julien’s Auctions warrants the Attribution of a Lot
for a period of one (1) year from the date of Sale and
only to the original Purchaser on record at the auction.
If it is determined to our satisfaction that the Attribution
is incorrect, the Sale will be rescinded if the Lot is
returned to the Julien’s Auctions warehouse facility in
the same condition in which it was at the time of Sale.
In order to satisfy us that the “Attribution” of a lot is
indeed incorrect we reserve the right to require the
Purchaser to obtain, at the Purchaser’s expense, the
opinion of two experts in the field, mutually acceptable
to Julien’s Auctions and the Purchaser, before we agree
to rescind the Sale under the warranty.  this warranty is
not assignable and applies only to the original Purchaser
on record with Julien’s Auctions.  this warranty does not
transfer to any subsequent owners of any purchased
property (this includes without limitation, heirs,
successors, beneficiaries or assigns).

(c)     remedies.  Should a Sale be rescinded and the
total Purchase Price paid, it is specifically understood
that this will be considered the sole remedy.  It is
exclusive and in lieu of any other remedy available as a
matter of law, or in equity.

(d)    exclusions.  exclusions will be made and this
warranty does not apply to Attribution which on the date
of sale was in accordance with the then generally
accepted opinion of scholars and specialists, or the
identification of periods or dates of execution which may
be proven inaccurate by means of scientific processes
not generally accepted for use until after publication of
the catalogue or listing online, or which were
unreasonably expensive or impractical to employ.

mailto:info@juliensauctions.com
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9.   IntelleCtUal PrOPerty. 

Buyers of the property will not acquire any copyright or
similar right whatsoever to the property or the images or
likenesses contained therein.  the buyer may not in any
way reproduce, distribute or create derivative works of
the property or copyright embodied in the property or
cause anyone else to, without the express prior written
consent of Joseff of hollywood, which retains all such
rights. Julien’s Auctions retains all right, title, and interest
(including, without limitation, all Intellectual Property
rights) in and to the items outlined in this Section, and
all derivatives, modifications, or enhancements thereto.
you agree to take any action reasonably requested by
Julien’s Auctions to evidence, maintain, enforce or
defend our Intellectual Property rights.  you shall not
take any action to jeopardize, encumber, limit or interfere
in any manner with Julien’s Auctions ownership of and
rights with respect to the items outlined in this Section.
All rights not expressly licensed to you in these Auction
terms and conditions are expressly reserved by Julien’s
Auctions. 

(a)     definition.  “Intellectual Property right” means any
patent, copyright, trade or service mark, trade dress,
trade name, database right, goodwill, logo, trade secret
right, or any other intellectual property right or propri-
etary information right, in each case whether registered
or unregistered, and whether arising in any jurisdiction,
including without limitation all rights of registrations,
applications, and renewals thereof and causes of action
for infringement or misappropriation related to any of the
foregoing.

(b)    Content.  the Auction, the Service, and all materi-
als, including, without limitation, software, images, text,
graphics, illustrations, logos, catalogues, condition
reports, patents, trademarks, service marks, copy-
rights, photographs, audio, videos and music (the
“content”), and all Intellectual Property rights related
thereto, are the exclusive property of Julien’s Auctions
and its licensors.  except as explicitly provided herein,
nothing in this Agreement shall be deemed to create a
license in or under any such Intellectual Property rights,
and you agree not to sell, license, rent, modify, distrib-
ute, copy, reproduce, transmit, publicly display, publicly
perform, publish, adapt, edit or create derivative works
from any materials or content made available to you by
Julien’s Auctions orally or in writing regardless of form
of media.  Use of the content for any purpose not
expressly permitted by these Auction terms and condi-
tions is strictly prohibited.

(c)     trademarks.  “Julien’s Auctions”, “the Auction
house to the Stars”, “Julien’s Auctions the Auction
house to the Stars”, and other logos and service names
are trademarks, registered trademarks or trade dress of
Julien entertainment.com, Inc.  Julien’s Auctions trade-
marks and trade dress may not be used in connection
with any product or service that is not ours, in any man-
ner that is likely to cause confusion among customers,
or in any manner that disparages or discredits Julien’s
Auctions.  

(d)    data.  Julien’s Auctions owns the aggregate, sta-
tistical, and sales data related to, derived from, and
concerning its Auctions, and reserves all Intellectual
Property rights to utilize such data for its own business
purposes. 

(e)    Ideas and Comments.  you may choose to, or we
may invite you to, submit comments or ideas about our
Auctions, including without limitation about how to
improve our operations, our Service, and/or our prod-
ucts (“Ideas”).  By submitting any Idea, you agree that
your disclosure is gratuitous, unsolicited and without
restriction and will not place Julien’s Auctions under any

fiduciary or other obligation, that we are free to disclose
the Ideas on a non-confidential basis to anyone or oth-
erwise use the Ideas without any additional
compensation to you. you acknowledge that, by accept-
ance of your Idea submission, Julien’s Auctions does
not waive any rights to use similar or related ideas pre-
viously known to Julien’s Auctions, or developed by its
employees, or obtained from sources other than you.

10. dIsPUtes. 

PLeASe reAD thIS SectIOn cAreFULLy.  It
IncLUDeS A MandatOry arBItratIOn PrOVI-

sIOn, whIch MeAnS thAt yOU Agree tO
SUBMIt Any DISPUte reLAteD tO yOUr USe OF
Any OF the SIteS tO BInDIng InDIVIDUAL ArBI-
trAtIOn rAther thAn PrOceeD In cOUrt.
thIS PrOVISIOn ALSO IncLUDeS A  Class

aCtIOn WaIVer, whIch MeAnS thAt yOU
Agree tO PrOceeD wIth Any DISPUte InDIVID-
UALLy AnD nOt AS PArt OF A cLASS ActIOn.
thIS SectIOn ALSO IncLUDeS A JUry WaIVer.

you and Julien’s Auctions agree that any dispute, con-
troversy, or claim that has arisen or may arise between
us relating in any way to your use of or access to the
Auction, the Service, any interpretation, breach, enforce-
ment, or termination of these Auction terms and
conditions, or otherwise relating to Julien’s Auctions in
any way (collectively, “covered Matters”) will be
resolved in accordance with the provisions set forth in
this Section 10.

(a)     Informal resolution.  If you have any dispute with
us, you agree that before taking any formal action, you
will contact us at info@juliensauctions.com, provide a
brief, written description of the dispute and your contact
information (including your username, if your dispute
relates to an account) and allow sixty (60) days to pass,
during which we will attempt to reach an amicable res-
olution of your issue.

(b)    applicable law.  the laws of the State of califor-
nia, and applicable federal law, will govern all covered
Matters.    california conflicts of law rules shall apply.

(c)     arbitration.  subject only to the optional excep-

tions in Paragraph 10(e) below, you and Julien’s

auctions each agree that any and all disputes,

claims, or controversies that have arisen, or may

arise, between you and Julien’s auctions relating in

any way to or arising out of this or previous versions

of the auction terms and Conditions or the breach,

termination, enforcement, interpretation or validity

thereof, your use of or access to our services, or any

products or services sold, offered, or purchased

through Company’s services shall be resolved exclu-

sively through final and binding arbitration, rather

than in court. Any claims arising out of, relating to, or
connected with these Auction terms and conditions not
resolved through Informal resolution pursuant to para-
graph 10(a) above must be asserted individually in a
binding arbitration to be administered by JAMS in Los
Angeles county, california pursuant to the JAMS com-
prehensive Arbitration rules and Procedures.   Both
parties further agree that the arbitration shall be con-
ducted before a single JAMS arbitrator who is a retired
california or federal judge or justice.  the arbitrator shall
strictly apply california substantive law and the califor-
nia rules of evidence.  By AgreeIng tO ArBItrAte,
yOU wAIVe Any rIght yOU hAVe tO A cOUrt Or
JUry trIAL.  the arbitrator shall not conduct any form
of class or collective arbitration nor join or consolidate
claims by or for individuals.  the arbitrator, and not any
federal, state, or local court or agency, shall have exclu-
sive authority to resolve any dispute relating to the
interpretation, applicability, enforceability or formation of

these Auction terms and conditions, including, any
claim that all or any part of these Auction terms and
conditions is void or voidable or that a particular claim
is subject to arbitration.  Judgment on the award ren-
dered by the arbitrator may be entered in any court of
competent jurisdiction.

(d)    award.  you agree and acknowledge that in any
award to be granted by the Arbitrator, your rights and
remedies against us or any distributor of financier or
other party related to the Auction or Service shall be lim-
ited to an action at law for money damages, and you
hereby waive all other rights and remedies you may
have at law or in equity (including, without limitation,
injunctive relief, rescission, cancellation, and termination
of this Agreement or the right to enjoin or restrain the
advertisement, promotion, marketing or exploitation by
Julien’s Auctions or any third party in connection with
the Auction and/or any rights or activities hereunder in
any and all manner of media whatsoever, whether now
known or hereafter devised).  For matters where the
relief sought is over $5,000, the arbitrator’s decision will
include the essential findings and conclusions upon
which the arbitrator based the award. the arbitrator will
decide the substance of all claims in accordance with
applicable law, including recognized principles of equity,
and will honor all claims of privilege recognized by law.
the arbitrator’s award of damages must be consistent
with the terms of the “Limitation of Liability” section as
to the types and the amounts of damages for which a
party may be held liable.  the arbitrator shall not be
bound by rulings in prior arbitrations involving different
users, but is bound by rulings in prior arbitrations involv-
ing the same Julien’s Auctions user to the extent
required by applicable law.  the arbitrator’s award shall
be final and binding and judgment on the award ren-
dered by the arbitrator may be entered in any court
having jurisdiction thereof.  the ArBItrAtOr MAy
AwArD reLIeF (IncLUDIng MOnetAry, InJUnc-
tIVe, AnD DecLArAtOry reLIeF) OnLy In FAVOr OF
the InDIVIDUAL PArty SeekIng reLIeF AnD OnLy
tO the eXtent neceSSAry tO PrOVIDe reLIeF
neceSSItAteD By thAt PArty’S InDIVIDUAL
cLAIM(S). Any reLIeF AwArDeD cAnnOt AFFect
Other USerS.

(e)     exceptions. there are only two exceptions in
which the parties may elect to seek resolution outside of
Arbitration before JAMS:

(i)      First, if we reasonably believe that you have in any
manner infringed upon or violated or threatened to vio-
late or infringe any of our Intellectual Property rights,
privacy rights, publicity rights, or data security, in which
case you acknowledge that there may be no adequate
remedy at law and we may seek injunctive or other
appropriate relief in any court of competent jurisdiction,
without any attempt at informal resolution pursuant to
paragraph 10(a) above.

(ii)     Second, any claim of $500 or less may, at the
option of the claiming party, be resolved in small claims
court in Los Angeles county, california, if the claim and
the parties are within the jurisdiction of the small claims
court and so long as the matter remains in such court
and advances only on an individual (non-class, non-rep-
resentative) basis.

(f)      Costs of arbitration.  Payment of all filing, admin-
istration, and arbitrator fees will be governed by JAMS
rules, unless otherwise stated in this agreement to arbi-
trate.  If the value of the relief sought is $5,000 or less,
at your request, Julien’s Auctions will reimburse you for
all filing, administration, and arbitrator fees associated
with the arbitration following the earlier of the arbitrator’s
decision or settlement.  In the event the arbitrator deter-
mines the claim(s) you assert in the arbitration to be

http://entertainment.com/
mailto:info@juliensauctions.com
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frivolous, Julien’s Auctions is relieved of its obligation to
reimburse you for any fees associated with the arbitra-
tion.  the prevailing party shall be entitled to an award
of all attorneys’ fees, costs and expenses incurred by it
in connection with the dispute.  “Attorneys’ fees and
expenses” includes, without limitation, paralegals’ fees
and expenses, attorneys’ consultants’ fees and
expenses, expert witness’ fees and expenses, and all
other expenses incurred by the prevailing party or its
attorneys in the course of their representation of the pre-
vailing party in anticipation of and/or during the course
of the litigation, whether or not otherwise recoverable as
“attorneys’ fees” or as “costs” under california law; and
the same may be sought and awarded in accordance
with california procedure as pertaining to an award of
contractual attorneys’ fees.  

(g)    Future amendments to the agreement to arbi-

trate.  notwithstanding any provision in the Auction
terms and conditions to the contrary, you and we agree
that if we make any amendment to this agreement to
arbitrate in the future, that amendment shall not apply to
any claim that was filed in a legal proceeding against
Julien’s Auctions prior to the effective date of the
amendment.  the amendment shall apply to all other
disputes or claims governed by the agreement to arbi-
trate that have arisen or may arise between you and
Julien’s Auctions.  If you do not agree to these amended
terms, you may close your account within thirty (30)
days of the posting or notification and you will not be
bound by the amended terms.

(h)     Judicial Forum for legal disputes. Unless you
and we agree otherwise, in the event that the agreement
to arbitrate above is found not to apply to you or to a
particular claim or dispute, either as a result of your
decision to opt out of the agreement to arbitrate, as a
result of a decision by the arbitrator or a court order or
because of an election pursuant to Paragraph 10(e)
above, you agree that any claim, controversy, or dispute
that has arisen or may arise between you and Julien’s
Auctions must be resolved exclusively by a state, fed-
eral, or small claims court located in Los Angeles
county, california.  you and Julien’s Auctions agree to
submit to the exclusive personal jurisdiction of the
courts located within Los Angeles county, california for
the purpose of litigating all such claims or disputes.

(i)      Opt-Out.  IF yOU Are A new JULIen’S AUc-
tIOnS USer, yOU cAn chOOSe tO reJect the
AgreeMent tO ArBItrAte PrOVISIOn (“OPt-OUt”)
By eMAILIng US An OPt-OUt nOtIce tO ArBItrA-
tIOnOPtOUt@JULIenSAUctIOnS.cOM (“OPt-OUt
nOtIce”) Or VIA US MAIL tO: Julien
entertainment.com, Inc., 8630 hayden Place, culver
city, cA 90232.  the OPt-OUt nOtIce MUSt Be
receIVeD nO LAter thAn thIrty (30) DAyS AFter
the DAte yOU AccePt theSe terMS FOr the
FIrSt tIMe.  IF yOU Are nOt A new JULIen’S AUc-
tIOnS USer, yOU hAVe UntIL thIrty (30) DAyS
AFter the POStIng OF the new terMS tO SUB-
MIt An ArBItrAtIOn OPt-OUt nOtIce.

(j)      Procedure.  In order to opt-out, you must email
your name, complete address (including street address,
city, state, and zip code), and email address(es) associ-
ated with your Member account(s) to which the opt-out
applies and an unaltered digital image of a valid driver’s
license or valid government issued photo ID which
matches the name on your account to:  arbitra-
tionoptout@juliensauctions.com. this procedure is the
only way you can opt out of the agreement to arbitrate.
If you opt out of the agreement to arbitrate, all other
parts of these Auction terms and conditions and its Dis-
putes Section will continue to apply to you. Opting out
of this agreement to arbitrate has no effect on any pre-
vious, other, or future arbitration agreements that you

may have with us.

(k)     WaIVer.  By AgreeIng tO theSe AUctIOn
terMS AnD cOnDItIOnS, yOU hereBy IrreVOcA-
BLy wAIVe Any rIght yOU MAy hAVe tO A cOUrt
trIAL (Other thAn SMALL cLAIMS cOUrt AS PrO-
VIDeD ABOVe), A JUry trIAL, Or tO SerVe AS A
rePreSentAtIVe, AS A PrIVAte AttOrney gen-
erAL, Or In Any Other rePreSentAtIVe
cAPAcIty, Or tO PArtIcIPAte AS A MeMBer OF A
cLASS OF cLAIMAntS, In Any LAwSUIt, ArBItrA-
tIOn Or Other PrOceeDIng FILeD AgAInSt US
AnD/Or reLAteD thIrD PArtIeS.

(l)      statUte OF lIMItatIOns and WaIVer OF

ClaIMs.  regArDLeSS OF Any StAtUte Or LAw
tO the cOntrAry, Any cLAIM Or cAUSe OF
ActIOn ArISIng OUt OF Or reLAteD tO USe OF
the SIte, SerVIce, Or thIS AgreeMent MUSt Be
FILeD wIthIn One (1) yeAr AFter SUch cLAIM Or
cAUSe OF ActIOn ArISeS Or It wILL Be FOreVer
wAIVeD AnD BArreD.

11. MIsCellaneOUs PrOVIsIOns.  

(a)     governing law.  these Auction terms and condi-
tions will be governed by and construed in accordance
with the laws of the State of california and the applica-
ble federal laws of the United States of America.
california conflicts of law rules shall apply.

(b)    Force Majeure.  except for the obligation to pay
money, neither party will be liable for any failure or delay
in its performance under these Auction terms and con-
ditions due to any cause beyond its reasonable control,
including acts of war, acts of god, earthquake, flood,
weather conditions, embargo, riot, epidemic, acts of ter-
rorism, acts or omissions of vendors or suppliers,
equipment failures, sabotage, labor shortage or dispute,
governmental act, failure of the Internet or other acts
beyond such party’s reasonable control, provided that
the delayed party: (i) gives the other party prompt notice
of such cause; and (ii) uses reasonable commercial
efforts to correct promptly such failure or delay in per-
formance.

(c)     Counterparts; Facsimile.  these Auction terms
and conditions may be executed in any number of
counterparts and in facsimile or electronically, each of
which shall be an original but all of which together shall
constitute one and the same instrument.

(d)    entire agreement. these Auction terms and con-
ditions contains the entire understanding of the parties
in respect of its subject matter and supersedes all prior
agreements and understandings (oral or written)
between the parties with respect to such subject matter.  

(e)     Modifications.  Any modification, amendment, or
addendum to these Auction terms and conditions must
be in writing and signed by both parties.  

(f)      assignment.  you may not assign these Auction
terms and conditions or any of your rights, obligations,
or benefits hereunder, by operation or law or otherwise,
without our prior written consent. 

(g)    no third Party Beneficiaries.  the representa-
tions, warranties and other terms contained herein are
for the sole benefit of the parties hereto and their
respective successors and permitted assigns, and they
shall not be construed as conferring any rights on any
other persons.

(h)     severability.  If any provision of these Auction
terms and conditions is held by a court or arbitrator of
competent jurisdiction to be contrary to law, such pro-
vision shall be changed by the court or by the arbitrator

and interpreted so as to best accomplish the objectives
of the original provision to the fullest extent allowed by
law, and the remaining provisions of these Auction
terms and conditions shall remain in full force and
effect.

(i)      notices.  Any notice or communication required or
permitted to be given hereunder may be delivered by
hand, deposited with an overnight courier, sent by email
or mailed by registered or certified mail, return receipt
requested, postage prepaid to the address for the other
party first written above or at such other address as may
hereafter be furnished in writing by either party hereto to
the other party.  Such notice will be deemed to have
been given as of the date it is delivered, if by personal
delivery or email; the next business day, if deposited
with an overnight courier; and five days after being so
mailed.  

(j)      Headings.  the headings of the sections of these
Auction terms and conditions are for convenience only
and do not form a part hereof, and in no way limit,
define, describe, modify, interpret or construe its mean-
ing, scope or intent.

(k)     no Waiver.  no failure or delay on the part of either
party in exercising any right, power or remedy under
these Auction terms and conditions shall operate as a
waiver, nor shall any single or partial exercise of any
such right, power or remedy preclude any other or fur-
ther exercise or the exercise of any other right, power or
remedy.  

(l)      survival.  Sections of the Auction terms and con-
ditions intended by their nature and content to survive
termination of the Auction terms and conditions shall so
survive.

I HaVe read and Understand tHese
aUCtIOn terMs and COndItIOns and
agree tO COMPly WItH tHeM.

BIdder

By: _____________________________________________

        (signature)

name: __________________________________________

        (please print)

Date: ___________________________________________

aCKnOWledged By JUlIen’s aUCtIOns

By: _____________________________________________

        (signature)

name: __________________________________________

        (please print)

title: ____________________________________________

Date: ___________________________________________ 
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“It is very gratifying to find that, as I have always believed,
there are women who appreciate beauty of craftsmanship,

women who are interested in jewelry of unique design,
women who prefer to have two or three outstanding pieces
rather than a chest full of novelty jewelry which fails in its
purpose of inspiring that feeling of glamour which, in the

final analysis, is the real reason for wearing jewelry.”
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